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ABSTRACT
GRAMMATICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FEATURES
IN THE MENTAL LEXICON:
PROCESSING IN ISOLATION AND IN CONTEXT
SEPTEMBER 1992
A. RENi: SCHMAUDER, A.B., MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
M.A., M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by; Professor Charles E. Clifton, Jr.
The experiments reported here investigated how
lexical information is used during word and sentence
processing. Predictions of the Feature Dimension Proposal,
according to which information in lexical entries in the
mental lexicon is represented as features, were tested.
Experiments 1-4 tested predictions made by a Vocabulary
Type Proposal, which says that classes of words like
closed class or open class words should be processed with
the same ease as other words in their class and that
context manipulations should not influence their
processing, against predictions of a Significant Semantics
Proposal, according to which ease of lexical processing is
influenced by the amount of semantic content in the word's
lexical entry. Experiments 1 and 2 replicated Taft's
(1990) finding that cannot-stand-alone words lead to
viii
longer lexical decision reaction times than do can-stand-
alone words, suggesting that the Vocabulary Type Proposal
is ij^suf ficient
. Experiments 3 and 4 showed that the
results demonstrated in Experiments 1 and 2 did not occur
when target words were placed in semantically neutral
sentence contexts, supporting the Feature Dimension
Proposal over the Significant Semantics Proposal. In
Experiments 5, 6, and 7, results from lexical decision and
naming tasks revealed a difference in priming within the
closed class and open class vocabularies and also
suggested that size of priming contexts influences
stability of closed-class priming. In Experiment 8, using
a cross-modal lexical decision task, Shillcock and Bard's
(1991) finding of facilitated lexical decision responses
to related open class targets presented at the offset of
an open class/closed class homophone only in a context
supporting the open class version of the homophone was
replicated and extended. A processing advantage for closed
class lexical decision targets existed if the lexical
decision target was related to the closed class version of
the homophone and the homophone was presented in a context
supporting its closed class sense. This advantage was
similar to, although smaller in magnitude than, the effect
for open class target words. Implications about the nature
of the human language processing system are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A theory of language processing should include a
description of how words are represented in a language
user's mental lexicon. This description should include
details about what information associated with a word is
conceptual and what information is linguistic, e.g.
,
syntactic or structural. The linguistic information should
then be divided into various distinct classes, e.g.,
lexical information which is stored specifically with an
individual lexical item and general information merely
indexed by the lexical item. The complete theory of
language processing then should proceed to describe how
these different classes of information interact during
language production and comprehension, and according to
what principles the information interacts. However, even
establishing what information associated with a word's use
is strictly lexical is far from simple. It isn't clear
what information associated with a word should be
represented in a lexical entry and what information should
be stored at some more abstract linguistic or conceptual
level of representation, e.g., as a rule or proposition.
Current conceptions of the mental lexicon and lexical
processing generally have not focused on the content of a
lexical entry, beyond making the standard assumptions
1
2about representational content which are outlined below.
Rather, existence of an entry is stipulated, and
theorizing focuses on organization of entries in the
mental lexicon. According to the theory I propose in
Chapter III, central properties of lexical items are not
correctly explained by accounts which focus on relations
between lexical entries in the mental lexicon. Rather, I
argue that a new conception of the organization of
linguistic and conceptual information present in the
lexical entry is needed. I propose that organization of
the lexicon is inherent in the features contained in
entries in the lexicon rather than being an explicit
ordering imposed on the entries which establishes their
position relative to all other entries, as is suggested
often.
Usually, entries in the mental lexicon are conceived
of as similar to entries in a standard dictionary. A
word's part of speech is listed along with a lexical-
semantic specification which captures essential ways in
which the word's meaning and usage differs from that of
other words. Minimally, most theories assume that a word's
syntactic category label (N, V, Adj
. ,
Adv., Prep., etc.)
is included in the lexical entry. In some theories, where
appropriate, a word's syntactic subcategorization frame,
which specifies the syntactic categories of the word's
complements, is also included, as are a word's argument
3structure frame and theta grid, representing the number of
arguments the word has and the thematic roles of those
arguments, respectively. When it comes to specifying how
lexical semantic information is stored in the lexical
entry, theories differ widely in the form they use to
represent lexical semantic information and in the amount
of information they posit is necessary to define a word.
By contrast with this usual approach to lexical
representation, I will argue that certain information in
lexical entries should be represented as features of the
lexical item. I suggest there are two types of features,
grammatical features and conceptual features, which are
interpreted within different inference systems in the
language processor. Incorporating this feature
representation makes explicit which information in a
lexical entry is common to many lexical items and which
information is particular to a single lexical item. Also,
I claim that these features are centrally involved in the
processes of lexical access and integration of lexical
items with context, and that this approach accommodates
the existing data on lexical processing and makes testable
predictions about integration of lexical items with
different types of context.
Once a theory of the lexical entry has been
constructed, further issues about lexical representation
remain. The macro-organization of all of the words in a
4speaker's mental lexicon must be described. Perhaps all
nouns, for example, are stored in a similar location in
the lexicon, in a similar format, or with some system of
interconnections. It has been proposed that abstract and
concrete words might be stored in a different fashion or
in different locations in the mental lexicon (Kroll &
Merves, 1986) . Hierarchical organization of concepts in
natural and artificial categores has been demonstrated
(Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Mervis & Rosch, 1981) ; therefore it
may be that words denoting those concepts are organized
hierarchically. Gross, Fischer, & Miller (1990) proposed
that the relations of antonymy, synonymy, meronymy, and
hyponymy could be used to characterize organization of
adjectives. A distinction in storage and/or processing has
also been proposed for function words and content words
(Bradley, 1978; Bradley, Garrett, & Zurif, 1979).
Distinctions between classes of words may be
representational distinctions, access distinctions,
processing distinctions involved in integrating words in a
sentence, or some combination of all of these. Lexical
representations may differ in their content. Lexical
representations of words which are related in some way may
be organized in different sub-lexica. Or, lexical entries
may be interconnected, and the patterns of
interconnections may differ. Perhaps distinct classes of
access processes apply to words which traditionally have
5been treated as being members of representationally
distinct lexical categories.
Many theories of lexical access and integration
either blur the distinction between representation and
pi^ocessing or address only issues of processing without
making representational assumptions explicit. I will argue
that grammatical and conceptual information present in the
lexical representation is organized along Feature
Dimensions, that feature information is central to lexical
access and subsequent processing, and that context
interacts with stored feature information in a dynamic,
information-driven way during lexical access and during
post-access integration of a given lexical item with
existing context.
To support these theoretical claims, I will present
existing and new data relevant to the processing of
function words and content words. A substantial body of
recent psycholinguistic research has focused on the two
classes of lexical items which have been described as
lexical vs. functional, content vs. function, or open vs.
closed. Generally, content items bear independent lexical-
semantic meanings, are members of major lexical classes
(noun, verb, adjective, most adverbs) , are an open class,
undergo productive derivation and compounding, and
contribute to meaning compositionally (Carlson &
Tanenhaus, 1984) . Functional items generally bear little.
6if any, lexical-semantic meaning, are members of minor
lexical classes (some prepositions, quantifiers, articles,
conjunctions), are a closed class, are non-productive, and
do not contribute to meaning compositionally
. Also,
functional items generally are unstressed and fill special
syntactic positions (Abney, 1987)
.
While there is general agreement that these
differences merit distinguishing function and content
items, experimental evidence bearing on the issue has
raised questions about exactly what the difference is
between the two classes. Some researchers have proposed
separate lexicons for function and content words, other
researchers have argued that different retrieval and or
integration processes apply to words in the different
classes. Still others have proposed a combination of
separate storage and different access processes. The
conflicting data and competing explanations have led some
to suggest that the often-drawn absolute distinction
between function words and content words is not correct
(see, for example, Friederici, 1985; Taft, 1990) . Some
words, in particular, do not always fit one category or
the other well. For example, prepositions seem to bisect
the two classes, with some prepositions that possess a lot
of lexical-semantic content looking like content words and
other prepositions serving a more functional role (e.g.,
serving to transmit theta-role information)
.
7I have selected as a focus for this thesis the closed
class-open class distinction, because the distinction
highlights the difference between grammatical and
conceptual features and between the ways lexical items
with different proportions of these features interact with
context. The standard distinction between open and closed
class items embodies the maximal contrast between lexical
items with primarily grammatical features (many closed
class items) and lexical items with primarily conceptual
features (many open class items) . But I will argue that
data presented here relevant to the closed class - open
class distinction reflect general facts about lexical
representation and processing. Furthermore, I will show
that there are theoretical and empirical reasons for
extending standard theories of lexical representation to
differentiate classes by interaction of their features
with particular contexts. The extension I propose will
accommodate existing data and will generate testable
predictions about the interaction of lexical-level
information with higher-level information available during
sentence processing.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter
II, existing data relevant to processing closed class and
open class words are presented and discussed. The conflict
between data supporting a clear distinction between closed
class items and open class items and data which suggests
8this distinction may be incorrect is introduced. In
Chapter III, i examine the standard theory of lexical
representation and argue that it is deficient. I propose
that there is information in lexical entries which is best
represented as features, to capture the fact that the
iriformation is common across sets of lexical entries and
the fact that the information is central to the processes
of lexical access and integration of lexical entries with
context. I then describe how the features are projected to
inference rules, interpreted by different modules of the
language processing system, and I propose several
competing theories of feature access and activation during
sentence processing and discuss implications of these
competing theories. Chapter IV presents four experiments
relevant to predictions made by the theories of feature
access and activation introduced in Chapter III. The
results of these experiments raise the question: What kind
of constraints are imposed by contexts in which a word
might occur? This question is addressed in Chapter V,
which includes data from experiments in which minimal
contexts seem to alter priming relations between words
originally presented in isolation. These priming
experiments suggest that associative relations between
closed class words lead to a different magnitude of
priming and possibly to priming of a different nature than
that ascribed to associative relations between open class
9words. In Chapter VI, an experiment which investigated the
effect of sentence contexts on priming relations between
open and closed class words is described. The outcome of
this experiment is argued to support the predictions made
by the theory of lexical representation and processing I
introduced in Chapter III. Conclusions of the present
research and future directions for research are discussed
in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER II
PRIOR EVIDENCE RELEVANT TO THE CLOSED CLASS, OPEN
CLASS DISTINCTION
A number of researchers have sought psycholinguist ic
evidence for the distinction between closed class and open
class lexical items. Explanations for the distinction have
been of two types. The first, which I'll call the
Vocabulary Type proposal
.
posits a categorial distinction
between open class and closed class items. On this
proposal, closed class lexical items and open class
lexical items allegedly are stored in separate lexicons.
Whether a lexical item is a member of the open class or
the closed class determines which access principles are
used to access the lexicon in which that lexical item is
stored. According to the Vocabulary Type proposal, the
distinction between open class and closed class is a
representational distinction which is reflected in access
principles which differ in kind. Bradley's (1978)
conclusions and some of Friederici's (1985) comments, for
example, are consistent with the Vocabulary Type proposal.
Note that the Vocabulary Type Proposal does not
account for the behavior exhibited by lexical items which
are not good examplars either of the closed class or of
the open class. Such lexical items often display mixed
properties of closed and open class items. The Vocabulary
10
11
Type Proposal will be contrasted with proposals consistent
with claims made by Taft (1990) and with claims I make
below. The second type of explanation in the literature is
exemplified by Taft's (1990) claim that the source of the
open class/closed class distinction isn't the categorial
distinction proposed by Bradley. Rather, Taft proposed
that characteristics of a lexical item's semantics
determined whether it would be difficult or easy to
process the lexical item, and that these characteristics
cut across both open and closed class items. The apparent
open class/closed class effects, at least in lexical
decision data, occur because open class items selected
tend to be items with almost all conceptual and few
grammatical features in their lexical entries, while
closed class items tend to be items with many more
grammatical features than conceptual features.
According to what I'll call the Significant Semantics
proposal . a lexical item is easy to process when it occurs
alone, out of context, if its meaning is complete when it
stands alone. The Significant Semantics proposal
critically differs from the Vocabulary Type proposal in
that a categorial distinction between lexical items is not
the source of processing differences, and in that there is
only one retrieval process active during lexical decsion,
not two distinct processes (one for each lexicon). Rather,
at least when performing the lexical decision task,
12
subjects are sensitive to meaningfulness. The apparent
open class/closed class effects, at least in lexical
decision data, occured because open class items selected
by other researchers tended to be items with complete
meaning. These proposals are discussed further after the
relevant data are presented below.
Bradley (1978) investigated whether there was a
special retrieval system for function/closed class items.
She had subjects (normals and agrammatic aphasics) perform
lexical decisions on isolated words which were elements
either of the function/closed class or of the content/open
class. One of several important results Bradley reported
was the finding that lexical decision (LD) latency for
open class items was a function of the frequency of
occurrence of the items. High-frequency, open class LD
targets elicited faster response latencies than did low-
frequency, open class LD targets. Lexical decision
latencies for closed class items did not exhibit the
frequency effect. Bradley used this finding to support her
claim that there was a special retrieval system for the
closed class vocabulary. This special system, as proposed
by Bradley, involved a separate lexicon for closed class
words. As mentioned above, Bradley's proposal about closed
and open class lexical items is consistent with the
Vocabulary Type proposal, in that the categorial
distinction she proposed between open and closed class
13
lexical items projected to two distinct sets of retrieval
processes,
Bradley's frequency results failed to replicate in
several later studies, casting doubt on the existence of a
special storage or retrieval system for closed class and
open class words. No differential effect of frequency on
LD times to words in the two classes was found in English
(Garnsey, 1985; Gordon & Caramazza, 1983; Matthei & Kean,
1989; Taft, 1990), in French (Segui, Mehler, Frauenfelder
& Morton, 1982), or in Dutch (Kolk & Blomert, 1985).
Yet, other findings support the proposal that closed
class and open class words form relatively distinct
classes in some sense. Comparisons of normal subjects'
language performance to that of agrammatic subjects
provides evidence for the distinction between open class
words and closed class words. In another experiment,
Bradley (1978) found that, for normal subjects, lexical
decision rejection latencies for nonwords which began with
a content/ open class word (SETITUDE) were longer than were
rejection latencies for the same nonword starting with a
function/closed class word (YETITUDE) . Agrammatics were
delayed in both cases (SETITUDE and YETITUDE) relative to
a nonword without a real word at its start (DITITUDE) .
Although this finding has been supported by findings of
Kolk & Blomert (1985), Matthei and Kean (1989), and
Shapiro & Jensen (1986) , we should be cautious about
14
basing strong claims on nonword rejection data, as such
results may not generalize to real words (Henderson,
1985)
.
Further evidence in support of an open class / closed
class distinction was provided by Friederici (1985).
Friederici had normals and agrammatic aphasics perform a
word-monitoring task. Targets either were members of the
content/open class or of the function/closed class.
Further, Friederici subdivided the function words into
lexical prepositions (those used to specify semantic
relations as in: Peter steht auf dem Stuhl)
,
obligatory
prepositions (those for which a particular verb
subcategorized)
,
and verb particles. Context sentences
into which target items were inserted either were relevant
to the target item or neutral. Examples of Friederici 's
materials are listed in (1.)/ where target words for
detection are underlined^:
( 1 .)
a. Open class
i. Relevant context:
Der verarmte Spieler entschloss sich ins Kasino zu
gehen.
Der Mann hoffte Geld zu gewinnen.
The poor gambler decided to go to the casino. The man
hoped to win money.
ii. Neutral context:
Der verliebte Student entschloss sich ins Grune zu
fahren.
Der Mann hoffte Geld zu gewinnen.
The smitten student decided to drive to the
countryside. The man hoped to win money.
thank Martin Fischer for translating Friederici 's
materials into English.
15
b. Closed class
i. Relevant context:
Die Auflagen beim Anmieten einer Wohnung sind oft sehr
strikt
.
Der Besitzer vermietet nur an altere Ehepaare.
Restrictions for renting an apartment are often very
strict. The owner only sublets to older couples.
ii. Neutral context:
Die Kommandos beim Wenden eines Segelbootes sind oft
sehr knapp.
Der Besitzer vermietet nur an altere Ehepaare.
Commands for turning a sailing boat are often very
brief. The owner only sublets to older couples.
c. Lexical preposition
i. Relevant context:
Der Hund hat versucht die Katze zu jagen.
Die Katze sitzt auf dem Baum.
The dog has sought to chase the cat. The cat is sitting
in the tree.
ii. Neutral context:
Der Junge hat versucht das Madchen zu schlagen.
Die Katze sitzt auf dem Baum.
The boy has sought to hit the girl. The cat is sitting
in the tree.
d. Obligatory preposition
i. Relevant context:
Der Juni ist nicht gut genug gewesen.
Der Bauer hofft auf den Sommer.
June has not been good enough. The peasant hopes for
the Summer.
ii. Neutral context:
Der Kandidat ist nicht gut genug gewesen.
Der Bauer hofft auf den Sommer.
The candidate has not been good enough. The peasant
hopes for the Summer.
e. Verb particle
i. Relevant context:
Nach dem Regenguss ziehen die Wolken rasch nach Osten.
Der Himmel reisst auf .
After the rain the clouds quickly move eastward. The
sky opens.
ii. Neutral context:
Nach der Schule genen die Lehrer rasch nach Hause.
Der Himmel reisst auf.
After school the teachers quickly go home. The sky
opens
.
For normal subjects, Friederici found a context effect
for open class items' detection, such that detection of
open class targets was faster in relevant contexts than in
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neutral contexts, but she found no context effect for
closed class items' detection. Further, in neutral
contexts, closed class items were detected faster than
open class items. Agrammatic subjects, like normals,
showed facilitation due to semantic context for open class
but not closed class items. But unlike normals, in neutral
contexts, agrammatic subjects detected closed class items
slower than open class items.
Initially, Friederici proposed (p. 145)
,
consistent
with the Vocabulary Type proposal, that in the neutral-
context condition, the smaller closed class set of lexical
items was easier to search than was the larger, open class
set, making the proposal that there are separate lexicons
for open and closed class words. She argued that, in the
relevant-context condition, the context constrained the
set of reasonable open class items available from within
the open class set, making open class items look more like
closed class items. Later, although the existence of
separate lexicons was not dismissed (see for instance the
top of page 160, where it is suggested that obligatory
prepositions may be " 'phonologically specified' in the
open class lexicon") this separate-storage explanation of
the results was replaced by one according to which "...in
context a normal speaker may use [form class] information
to activate special retrieval systems. ..." (p. 147).
Furthermore, Friederici proposed that obligatory
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prepositions, lexical items which "primarily carry
structural information and — by hypothesis — are
processed at the syntactic level, are not affected by
semantic contexts" (p. 146). So, Friederici concluded by
proposing a processing distinction between function and
content words, rather than a separate-lexicon distinction.
Further, she suggested that the broad distinction between
open class and closed class might need to be refined.
Shillcock and Bard (1991) tested subjects with a cross-
modal lexical decision (CMLD) priming paradigm to
investigate processing of homophones which had both closed
class and open class readings. Subjects listened to
sentences like 2a. -2d.:
( 2 .)
a. closed class HOMOPHONE:
John said that he didn't want to do the job, but his
brother WOULD, as I later found out.
b. closed class UNRELATED:
John said that he didn't want to do the job, but his
brother MIGHT, as I later found out.
c. open class HOMOPHONE:
John said that he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's WOOD, as I later found out.
d. open class UNRELATED:
John said that he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's CAR, as I later found out.
Immediately at the offset of the captilized auditorily-
presented prime word, subjects saw a visual lexical
decision (LD) probe, such as TIMBER for 2a. — d. ,
presented on a computer screen in front of them. The
visual LD probe was semantically or associatively related
to the open class reading of the homophone. Results are
listed in (3
.
)
:
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(3.) Shillcock and Bard's (1991) results:
CCH: 688 msec
CCU: 685 msec
OCH: 658 msec
OCU: 694 msec
The results showed that, in what Shillcock and Bard argued
were sufficiently constraining contexts, no priming
occured from a closed class use of an open class/closed
class homophone to a target related to the open class
meaning. However, priming did occur from the open class
use of such a homophone to targets related to the open
class meaning. There was no priming from would-timber
compared to might-timber, but there was priming from wood-
timber compared to car-timber. These data suggested that
function words behaved differently than content words.
Evidence from code-switching literature also supports
the closed class - open class distinction. Joshi (1982)
described the constraints on the switchability of closed
class words. He reported that lexical items in all major
categories could be switched (excepting the topmost S)
.
But closed class items (tense, aux, helping verbs) within
a verb phrase could not be switched, and closed class
items (determiners, quantifiers, prepositions,
possessives, aux, tense, helping verbs) could not be
switched in a noun phrase (unless the switch had occurred
at the NP node containing, e.g., a determiner). Adjectives
and other major lexical categories, however, could be
switched.
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Several current linguistic theories incorporate the
closed class/open class distinction (also referred to as
the functional/ lexical distinction)
. For instance, Romano
(1990, 1991) argued that in American Sign Language,
functional categories CP, IP, and CLP (classifier phrase)
are head-final, while lexical categories (NP, VP, PP, and
AP) are head-initial. Radford (1990) proposed that early
child grammars in English do not include lexical items
belonging to the functional categories DP, CP, and IP. He
suggested that only after about 24 months of age do
children learn how to use functional elements. On
Radford's theory, the delay in acquisition of functional
elements occurs because the morphophonosyntactic and
semantic properties of functional items leads to delayed
learning: he argued that functional categories are less
phonologically salient than lexical categories, more
complex morphologically than lexical categories, and are
more subject to complex syntactic restrictions than are
lexical categories.
Brennan's (1990) analysis of the stage in development
during which children use telegraphic speech included an
account of this stage on which childrens' grammar (at a
stage where MLU=1.5) had the semantics of first-order
logic. She claimed this restricted telegraphic speech's
grammar to first-order predicates (prepositions like 'at'
in 'John is at work,' common nouns, adjectives.
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iri"transitive verbs, transitive verbs, and prepositions in
Predicative positions)
. The analysis predicted an observed
absence, in the corpus Brennan examined, of higher—order
predicates and functions like adjunct prepositional
phrases, adverbs, determiners, and inflection.
Kutas and Hillyard (1983) reported event related
potential data which indicated open class and closed class
words presented in sentence contexts elicited ERPs with
several relevant differences. Open class items exhibited
larger N400s than did closed class items. Closed class
items elicited prolonged (200-700 ms post-stimulus)
negativity over anterior electrode positions. "Van Petten
and Kutas (1991) presented open and closed class words in
different sorts of contexts and measured ERPs for the
target open and closed class items. Semantically-
constraining sentence contexts reduced the amplitude of
N400 elicited by open class words. Syntactically legal but
nonsensical contexts did not reduce the amplitude of N400
elicited by open class words. Both syntactically-legal yet
nonsensical and congruent (semantically-constraining)
sentences elicited reduced N400 amplitudes to closed class
words. "Van Petten and Kutas indicated the effects probably
were due to the fact that many open class words are
ambiguous as to syntactic category, so syntactic structure
did not constrain the form class of possible
continuations. Since closed class items were less likely
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to be ambiguous as to syntactic class, they may not have
been consistent with preceding context as often as were
open class items.
Garnsey (1985) measured evoked potentials and
reaction times while subjects performed lexical decisions
to content and function words presented in isolation. The
lexical decision reaction time results showed that
reaction times to both closed class and open class words
were dependent on word frequency (contrary to Bradley's,
1978, results), and that there was no difference in the
magnitude of the effect for the two classes. Lexical
decision reaction times for the two classes of words
displayed a significant length effect. Evoked potential
(EP) waveforms showed consistent word/nonword effects.
Also, a significant difference between open class words
and closed class words was found, such that open class
words elicited EP waveforms that were more negative than
those for closed class words at N400 and more positive
than those for closed class words at P500-P600. The closed
class/open class difference appeared late in the
waveforms, suggesting that the closed class/open class
difference did not reflect pre-access stages (assuming
word/nonword differences reflected lexical access) . The
evoked potential data suggested that the locales of
preaccess processing and lexical access were widely
distributed (in the brain) and did not differ for closed
class and open class words.
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The data presented up to this point provided mixed
support for Bradley's (1978) suggestions that the closed
class - open class distinction exists due to separate
storage of items in the two classes or due to the
existence of distinct retrieval processes operating on the
two cl'Qsses of words. However, additional data suggest
that the conflict in the data might have reflected the
fact that the distinction between closed class words and
open class words was not quite right.
Like Friederici (1985), Taft (1990) proposed that the
traditionally-drawn, broad distinction between open and
closed class items was replaceable with different
divisions between classes of lexical items. Taft proposed
a distinction between function items which can stand alone
(e.g.
,
THOSE) and those which cannot stand alone (e.g.,
THAN). Items that can stand alone could be used, e.g., as
single-word answers to a question ('Which shoes will you
wear?' Answer: 'Those.'). Subjects performed lexical
decisions or named open or closed class items presented in
isolation. The lexical decision results showed a main
effect of open versus closed class, and this interacted
with the ability of the closed class items to stand alone.
Naming results showed no significant effects, suggesting
that the closed class / open class distinction in LD RTs
arose from post-lexical-access processing. Note that this
agrees with Garnsey's (1985) conclusions, and that
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Friederici ' s (1985) concluding comments are also
compatible with this analysis.
Taft contrasted a position like Bradley's (1978),
according to which functionally-constrained words are
stored in their own lexicon and therefore are harder to
access, with a position according to which, for the
function items which cannot stand alone, functional
information in the lexicon is consulted as a guide to
whether a letter string is a word or not. According to
this proposal, it is more difficult to decide that words
which cannot stand alone are words than it is for words
that can stand alone. So Taft's claims were inconsistent
with the Vocabulary Type proposal and consistent with the
Significant Semantics proposal. Taft's "meaningfulness"
dimension was rather general. He included lexical items
which are not themselves citation forms in the mental
lexicon as less-meaningful as well as lexical items whose
lexical semantics encoded information which was primarily
functional rather than representational. His version of
the Significant Semantics proposal entails a single mental
lexicon, containing both open and closed class lexical
items, and a single retrieval process which is sensitive
to meaningfulness, at least when subjects are making
lexical decisions.
The evidence cited here supported claims that there
is some difference between the (anatomically) posterior.
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open, referential system and the (anatomically) anterior,
closed system. But it isn't clear at what level closed
class and open class vocabulary differ: representation,
storage, access, or integration. Results cited in support
of separate lexicons for closed class and open class words
were results from the lexical decision (LD) task
(Shillcock & Bard, 1991; Taft, 1990; Bradley, 1978; Kolk &
Blomert, 1985; Matthei & Kean, 1989; Shapiro & Jensen,
1986)
,
or word monitoring (Friederici, 1985)
,
or were
evident relatively late (400-600 ms post-stimulus) in ERP
waveforms (Garnsey, 1985; Kutas & Hilyard, 1983; Van
Pettan & Kutas, 1991) . It is reasonable to question
whether these results indicate a processing or a storage
distinction between closed and open class words. The data
may indicate a pre-lexical-access representational
distinction between function and content words, a lexical
activation/access distinction, or a post-lexical access
integration or processing distinction. Naming, argued to
be more insensitive to post-lexical-access processes than
lexical decision (Balota and Chumbley, 1984) , did not
reflect the closed class / open class distinction (Taft,
1990) . Also, the late nature of differences in ERP
waveforms suggested a post-lexical-access locus of
differences between closed class and open class words
(Garnsey, 1985)
.
CHAPTER III
GRAMMATICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FEATURES
AND LEXICAL REPRESENTATION
The existing data on the closed class/open class
distinction provide mixed support for the distinction, as
discussed' in Chapter II. It isn't clear whether
differences between closed class items and open class
items indicate a difference in representation or a
difference in processing of lexical items in the different
classes. I will suggest that differences across
representations which are reflected in processing
differences provide an account of the closed class/open
class distinction. In this chapter, I will take up the
following issues. First, I will compare the standard
approach to lexical representation with the feature
representations I argue must be added. Second, I will
discuss how the new representational theory accounts for
broad distinctions between classes of lexical items such
as closed class/open class items. Third, I will present
the theory of lexical access supported by the new
representational theory and by existing data. Finally, I
will present and compare two hypotheses about feature
activation and interpretation during lexical access and
integration of lexical items with context: Full Feature
Access and Feature Engagement.
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A. Lexical Representat ion
Consider one standard theory of lexical entries in
the mental lexicon, that presented by Radford (1988) . The
lexical entry includes phonetic and orthographic
representations, category and subcategory information,
iQri3-l restrictions, and thematic grid, as seen in
(4.) .
( 1 .)
Phonetic representation
Orthographic representation
Categorial information:
[+/” N,V V, +/“ Common, +/“ Count]Subcategorial information:
e.g., +/-[V' NP] or +/“ [ NP] or [ ]
Selectional restrictions:
subject object
< human — human >
Thematic argument structure:
[ Actor . Theme, Goal ]
Plus: Lexical semantics (Any one of several theories
will do here.)
On the standard view, if syntactic information relevant to
the lexical item is idiosyncratic, then it must be
specified explicitly in the lexical entry. Lexical
interpretation then operates according to the generalized
Projection Principle (Radford's (142)
, p 391) :
(2.) Projection Principle: Syntactic representations
must be projected from the lexicon, in that they
observe the lexical properties of the items they
contain.
However, the standard theory of lexical
representation represented in (4.) is insufficient: There
is grammatical and conceptual information, which must be
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represented in the lexical representation because it is
idiosyncratic, which is not accommodated by the standard
representation as it stands. By grammatical information, I
mean information about definiteness, gender, number, etc.,
which is referred to by rules of the grammar. By
conceptual information I mean semantic information common
to classes of lexical items, such as the mass/count
distinction, animacy information, and the process/ event
distinction, even when these distinctions are not
regulated by grammatical principals, which determines when
a particular lexical item will be semantically coherent
with the context in which it occurs. This idiosyncratic
information somehow must be included in the lexical entry:
An account of how the information is organized and how it
is accessed by the language processing system is needed.
I propose addition of a new level of organization to
the standard lexical entry depicted in (4.). Grammatical
and conceptual information can be viewed as feature
information. The Feature Dimension hypothesis proposed in
(6.) says that the information included in a lexical
representation which is most important to lexical
processing, both for retrieval of information from the
mental lexicon and for integration of lexical items with
context, is feature information which is not explicitly
described by standard theories of the lexicon.
(3.) Feature Dimension hypothesis: Grammatical and
conceptual feature information in lexical entries is
arranged along feature dimensions. Feature information
imposes organization on the lexicon, not overall
characteristics of lexical entries.
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The centrality of this grammatical and conceptual
feature information to processing necessitates that it be
made explicit. Although some theories include some of the
information in the lexical semantics which I'll propose be
represented, for instance, as conceptual features, this
%
treatment is not satisfactory because it places the
conceptual features, which are common to many lexical
items, on a par with detailed lexical semantic information
particular only to the lexical item in question. That is,
whether the lexical item has the features iterable,
motion, bounded, or human, e.g., is treated as though it
is the same sort of information as whether the lexical
item, e.g. "dissertation," means "an extended written
treatment of a subject," on the standard theory. Addition
of the feature dimension level of organization makes
explicit information which is common across lexical items
and information which is particular to a single lexical
item.
One potential problem with proposing that any set of
finite features is used to organize lexical-semantic
information is that one must describe how features are
defined in order to establish that indeed there are a
finite number of features. On the present theory, which
features will be needed are determined by the same factors
that influence linguistic and cognitive performance.
Grammatical features are those to which rules of the
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grammar of the language refer. Since the grammar of the
language is finite, there will be a finite number of
grammatical features. Conceptual features are those which
are culturally and biologically (i.e., perceptually)
significant. The same cultural, environmental, and genetic
factors which limit and influence concept development
limit the number of conceptual features, also insuring
that there will be a finite number of conceptual features.
It is not my purpose here to justify a particular feature
set. Rather, I will exploit uncontroversial features and
argue that they play an important role in organizing early
processing of accessed entries and regulate interaction of
lexical processing with particular contexts in which
lexical items occur.
I propose that each feature can take one of several
values along a feature dimension or continuum. Organizing
grammatical and conceptual features along feature
dimensions provides a functional level of organization of
information in the lexical entry. All lexical items have
associated with them information which is functional or
grammatical in nature and typically also information which
is representational or conceptual in nature. The relative
amounts of grammatical and conceptual information in
lexical entries differs across lexical items. Feature
dimensions are organized in two categories by the systems
of inference rules that provide an interpretation of the
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features: grammatical feature dimensions and conceptual
feature dimensions. Some possible feature dimensions are
depicted in (7.); whether this set turns out to be the
complete set of features is not important. For purposes of
illustration,, tables 1 and 2 depict sample feature grids
for several lexical items. Feature dimensions which have
no 'X' are irrelevant, in that that lexical item does not
have a value on that dimension. The position of the 'X' on
a dimension indicates the value that lexical item has. All
feature dimensions are included in every entry, though, to
indicate that it is an open question whether a new entry
to the lexicon potentially has values on any of these
dimensions. Ontological category membership or morphology
of new lexical entries might bias the feature values which
are set when the new entry is added to the mental lexicon.
(4.)
Conceptual Feature Dimensions :
Human nonhuman
Rigid flexible
Liquid semisolid
Punctual durative/habitual
Process event
Obj ect substance/ aggregate
Discrete continuous
Bounded unbounded
Matter action
Uniplex multiplex
Iterable non-replicable
Motion stasis
natural kind artifact
animate inanimate
structural functional
imageable nonimageable
tactilely perceptible not
auditorily perceptible not
graminatical Feature Diinensinn«
Proximal distal
Collective distributive
Universal existential
Definite- indef inite
Affirmative negative
Animate inanimate
Masculine feminine
Singular plural
Deictic nondeictic
count mass
modal nonmodal
TABLE 1
Sample Feature Grids
Open Class Lexical Items
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DOG
Human X—nonhuman Proximal
Rigid X flexible Collective-
Liquid—X semisolid Universal
—
Punctual dui;ative/habitual Affirmative
Process- event Masculine-
Object substance/aggregate Singular-
DiscreteX continuous Deictic—
BoundedX unbounded countX
—
MatterX action Definite-
UniplexX multiplex AnimateX-
IterableX non-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kindX artifact
Structural functional
ImageableX nonimageable
Tactilely perceptibleX not
Auditorily perceptible-X not
AnimateX inanimate
-distal
—distributive
existential
negative
feminine
—plural
-nondeictic
mass
—indefinite
—inanimate
BREAK
Human nonhuman Proximal
Rigid flexible Collective-
Liquid semisolid Universal
Punctual—X-durative/habitual Definite-
Process-X X-event Affirmative
Obj ect substance /aggregate Animate
Discrete-X continuous Masculine
Bounded-X unbounded Singular
Matter X-action Deictic
Uniplex-X multiplex Count
Iterable Xnon-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kind artifact
Structural functional
ImageableX nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible Xnot
Auditorily perceptible Xnot
Animate inanimate
—distal
distributive
existential
indefinite
negative
inanimate
feminine
plural
—nondeictic
mass
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TABLE 2
Sample Feature Grids
Closed Class Lexical Items
THE
Human nonhuman Proximal
Rigid flexible Collective-
Liquid semisolid Universal
Punctual dur'ative/habitual Def initeX
Process event Affirmative-
Object substance/ aggregate Animate
Discrete continuous Masculine
—
Bounded unbounded Singular
Matter action Deictic
Uniplex multiplex Count
Iterable non-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kind artifact
Structural functional
Imageable nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible not
Auditorily perceptible not
Animate inanimate
A
Human nonhuman Proximal
Rigid flexible Collective-
Liquid semisolid Universal
Punctual durative/habitual Def inite
Process event Affirmative
Object substance/ aggregate Animate
Discrete continuous Masculine
Bounded unbounded SingularX
Matter action Deictic
Uniplex multiplex Count
Iterable non-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kind artifact
Structural functional
Imageable nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible not
Auditorily perceptible not
Animate inanimate
—distal
—distributive
existential
indefinite
negative
—inanimate
feminine
plural
—nondeictic
mass
—distal
distributive
existential
Xindef inite
negative
—inanimate
feminine
plural
—nondeictic
mass
How does the language processing system interpret
features? According to the Feature Dimension proposal,
grammatical features are interpreted by the grammar and
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conceptual features are interpreted by the modules of the
language processing system which construct the discourse
model and check it for consistency with the real world.
The process of feature activation and interpretation,
which is spelled out below, does not differ for
%
grammatical and conceptual features, though. The same
process treats all features equally, although when it
comes to interpreting features, interpretation occurs
within different sub-systems of the language processor. As
discussed below, different lexical items may have
different amounts of feature values on grammatical vs.
conceptual feature dimensions. Whether a lexical item has
predominantly grammatical or predominantly conceptual
feature values will determine what part of the language
processing system contributes the most to the
interpretation of the lexical item's features. Whether
features are grammatical or conceptual determines whether
the features are of the proper vocabulary, in a sense, for
the grammatical modules or for the discourse model modules
to interpret them. I'll suggest below that the feature
makeup of a lexical representation influences the
interaction of the lexical item with context, both in that
it influences which type of contexts impact lexical
processing and in that it influences how fast context has
its effect on lexical processing.
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B. Feature Dimension Proposal and Classes of Lexical items
Consider how the Feature Dimension proposal handles
the open class/closed class distinction. It is likely that
closed class and open class items' lexical representations
differ to some extent. Consider one central theory of
lexical semantics', that of Jackendoff (1991) . Comparing
Jackendoff's lexical-conceptual representation for "buy,"
presented in (8.), to the representation for "into,"
presented in (9.), indicates quite a difference in degree
of complexity of the two lexical-conceptual structures.
(5)
.
(Jackendoff 's 25.)
buy
V
[CAUSE ([ ]i.
GOposs ( [ ]
FROM [ oL ]
TO
[ ^
] J
EXCH [ GOposs ( [MONEY]
,
"
[FROM[ /!? ]
[TO [^]
)]
( 6 .) (Jackendoff's 3a.,
into
P
NP-;
p. 45)
:
[path ( [place ^ [thing Ij ) ^ ^ ^ .
Jackendoff's (1991) representations for "buy" and
"into" reflect the different amounts and nature of
semantic information associated with the two words. The
semantics of "buy" includes causation and a change of
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possession of money. All this is incorporated in
Jackendoff's lexical-conceptual representation, using both
open class (GO, EXCH, CAUSE) and closed class (FROM, TO)
primitives. Open class primitives in Jackendoff's system
themselves carry more conceptual content than do closed
class primitives. The lexical-conceptual representation
for "into" specifies a path which has as destination the
object or location denoted by the noun phrase for which
the preposition subcategorizes. Primitives in "into's"
lexical-conceptual representation are closed class only,
represented primarily by grammatical features, (IN, TO,
AT)
,
so even before the primitives are combined to form
the particular lexical-conceptual representation for
"into," the selection of primitives determines that the
representation for "into" will have less conceptual
content than will the representation for "buy."
These examples show there are different amounts of
functional information and conceptual information stored
in lexical conceptual representations for words in
different syntactic classes as well as for words within a
syntactic class. For instance, the word "buy" has a fair
amount of functional information (syntactic category
label, subcategorization frame specification) and
conceptual information in its lexical entry. In contrast,
the word "into" has much less conceptual information in
its entry. Within syntactic class, a similar shift in
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amount of functional and conceptual information occurs as
illustrated by Jackendoff's theory. Comparing the
representation for "buy" to the representation for "run,"
presented here in (10.), shows that "run" has a lexical
conceptual specification which is less conceptually
¥
complex than is the lexical conceptual specification for
"buy," but which at the same time is slightly richer
conceptually than the lexical conceptual specification for
the preposition "into" (in part due to the fact that the
primitive 'GO', used in the LC representation of 'run',
has more conceptual content than does 'TO' in the LC
representation of 'into').
( 10
. ) (Jackendof f ' s 3b., p. 45)
run
V
<PPj>
t Event ( t Thing li' tpath ^ ^
Differences across lexical items in the relative
amounts of functional and conceptual information
associated with their lexical representations are not
particular to Jackendoff's (1991) approach to lexical
representation. In many theories, characteristics of
lexical entries shift, both across syntactic category and
within syntactic categories. In the discussion which
follows, when I speak of a shift across syntactic
category, I mean that the prototypical exemplar of a
syntactic category will have a certain pattern of
grammatical and conceptual features, and that the
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proportiion of grammatical to conceptual features will
differ for the prototypical items in different syntactic
Gtegories. Within a syntactic category, lexical items'
mepresentations will differ in proportion of grammatical
to conceptual features as well, and instances of this
siilft will be discussed below. As an instance of
nrototypical items' representations differing across
categories, the prototypical noun will have a limited
acount of functional information included in its lexical
representation. This functional information will consist
of the syntactic category label N plus a count/mass
ai)ecification and information indicating whether it takes
any arguments. The rest of the information in such a
noun's entry generally will be conceptual information,
dtenoting the form and function of the object labeled by
taie noun.
A prototypical adjective's representation usually
nill include syntactic category label, a specification as
to whether it is predicative or attributive, and
information about arguments as the only functional
information in the representation. The conceptual
information included in adjectives' representations will
fte less complex than the conceptual information in the
BTototypical nouns' representations in that at least
isolated polar adjectives like hot/cold are part of a less
complex system than nouns, which are organized in a
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hierarchy or prototype system which is part of what
determines the nouns' extensions. Verbs' representations
generally include syntactic category label, syntactic
subcategorization frame, and lexical conceptual structure
or some other lexical-semantic representation. It also is
likely that argument structure information and/or a
thematic grid is associated with a lexical entry. Verbs'
entries thus often contain more functional information
than do the entries for nouns and adjectives, in addition
to having lexical semantic information.
There is also a difference within the set of verbs in
the amount of functional information or conceptual
information stored in a particular verb's lexical entry.
As Pinker (1989) pointed out, light verbs (e.g., come, go,
make, be, bring, take, get)
,
in particular, are
semantically like closed-class items. Their meanings
correspond to those expressed by affixes in some
languages. In idioms like 'make love' and 'go crazy,'
'make' and 'go' serve as type specifiers, tense carriers,
or slot fillers, contributing almost no lexical-semantic
information to the predicate. Light verbs thus appear to
fall on the mostly-functional end of the spectrum from
words with largely functional representations to words
with largely conceptual representations.
Function words, such as determiners, prepositions,
and quantifiers, all have functional information
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represented in their lexical entries. But they vary in the
amount of lexical-semantic or conceptual information
associated with them. That is, within the function word
class as well as within syntactic class (such as the class
of prepositions )
,
the amount of functional and conceptual
information is influenced by the functional role played by
words within a syntactic category. "It" when used as a
pronoun has more conceptual content than "it" when used as
an expletive, which has no conceptual content.
This brief discussion of lexical representation
supports the claim that the expected amount of functional
information and the amount of lexical-conceptual
information associated with words' lexical entries shifts
depending in part on the syntactic category of the word
and also is influenced by the functional role played by
different words within a syntactic category (as with "it"
as pronoun compared to "it" as expletive) . The Feature
Dimension proposal predicts prototypical members of these
classes should form a continuum rather than cluster into
two non-overlapping sets. Also, the observation leads to
the prediction that a single word will not always be a
relevant unit of semantic analysis.
In short, the analysis just presented suggests there
is a continuum from lexical items with almost exclusively
conceptual information in their lexical entries to items
with primarily grammatical information and little
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conceptual information. Existing theories of lexical
representation do not capture explicitly the continuum
from lexical items with only functional information in
their lexical entries, such as 'well' or 'even' on some
uses, certain expletives like 'it' and 'that', and
infixes, to items with almost all conceptual information
in their lexical entries, such as fully referential nouns
like 'dog.' Words at either end of the continuum are good
exemplars of either the closed class (those lexical items
whose representations consist only of functional
information) or the open class (those lexical items with
virtually no functional information in their entries)
.
Lexical items which fall in the middle of the range,
however, by virtue of their mixed representations, exhibit
mixed properties. This makes it hard to establish into
which class these lexical items fall.
Next, consider how these representational differences
might influence processing of lexical items with different
proportions of grammatical to conceptual features. If the
proposal that open class items generally have more
conceptual than grammatical features and that closed class
items generally have more grammatical than conceptual
features is correct, it suggests an analysis of the mixed
results supporting an open class/closed class distinction.
When items from the open and closed classes are selected
which fall in the center of the classes, in that they are
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excellent examples of the class and have many of the
standard characteristics shared by most members of the
class, behavioral measures like the lexical decision task
will show a contrast between the classes of items. In this
case, the lexical items selected fall at opposite ends of
the proposed continuum from very grammatical to very
conceptual. However, lexical items which fall in the
middle of the range from classically open class to
classically closed class by virtue of their mixed
grammatical and conceptual feature representations might
well exhibit mixed processing properties. Also, since
grammatical features and conceptual features are
interpreted by different modules of the language
processing system, properties of lexical items with mixed
representations may differ substantially from lexical
items with almost all grammatical or almost all conceptual
features. Furthermore, the existence of lexical items
which are members of a single syntactic category but have
different proportions of grammatical to conceptual
features predicts that lexical items in that syntactic
category will not necessarily behave similarly in the same
context
.
C. Lexical Access
Once feature dimensions are included in lexical
items' representations, I must define what it means for
these lexical properties represented along feature
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dimensions to be "observed”; that is, I must describe how
features are activated during lexical access. In the
disussion of lexical access that follows, I assume lexical
access begins when the orthographic or phonological form
of the lexical item is converted by the relevant
perceptual systems into a format which allows the input
form to be checked against to potentially-matching stored
forms. As soon as contact is made with the relevant
potentially-matching stored orthographic or phonological
stored forms, information associated with these stored
lexical entries begins to be activated. Lexical access is
not completed, on my view, until all information
associated with an orthographic or phonological form has
been located and some initial analysis of the lexical item
in the context in question had been posited by the
language processing system. This entails that all
information depicted in (4.) will be accessed, as will the
feature information organized along feature dimensions.
Also, the full lexical semantic content of the lexical
item will be accessed before lexical access has been
completed. Note this analysis does not entail that lexical
access of lexical item n will be completed before lexical
access of lexical item n+1 begins; in fact, there is
evidence that readers often do not complete all processing
of a word before they begin fixating the next word in a
sentence (see Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989, for a review) . The
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relative timing of access of feature information stored
with a lexical item is discussed next.
The set of features associated with a lexical item's
entry in the mental lexicon is a family of features which
defines the possijDle word uses lexical item may have.
However, on a given use of the lexical item, a subset of
this whole family of features might be accessed, if the
context selects only particular features. This assumes
some features are obligatory features of an item in all
contexts, but some are not. The way context selects
features is that lexical items in prior context have
selectional restrictions in their lexical entries which
require they cooccur with words that have particular
features. These selectional restrictions determine in part
which features of subsequent items will receive additional
activation from context and to what degree the selected
features will be activated. The theory of lexical access I
propose maintains that all features associated with a
lexical entry are activated immediately and uniformly when
initial contact is made with the orthographic or
phonological form that head the entry, and that subsequent
to this initial activation, features' activation levels
fluctuate in several ways described below. I emphasize
this here because two competing hypotheses laid out
immediately below both presuppose this uniform initial
activation.
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Two proposals about what occurs next are made: Full
Feature Access and Feature Engagement. These proposals are
presented below, and predictions made by them are tested
in the experiments reported in this dissertation. In
either case, once, lexical identification has occurred, the
relevant set of features associated with the lexical entry
is selected, and these features then are projected.
Consistency with context will be maintained at all levels
of the analysis, via an information-driven processing
proposal. This information-driven processing proposal says
that any and all information available at any point during
processing may be used by any module of the language
processor whose rules can make use of the information, and
that information which is consistent with the analysis of
the sentence at any given time will be maintained while
inconsistent information will be suppressed.
Once the lexical item and attendant selectional and
feature information is retrieved from the mental lexicon,
and the information is handed to the parser, the
Projection Principle stated in (5.) must be met. Full
analysis of lexical semantic information associated with
the item in question (that information which says, e.g.,
that the word "dissertation" means "an extended written
treatment of one topic") usually will not be completed
until the parser has made an initial structural assignment
to the item. Identification of the contextually-relevant
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set of features associated with the item's lexical entry
thus usually will be made before all of the lexical
semantic information in the entry is checked for
consistency with the discourse model and the real world.
This model is not serial; rather, the nature of the
information available and the type of checks that must be
made to insure consistency with context determine that in
the general case, structural and feature information will
be identified and checked before richer semantic
information is fully checked for consistency. That is,
grammatical features and conceptual features inherently
differ in degree of complexity or richness of the
information they embody.
D. Full Feature Access and Feature Engagement
Consider the question: How might prior context
context influence which features in a lexical entry are
activated during lexical access? There are three ways in
which features of a particular lexical item may relate to
prior context, depicted in Figure 1. Features may or may
not be consistent with context, and not all features which
are consistent with a context will be supported exactly by
that context.
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A.
Features compatible with and
selected by current context.
B.
Features compatible with but not
selected by current context.
C.
Features incompatibile with
current context.
Figure 1
Feature Compatibility with Context
During sentence processing, there are at least two
ways these three types of features may be activated and
used during lexical access. First, features of types A.,
B.
,
and C. (see Figure 1), all might be activated
immediately when contact with a stored lexical entry is
made, regardless of context, and all three types of
features might remain activated until the lexical entry of
the lexical item being processed is completely accessed
and the processor is ready to hand the complete lexical
representation, including the item's full lexical
semantics, on to the syntactic parser. This process will
be called Full Feature Access (FFA)
:
(8.) Full Feature Access: After uniform activation of
all features in a lexical representation occurs when a
lexical item is contacted initially, no further changes
to feature activation occur until all lexical semantic
information in the lexical entry is activated and
context selects the appropriate sense and accompanying
features
.
Full Feature Access is consistent with multiple access
findings in the lexical ambiguity literature (Seidenberg,
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Tanenhaus, Leiman, and Bienkowski, 1982; Swinney, 1979 ),
if selection of the contextually-appropriate sense of an
ambiguity follows multiple activation of all senses
compatible with the orthographic form used to access the
mental lexicon.
»
In contrast to FFA, Feature Engagement (FE) says that
contextually-selected features, that is, features of type
A. (see Figure 1) , are engaged primarily:
(12.) Feature Engagement: After uniform activation of
all features in a lexical representation occurs when a
lexical item is contacted initially, features
compatible with and also selected by context receive
additional activation. Activation levels of compatible
features which are not contextually selected decay
gradually. Activation of features incompatible with
context is suppressed. Proportion of features engaged
is important for processing.
"Engagement" refers to a situation in which features that
are selected by context or features that have associative
links with contextually-selected features receive
additional activation by virtue of that selection by or
association with context. Being engaged primarily,
according to FE, does not mean that these features are
engaged first. Rather, it means such features' activation
levels are incremented, by virtue of being contextually-
selected. FE further posits that a certain percentage of
features in the lexical representation must be engaged for
processing of the lexical entry to be facilitated. This
predicts processing will be easiest precisely in the
context that differentiates between two or more readings
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in cases of ambiguity. FE differs from selective access
accounts in the lexical ambiguity literature and is
consistent with findings supporting a multiple access
theory (Seidenberg, et al., 1982), because FE says that
nonselected features are activated, although they are not
activated to the same degree as engaged features because
they are not reinforced, i.e., incremented, by context.
The activation levels of nonselected but
contextually-consistent features might change after
initial contact with the lexical entry in two ways. If a
nonselected feature is consistent with context but is not
closely associated with a contextually-selected feature
(i.e., a feature which is specified in selectional
restrictions of the lexical entry of a word occurring
elsewhere in the context)
,
the level of activation of that
nonselected feature decays gradually. If a nonselected
feature is consistent with context and it has associative
links with a feature which is selected by another word in
the context, its activation level will be incremented in a
mediated fashion. That is, the nonselected feature's
activation will be mediated via the associative link with
the selected feature. This is the mechanism by which
engaged features pass on their activation to other
features which which they usually or always cooccur.
In addition to FFE and FA, the notion of licensing of
features is introduced to describe what it means for a
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lexical item to be consistent with the context in which it
occurs
:
(13.)
Licensing: A lexical item X is licensed iff no
feature values of X are inconsistent with the context
in which X occurs.
FFA says all features of types A., B., and C. (see Figure
1) , are activated immediately when a lexical item's entry
in the mental lexicon is located. FE says features of type
A. are activated primarily; features of types B. and C.
are activated also, but not to the same degree as features
of type A. Licensing pertains to lexical items with
features of type A. and B. only, and together with FE,
licensing predicts that lexical items with features of
type C, those features inconsistent with context, either
never have those features activated or immediately have
their level of activation suppressed. Licensing differs
from engagement in that a lexical item may be licensed in
a context even when no features of that lexical item are
selected for by other lexical items in the context.
Features of a lexical item are engaged if they are either
selected for by another lexical item in the context or if
they share associative links with one or more features
which are selected for by another lexical item in the
sentence context.
Two significant experimental results suggest that FFA
is the wrong theory of feature access and activation.
Tabossi (1988) demonstrated that in contexts which biased
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towards the dominant meaning of an ambiguous word, the
ambiguity was accessed selectively or exhaustively,
depending on the degree of constraint the context placed
on semantic features of the ambiguity's contextually-
congruent meaning. This showed that different contexts
made different semantic features of the ambiguity more
salient. Either FFA is incorrect, or FFA must be enriched
to account for Tabossi's findings. Predictions made by FE,
in contrast, are consistent with Tabossi's conclusions.
Shillcock and Bard (1991) also provided evidence
inconsistent with predictions made by FFA. Shillcock and
Bard placed closed class - open class homophones in
sentence contexts which supported either the closed class
or the open class reading of the homophone. Sentences were
presented to subjects auditorily. Subjects performed
lexical decisions to visual targets semantically related
to the open class reading of the homophones. The LD
targets were presented at the offset of the homophone or
of a control word placed in the same sentence context.
Shillcock and Bard found facilitated responses to
semantically related LD targets only for the open class-
supporting sentence contexts. They suggested that the
closed class-supporting sentence contexts suppressed the
contextually inappropriate readings of the homophones, so
no facilitation to the open class-related LD targets was
found when they followed homophones in closed class-
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supporting contexts. These results were consistent with
FE: The closed class - supporting context engaged features
of the closed class reading of the homophones, these
closed class features were activated to a much greater
degree than were features consistent with the open class
reading of the homophones, and so responses to the open
class - related LD target word were not facilitated in the
closed class - supporting context. The finding was
inconsistent with FFA, which predicted that open class
related features should have been equally active in all
contexts.
To understand how Feature Engagement predicts which
features are activated and integrated during sentence
processing, consider the lexical ambiguity 'bank.' The
orthographic and phonological form of this token are
ambiguous, with at least one verbal and at least two
nominal senses; 'Bank' as a verb meaning to undertake a
financial transaction, 'bank' as a noun meaning a physical
building in which money and valuables are stored, and
'bank' as a noun meaning an often grassy hillside along
the side of a river or road (see Tables 3 and 4) . In the
context of the sentence fragment "The architect finally
was ready to begin construction of the new , " the word
'bank' most likely denotes the physical building, which
may be made of stone or concrete. An account of how
features which are not consistent with this context and
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features which are not selected by the context are treated
when the form 'bank' is encountered must be offered.
In the case of a strongly-biasing sentence context
like "The architect finally was ready to begin
construction of the new , " encountering the visual
token 'bank' will set the lexical access process in
motion. The orthographic code will be used to contact
lexical entries in the mental which have matching
orthographic codes. Features of all lexical entries with
the same orthographic code will be activated the same
amount when they are contacted, but almost immediately,
activation of features will begin to be influenced by
context. In this case, activation of features most
consistent with the physical building sense of 'bank' will
be maintained or increased, since the verb 'construct'
selects for an object which has feature values rigid,
nonhuman, object, bounded, matter, imageable, artifact.
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TABLE 3
Feature grids for nominal senses
of the word 'bank'
BANK: Noun = physical building
Human X-nonhuman Proximal distal
Rigid-X flexible Collective distributive
Liquid X-semisolid Universal existential
Punctual durative/habitual Affirmative negative
Process event Masculine feminine
Obj ect-X—substance/aggregate Singular-X plural
Discrete-X continuous Deictic nondeictic
Bounded-X unbounded count-X mass
Matter-X action Definite indefinite
Uniplex-X multiplex Animate X-inanimate
Iterable-X non-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kind X-artifact
Structural-X functional
Imageable-X nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible-X not
Auditorily perceptible X-not
Animate X-inanimate
BANK: Noun = river bank
Human X-nonhuman Proximal
Rigid-X flexible Collective--
Liquid X-semisolid Universal
Punctual durative/habitual Affirmative-
Process event Masculine
—
Obj ect-X—substance/aggregate Singular-X-
Discrete-X continuous Deictic
Bounded X—unbounded count-X
Matter-X action Definite
Uniplex-X multiplex Animate
Iterable-X non-replicable
Motion stasis
Natural kind-X artifact
Structural X-functional /
Imageable-X nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible-X not
Auditorily perceptible X-not
Animate X-inanimate
-distal
—distributive
existential
negative
feminine
plural
-nondeictic
-mass
—indefinite
X-inanimate
TABLE 4
Feature grids for verbal sense
of the word 'bank'
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BANK; Verb = to conduct financial transact i nnc^
Human nonhuman Proximal distal
flexible
^
Collective-X distributive
Liquid semj.solid Universal existential
Punctual-X durative/habitual Affirmative negative
Process event Masculine feminine
Obj ect substance/aggregate Singular plural
•continuous
unbounded
-X-action
multiplex
Discrete
Bounded
Matter
Uniplex
Iterable-X non-replicable
Motion-X stasis
Natural kind artifact
Structural functional
Imageable nonimageable
Tactilely perceptible not
Auditorily perceptible not
Animate inanimate
Deictic-
count
—
Definite-
Animate--
-nondeictic
-mass
--indefinite
--inanimate
However, lexical entries with some but not all of these
feature values will still be consistent with context,
although they may not be selected by other items in the
context. Some of the feature values of the 'riverbank'
sense of 'bank' will not be selected by the context, but
they are compatible with context in that they are features
which nouns commonly possess, feature values like
unbounded, functional, and natural kind. The current
context doesn't select for these feature values, but they
don't conflict with the contextually-selected values
either. Over time, activation of these feature values will
decay because they are not selected for by context
although the lexical entry is licensed by context.
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Feature values inconsistent with the context will not
receive additional activation, after the point when the
lexical entry containing the inconsistent features first
was located. In fact, the activation level of feature
values like punctual, action, and motion, which are
inconsistent with context, will be inhibited actively,
according to Feature Engagement. The net result will be
that most of the features of the verbal sense of 'bank'
will be inhibited. This inhibition will cause the verbal
sense to drop quickly as a competing option for
interpretation of 'bank' in this context. Activation of
feature values of the riverbank sense of 'bank' will
decay, and^because the decay process is much slower than
is active inhibition, the riverbank nominal sense will be
a stronger competitor with the physical building sense of
'bank.' However, within a short period of time, the
riverbank sense will drop far behind the physical building
sense of 'bank' as the contextually-engaged sense
dominates.
There are a number of assumptions implicit in this
account of lexical access. The first is that FE is a
process which begins once lexical access has begun, in
that the orthographic or phonological code for the lexical
token has already been used to locate one or more entries
in the mental lexicon with the same code although lexical
not have been completed yet. FE is a theoryaccess may
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about how lexical feature information which is organized
along feature dimensions is activated once lexical access
has begun: It is not a pre-lexical access process, but
neither is it post-lexical in the sense that complete
activation of all lexical semantic information associated
with the lexical entry may not yet have been accessed. The
second assumption is that lexical items which are licensed
by context are those whose features are compatible with
context, and features which are engaged by context are
those which are selected by context. A third assumption is
that activation, decay, and inhibition of features is
influenced by local context. Other lexical items often
select for complements with particular features, and the
feature selection called engagement increases activation
of engaged features. A fourth assumption is that non-
engaged feature values decay. This decay process is
gradual, and it influences only those features of type B
in Figure 1, features which are licensed by context but
which are not engaged by that context. A fifth assumption
is that activation of inconsistent feature values is
actively inhibited, and that this inhibition process
operates quicker than the gradual decay of activation of
licensed but non-engaged features.
To summarize, the position introduced in Chapter III
is that all lexical representations include grammatical
and conceptual feature information organized along feature
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dimensions: The features impose organization on the mental
lexicon, not the lexical entries themselves nor the
relations between entries. Features consistent with
context in which the lexical item occurs are licensed by
that context (feature types A and B in Figure 1) . Features
which are selected by the context are engaged (feature
type A in Figure 1) . Features which are licensed by
context include engaged features. Features which are not
licensed by context are inhibited (feature type C in
Figure 1) . The competing theories of FFA and FE make
testable predictions. Existing evidence from Tabossi
(1988) and Shillcock & Bard (1991) is inconsistent with
FFA and is consistent with FE. In Chapter IV, some of the
predictions made by FFA and FE are tested.
CHAPTER IV
FEATURE ENGAGEMENT VS. FULL FEATURE ACCESS:
ISOLATION VS. CONTEXT
The four experiments reported in Chapter IV were
conducted for two reasons. First, the theory of lexical
representation and processing proposed in Chapter III
provides an explanation of Taft's (1990) results which
differs from the explanation offered by the Significant
Semantics proposal. Experiments 1 and 2 tested predictions
made by the Significant Semantics proposal against
predictions made by the Vocabulary Type proposal. These
first two experiments were a replication of Taft's
Experiments 1 and 3
,
which provided evidence more
consistent with the Significant Semantics proposal than
with the Vocabulary Type proposal. Second, these four
experiments tested general predictions of the Feature
Engagement and the Full Feature Activation hypotheses. The
Feature Dimension proposal predicts that the pattern of
features stored in lexical items' lexical entries
determines behavior of the lexical items in isolation and
in context, and Feature Engagement predicts that different
contexts might engage different features of the same
lexical item. Comparing the results from Experiments 1 and
2 to those from Experiments 3 and 4 provided a first test
of whether sentence context influenced lexical processing
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as reflected in lexical decision (LD) response times. As
noted below, these four experiments did not provide
definitive evidence in support of or against either FFA or
FE, but they suggested FE might describe the lexical
access process more accurately than FFA. Experiments
reported in Chapters V and VI provided further tests of
the FE and FFA theories.
Consider again the two types of explanation for the
apparent difference between closed class and open class
items that have been offered. The Vocabulary Type proposal
posited that there are two types of lexical entries, and
that these two kinds of entries entail access processes
which differ in kind. Taft (1990) rejected this theory in
favor of an account I'm terming the Significant Semantics
proposal. On the Significant Semantics proposal, lexical
items must be meaningful to be processed easily.
Experiments 1-4 were run in part as a test of predictions
made by the Vocabulary Type and the Significant Semantics
proposals. Experiments 1 and 2 were a replication of
Taft's (1990) Experiments 1 and 3, in which Taft found LD
reaction times (LDRTs) to open and closed class words
presented in isolation were approximately equally affected
by whether the word was a can stand alone word or a cannot
stand alone word (see Table 5 for Taft's results). Taft's
results provided evidence against the Vocabulary Type
proposal and in support of the Significant Semantics
proposal, and Experiments 1 and 2 confirmed Taft'
findings
.
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TABLE 5
Taft's (1990) Experiment 1 and 3 results
(Lexical decision reaction times in ms)
Taft's Experiment 1 results
Example RT
597
582
661
580
Error
Closed can stand alone THOSE
Open class controls LARGE
Closed cannot stand alone ELSE
Open class controls CARE
0.3%
1.3%
8 . 0 %
1 . 0 %
Taft's Experiment 3 results
Open can stand alone PERSIST
Open can't stand alone DISPOSE
781
862
6.9%
13.5%
In Chapter III, I introduced the proposal that
grammatical and conceptual features in a lexical item's
mental representation are organized along feature
dimensions. Full Feature Access, claimed that features
licensed by context and features incompatible with context
are immediately when a lexical entry is contacted and
remain activated equally until lexical access is
completed, regardless of context. This was contrasted with
Feature Engagement, according to which contextually-
engaged features' activation levels are incremented as
soon as contact is made with the lexical entry
.
Contextually-licensed features' activation levels decay
gradually from the state of activation they begin at after
contact is made with features in the entry, and features
incompatible with context are inhibited after contact with
features in the entry occurs.
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The theory of parsing proposed here is not top-down.
Rather, I'm proposing that Feature Engagement, if it is
the correct theory of lexical processing, entails
information-driven parsing. Lexical access is a bottom-up
process, in that all feature information is activated upon
initial contact with the lexical representation via
orthographic or phonemic code. But when and if higher-
level information from prior context, such as lexical
selection restrictions and perhaps even message-level
information, is available, it can influence the process of
lexical access and integration. Lexical access is
completed when all of the information associated with the
lexical entry is located and activated.
FFA, in contrast to FE, predicts a theory of parsing
according to which lexical access is not influenced by
prior context. FFA is consistent with a theory on which
context can select between ambiguous lexical entries, but
this selection process must be post-lexical-access, if FFA
is correct. If FFA is the correct theory of lexical
access, changes to context in which a lexical item occurs
should not influence access of the lexical item, although
later integration processes might be influenced by
contextual factors. If FE is correct, context might impact
lexical access and integration of the lexical item with
context. Futhermore, FE predicts that the degree of
constraint provided by prior context should affect early
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lexical processing. There might be a shift in the degree
of activation provided by feature engagement, such that
heavily—constraining context would lead to greater
activation of engaged features than would neutral context.
Experiments 3 and 4 investigated whether the pattern
of LDRTs would be influenced by placing the LD targets
from the first two experiments into relatively
semantically-neutral sentence contexts. Taft's (1990)
results and the explanation he offered for them implied
that words with impoverished semantics should receive
support from meaningful sentence context, which would help
make up for such words' impoverished semantics. That is,
the Significant Semantics proposal predicts that
semantically-neutral contexts should not influence
processing of can- and cannot-stand-alone words, if
meaningful words are words with significant semantic
content in their lexical representations, and if the
semantically-neutral contexts therefore do not impact
judgments of meaningfulness for the can- and cannot-stand-
alone words. However, if "meaningfulness" means something
other than having a certain amount of semantic content in
a lexical entry, the effect of even semantically neutral
context might be to eliminate the distinction Taft found
between can- and can' t-stand-alone closed and open class
words as compared to when these words were presented in
isolation.
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Several types of contextual support are offered by a
sentence context. Some words, such as some of Taft's
(1990) can' t—stand-alone words like "upside" and "vantage"
(words with impoverished lexical semantics) might need to
cooccur in a sentence with the lexical item that completed
their lexical entry ("down" or "point")
. A sentence
context can supply local lexical context which supports a
word with impoverished lexical semantics. Other words,
like the word "via," have lexical semantic content which
is relational in nature, in that the word sets up a
particular relation between other words which occur in
context with it. When a word like "via" occurs out of
context, it is impoverished in that it cannot perform this
function of relating other words to each other. Certain
other words have strong associative links in the mental
lexicon, such that when one word is read or heard, another
word becomes more activated ("doctor"-"nurse") . Sentence
contexts containing one such lexical associate can support
processing of the second associate. Many sentence contexts
constrain the syntactic class of lexical items which occur
in certain positions. For example, in "After awaking late
on Tuesday morning, Joe hoped to X", the word which occurs
at the position of the X will likely be a verb. In
addition to specific lexical and syntactic constraints
provided by sentence context, a general semantic, or
message-level, constraint can be provided by sentence
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context. Knowing that a sentence is about something
happening in a butcher shop may lead to facilitated
processing of words like 'cleaver' and 'steak' (Morris,
1990)
.
The experiments proposed in this chapter compared
Taft's (1990) LD responses to words presented in isolation
(Experiments 1 and 2) to LD responses to the same words
when they were presented as part of semantically-neutral
sentence contexts (Experiments 3 and 4) . The question of
interest was: Would sentence context support processing of
lexical items with impoverished lexical semantics?
Sentence contexts chosen were minimal in that they were
semantically neutral with respect to Taft's can- and
can' t-stand-alone target words. That is, there were no
lexical associates of the targets present in context prior
to occurrence of the target words, syntactic constraints
on the positions in which target words occurred were
relatively minimal, and no strong message-level
information was present in context prior to target words.
These contexts were used to see whether minimal sentence
context eliminated the distinction Taft found in LDRTs to
can- and can' t-stand-alone words. The goal was to
determine why sentence contexts might have this effect (if
indeed they did) and to establish what the results
indicated about Full Feature Access and Feature
Engagement. Specific predictions are listed with
descriptions of the experiments.
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A. Experiments 1 and 2
Experiments 1 and 2 were intended to confirm Taft's
(1990) finding that whether LD target words were closed
class or open class interacted with whether those targets
could stand alone or could not stand alone. The
explanation Taft offered for his findings was: (1) Closed
and open class can' t-stand-alone words which typically
occur with a specific other word, e.g. 'dispose of', 'or
else', led to longer LDRTs because the target ('dispose'
or 'else') was not associated with meaning: only the full
lexical entry had meaning, and; (2) LDRTs to closed class
words defined in terms of syntactic function, like 'via,'
'than, ' 'nor, ' 'shall, ' were delayed because the lexical
units had no semantic information at all associated with
them, only syntactic information. Taft suggested words
which could stand alone were neither functionally
constrained nor representationally deficient, and thus
they induced no processing difficulty when processed out
of context.
The theory proposed in Chapter III also predicts a
difference in LDRTs to can and cannot stand alone words
presented in isolation, but the basis of the prediction
differs from Taft's (1990) explanation. Can't stand alone
lexical items have more grammatical features than
conceptual features and less lexical-semantic content than
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can stand alone items. Retrieval of can't stand alone
items turns up primarily grammatical features, and when
these items are processed in isolation, grammatical
features do little to assist in the lexical decision.
Grammatical features don't assist in the lexical decision
task, since the task involves a decision in part about how
meaningful the target word is, and grammatical features'
are "meaningful" only to the degree that they serve a
relational or structural function when interpreted by the
grammatical processing modules of the language processing
system. The suggestion is that conceptual features and
referential content assist subjects in the lexical
decision task because conceptual features are meaningful:
linguistic features do not assist in the LD task because
they are relational or structural, and the LD task is not
sensitive to this type of meaning.
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 are presented
next, and discussion of both experiments follows
presentation of the results.
1 . Experiment 1
a . Method
i. Subjects Twenty-two members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Data from two
subjects was discarded because the subjects' standard
deviations of LDRT was more than two standard deviations
greater than the mean standard deviation. Subjects had
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normal or corrected-to-normal vision (established by self-
report) and were native speakers of English. Subjects
received course credit for their participation.
ii. Materials The same fifteen can-stand-alone
closed-class words and their frequency- and length-matched
(see Taft, 1990) open-class controls used in Experiment 1
of Taft (1990) were employed in the present experiment.^
Also, the fifteen can't—stand—alone closed-class words and
their matched open-class controls from Taft's Experiment 1
were used. These words were from two to ten letters long.
See Table 6 for sample materials and Appendix A for the
full set of Experiment 1 materials.
TABLE 6
Sample can stand alone and cannot stand alone words
from Taft's (1990) Experiments 1 and 3
Examples
Closed can stand alone Those, now, again, often, off.
Open class controls Large, way, great, house, old.
Closed cannot stand alone Else, am, nor, thus, must.
Open class controls Care, box, age, seem, word.
Open can stand alone Persist, communion, thermos, ale.
Open can't stand alone Dispose, pent, fraught, crux.
The forty nonwords used in Experiment 1 were the same
nonwords used in Taft's (1990) Experiment 1. They were
thank Marcus Taft for providing me with his complete
materials including the nonwords he used.
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constructed by selecting a set of closed- and open-class
words (not already used in the materials) and changing one
letter to yield a pronounceable nonword that conformed to
the rules of English orthography. The resulting nonwords
were from two to eleven letters long.
iii. Procedure Subjects were seated in front of a
computer monitor. They were instructed that they would
press a trigger to start the experiment, that at the start
of every trial they would see the word READY appear
centered on the screen, and that this word would then be
replaced by a white fixation cross which also would be
centered on the the screen. Subjects were told the white
cross would then disappear and be replaced by a word in
dark blue letters that either would be a real word in
English or a nonsense word. Subjects were told to decide
as quickly as possible whether the blue word was a real
word in English or a nonsense word and immediately to
indicate their response by pulling one of two response
triggers. They were told to be accurate and fast in giving
their response, but accuracy was stressed over speed.
Further, subjects were instructed that a correct response
would lead directly to the next trial, whereas after an
incorrect reponse, the word ERROR first would appear on
the screen before the next trial automatically would
begin.
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After 40 practice trials, subjects performed the
experiment. Each trial consisted of the following events.
The word READY was presented in capital white letters,
centered on the screen, for 1000 msec. It then immediately
was replaced by a small white fixation cross also located
at the center of the screen, which was displayed for 500
msec. Again with a 0 msec ISI, the cross was replaced by
the lexical-decision target stimulus, which was presented
in upper-case, dark blue letters on the screen's black
background. The LD target remained on the screen for 500
msec or until the subject responded, in cases where a
response took place in less than 500 msec. Subjects'
responses and response latencies were recorded by the AT-
class computer controlling the experiment. After each
correct response, the next trial automatically began.
After an incorrect response, the word ERROR appeared on
the screen for 500 msec before the next trial was
initiated.
iv . Design All manipulations were within subjects.
The overall design was a two (can-stand-alone versus
can't-stand-alone) by two (experimental can- or can't-
stand-alone closed-class words versus their matched open-
class controls) repeated measures design. Materials were
presented to subjects in pseudo—random order. The
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interaction between can-stand—alone/can' t-stand~alone and
the experimental/control factor was of particular interest
here, as in Taft (1990)
.
b. Results
The means and error rates for Experiment 1 can be
found in Table 7.
TABLE 7
Experiment 1
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Errors reported by condition
Condition Example RT Exp.-Contr. Errors
1: Can stand alone SOON 555 5%
2; Cl controls HARD 549 6 6%
3: Can't stand alone ELSE 602 21%
4
:
C3 controls CARE 546 56 6%
Consider the mean LDRTs for conditions 1-4, the
closed class words and their controls. Can-stand-alone
closed class words were responded to only 6 msec slower
than their matched open class controls. However, the
can't-stand-alone closed class words were responded to 56
msec slower than their matched open class controls. As
Taft (1990) found in his Experiment 1, it appears that
subjects had a harder time deciding that the closed-class
words classified as can' t—stand—alone were real words in
English than they did the matched control words.
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Tli0 msin ©ff©ct of can“stand'“alon© clos©d class /
can' t-stand-alon© closed class (conditions 1 and 2
compared with conditions 3 and 4) was significant by
subjects and marginally significant by items, (1,19) =
5.8, p < .02, MSg = 1737.47 ; F2 (1,28)= 3.24, p < . 08,
MSg = 4013, reflecting the fact that the can' t-stand-alone
closed-class words and their open—class word controls were
responded to slower, with average LDRTs of 552 msec, than
were the can—stand—alone closed-class words and their
controls, with average LDRTs of 575 msec.
The main effect of experimental (can- or can't-stand
alone closed-class words), with a mean LDRT of 579, versus
control (condition 1 open-class controls or condition 3
open-class controls), with mean LDRT 548, was significant
by subjects and items, F-^ (1,19) = 14.19, p < .002, MS^ =
1332.63; F2 (1,28) = 10.91, p < .003, MS^ = 1636.86.
Overall, the closed-class words were responded to slower
than were their open-class controls.
Can-stand-alone closed class words were responded to
only 6 msec faster than their open class controls, 555
msec compared to 549 msec, whereas the can't-stand-alone
closed class words were responded to 56 msec faster than
their controls, 602 msec versus 546 msec. This
interaction between the can-stand-alone/can 't-stand-alone
factor and the experimental /control factor was
significant by subjects and items, F3^(l,19) = 9.42, p <
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.006, MSq = 1359.1, F2 (1,28) = 9.4, £ < .005, MS^ =
1636.86.
As in Taft's (1990) Experiment 1, subjects took
longer to indicate that can't-stand-alone closed class
words were real words compared to open class controls, and
this difference was significantly larger than the
difference between LDRTs to can-stand-alone closed class
words and LDRTs to their matched controls.
Note that the error rates showed the same pattern of
results as did lexical decision reaction times. Subjects
responded correctly 95% of the time to can-stand-alone
closed class words and 94% of the time to their matched
controls, and subjects were correct 79% of the time for
can' t-stand-alone closed class words and 94% correct for
their matched controls.
The main effect of can-stand-alone/can' t-stand-alone,
95% correct versus 86% correct, was significant by
subjects and marginally significant by items, F]^(l,19) =
11.01, p < .004, MSq = .01; F2(1,28) = 3.84, p < .06, MS^
= .03. The main effect of experimental/control, 87%
correct versus 94% correct, was significant by subjects
and items, F]^(l,19) = 7.69, p < .01, MS^ = .01; F2(l,28)
= 4.82, p < .03, MSg = .43. Further, for the percent
correct data, the interaction of can— and can't—stand-
alone with experimental/control was also significant by
subjects and items, F'j^(l,19) = 16.21, p < .001, MS^ -
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.008; F2(1,28) - 6.83, p < .01, MS^ = .015, reflecting
the fact that there was a 1% difference in the error rate
^^sporises to can—stand-alone closed class items
compared to their open class controls but a 15% difference
in errors to can' t—stand—alone closed class words versus
their open class controls.
c. Discussion
Discussion of Experiment 1 follows presentation of
the results of Experiment 2
.
2 . Experiment 2
a . Method
i. Subjects Twenty members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision (established by self-report)
and were native speakers of English. Subjects received
course credit for their participation.
ii . Materials Thirty-nine of Taft's (1990) forty
open class can- and can't-stand-alone word pairs from his
Experiment 3, which he had matched roughly for length and
frequency (see Taft, 1990), were employed in Experiment 2.
One pair, SNICK-SPATE, was not used because speakers of
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American English would be unlikely to indicate that either
member of the pair was a real word in English. Target
words were from three to ten letters long. See Table 6 for
sample materials and Appendix B for the full set of
Experiment 2 materials.
The fifty nonwords used in Experiment 2 were the same
nonwords used in Taft's (1990) Experiment 3. They were
constructed by selecting a set of closed- and open-class
words (not already used in the materials) and changing one
letter to yield a pronounceable nonword that conformed to
the rules of English orthography. The resulting nonwords
were from three to eleven letters long.
iii . Procedure The procedure was identical to that
reported for Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, subjects
preceded with the experiment after a block of 40 practice
trials.
iv. Design All manipulations were within subjects.
There was one within subjects factor with two levels, can-
stand-alone open class target or can't-stand-alone open
class target. The main effect of can-stand-alone/can' t-
stand-alone was of interest here, as in Taft's (1990)
Experiment 3
.
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b. Results
The means and error rates for Experiment 2 are
reported in Table 8.
TABLE 8
Experiment 2
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in ms)
and Percent Errors reported by condition
for Can- and Can't-stand alone Open Class Targets
Condition Example RT Exp . -Contr
.
Errors
5: Can stand alone PERSIST 661 11%
6: Can't stand alone DISPOSE 682 21 19%
Consider the mean LDRTs for can-stand-alone open
class words compared to can' t-stand-alone open class
words. Can-stand-alone open class words were responded to
21 msec faster than he can' t-stand-alone open class words,
661 msec compared to 682 msec. As Taft (1990) found in his
Experiment 3, subjects had a harder time deciding that the
open class words classified as can't-stand-alone were real
words in English than they did the can-stand-alone open
class words.
The main effect of can-stand-alone/can't-stand-alone
was significant by subjects but not by items, (1,19) =
6.11, p < .02, MSq = 722.42, F2 (1,38)= 2.37, p > .1, MS^
= 4724.74, reflecting the fact that the can't-stand-alone
open class words were responded to slower than were the
can-stand-alone words.
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Note that while the effect of being a can't-stand-
alone word did not yield reaction time data which were
significant by items, subjects' error rates showed a
robust difference. Subjects made a mean of 11% errors in
their responses to can-stand-alone open class words and a
mean of 19% errors in responses to can' t-stand-alone open
class words. For the percent correct data, the main effect
of can-stand-alone/can 't-stand-alone, 89% correct versus
81% correct, was significant by subjects and by items,
Fi(l,19) = 19.09, p < .001, MSg = .004; F2(l,38) = 6.81, •
p < .01, MSg = .02.
The high error rate for both can- and cannot-stand-
alone open class target words appeared to be due to the
fact that the subjects did not know many of these words,
and so they incorrectly rejected the open class targets as
nonwords. This explanation is supported by the fact that
subjects had a mean error rate of 0% for the nonword
trials in Experiment 2. Thus, it did not appear to be the
case that subjects just were inaccurate in all of their
responses in Experiment 2
.
c. Discussion of Experiment 1 and 2 Results
The effect found by Taft (1990) was replicated here
in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 1, the can/can't
stand alone difference for closed class items was robust,
as evidenced by the significant interaction in Experiment
1 of class (closed class experimental item vs. open class
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control item) with the can/can't stand alone factor. In
Experiment 2^ though the main effect of can/can^t stand
alone was only significant by subjects, the percent
correct performance data showed a robust effect of
can/can't stand alone, with the can't stand alone items
leading to more incorrect LD responses than the can stand
alone items.
Comparison of the results from the Experiments 1 and
2 to Taft's (1990) Experiment 1 and 3 results indicated
that subjects in the present Experiments 1 and 2 generally
were quicker to make postive LD responses than were Taft's
subjects. The mean LDRT for can stand alone closed class
words and their controls in the present Experiment 1 was
552 ms, which was 38 ms faster than the 590 ms mean RT for
the same conditions in Taft's Experiment 1. Mean LDRT for
cannot stand alone closed class words and their controls
in the present Experiment 1 was 574 ms, 47 ms faster than
the mean LDRT of 621 ms for the same conditions in Taft's
Experiment 1. Mean LDRT for can and cannot stand alone
open class words in the present Experiment 2 was 150 ms
faster, at 672 ms, than the mean LDRT of 822 for the same
conditions in Taft's Experiment 3. The smaller size of the
can/can't stand alone effect in Experiment 2 may have been
due to the fact that response times overall were faster
here than in Taft (1990)
.
Also, error rates were much higher in the present
experiments than they were in Taft's (1990) experiments.
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The high error rates and fast reaction times in the
present experiments occurred despite the fact that
accuracy was stressed heavily over speed. Particularly
notable are the very high error rates in Experiment 2 and
the high error rate for the cannot stand alone closed
class words. It seemed that subjects often did not know
the open class words used in Experiment 2, as supported by
the fact that error rates on the nonwords were much lower.
Subjects were as inaccurate in the cannot stand alone
closed class word condition, condition 3 in Experiment 1,
as they were in Experiment 2. It isn't clear whether this
occurred because subjects didn't know the cannot stand
alone closed class words or because the cannot stand alone
words were harder to process. In Experiment 1 as in
Experiment 2, performance on nonwords was extremely
accurate
.
B. Experiments 3 and 4
Experiments 3 and 4 were conducted to test whether
the difference in LDRTs to can stand alone vs. cannot
stand alone closed class and open class words would
persist when the same LD target words were placed in
sentence contexts. As discussed at the beginning of
Chapter IV, sentence context provides several different
sources of information that influence expectations about
upcoming lexical items. To reduce the possibility that
message-level information or lexical associations would
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influence differences between LDRTs to can- and can^t-
stand-alone function and content words, semantically-
neutral contexts were constructed for Experiment 2.
Before discussing further predictions about targets
viewed in and out of context, a few comments on the
lexical-decision task are necessary. In order to make a
word/nonword discrimination in the LD task, both the
frequency of occurrence of a target and the meaningfulness
of a target may impact LD performance. Balota & Chumbley
(1984) proposed a model of the LD task on which subjects
computed a familiarity/ meaningfulness (FM) value for a
stimulus and then matched that value to a FM dimension to
see where the value fell with respect to high and low
cutoff values. When the FM value fell outside the cutoffs,
a quick response was given. When the FM value fell between
the cutoffs, further checking (perhaps a letter-by-letter
check of the target against the candidate mental-lexicon
entry) was necessary to determine whether the target is a
word or a nonword. Regardless of whether this model
correctly described the LD process, surely its emphasis on
the impact of frequency and meaning is accurate.
According to the Feature Engagement principle
presented in Chapter III/ feature information in a lexical
entry is activated to differing degrees, dependent on
whether the features are engaged by, licensed by, or
inconsistent with context. If the level of feature
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dimensions is the primary level of processing during
lexical access, FE predicts that processing of words in
isolation should differ from processing of the same words
in sentence contexts. According to the Full Feature Access
pi^inciple presented in Chapter III, during lexical access,
feature information in a lexical entry is activated to the
same degree, regardless of context. Thus FFA predicts that
no difference should occur for processing in context
compared to processing in isolation. These predictions
were tested in Experiments 3 and 4
.
1 . Experiment 3
a . Method
i. Subjects Forty-four members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision (established by self-report)
and were native speakers of English. Subjects received
course credit for their participation.
ii . Materials The same fifteen can-stand-alone and
can't-stand-alone closed class words and their frequency-
and length-matched (see Taft, 1990) open-class controls
used in Experiment 1 of Taft (1990) were employed as real-word
lexical decision targets in Experiment 3 . Note that these
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were the same LD targets used in Experiment 1. These words
were from two to ten letters long. For each item in the
stimulus set, two can- and can' t-stand-alone closed class
words were paired in an attempt to match length and
frequency, as were their open class controls. See Table 9
for sample sentences. For each item, the paired can- and
can' t-stand-alone closed class words were placed in a
sentence context which was identical up to the critical
can- or can 't-stand-alone word. The paired open class
control words were placed into a second sentence context
which was as similar as possible up to the critical open
class control words. Because often the open class control
words were members of different syntactic categories, it
was not possible to keep the sentence context identical up
to the critical word for every item. There were a total of
fifteen items with four conditions per item (see Table 9)
.
See Appendix C for the full set of Experiment 3 materials.
Because sometimes it was the case that the sentence
context plus lexical decision probe word formed a complete
clause at the point where the probe word occurred, an
effort was made to insure that this was true for an equal
number of contexts containing can-stand-alone words and
contexts containing can' t-stand-alone words. It was hoped
that this would eliminate confounding effects of end-of-
clause processing effects (Just & Carpenter, 1980).
Note that in all cases, when constructing sentence
contexts in which to place the LD target words, an effort
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was made to keep the sentence context preceding the LD
targets free of lexical associates to the target words and
in general to keep the semantic content of the sentence
context neutral. It was hoped that this would avoid
increasing predictability of the particular LD target
word.
TABLE 9
Experiment 3
Sample Experimental Sentences
Condition 1: Can-stand-alone closed class probe:
After the accident with my sister's car. Tommy asked ME to
sit down and relax.
Condition 2; Condition 1 open class control probe:
After the accident with my sister's car, Tony asked us to
GO across the street and help.
Condition 3: Can' t-stand-alone closed class probe:
After the accident with my sister's car. Tommy asked OUR
mothers to sit down and relax.
Condition 4: Condition 3 open class control probe:
After the accident with my sister's car. Tommy asked the
NEW neighbors across the street to help.
The forty nonword lexical decision targets used in
Experiment 3 were the same nonwords used in Taft's (1990)
Experiment 1 and in Experiment 1 reported above. The
resulting nonwords were from two to eleven letters long.
Nonwords were placed in sentence contexts which differed
in sentence structure from the experimental materials, to
provide variety. Also, the position of nonword probes in
sentences was varied.
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iii* Procedure Subjects were seated in front of a
computer monitor. They were instructed that they would
press a trigger to start the experiment, and that this
same trigger would be used to initiate presentation of
every new trial. Subjects were told that at the start of
every trial, they would see underlines and spaces appear
on the screen, which would indicate where the words would
appear when they did appear on the screen. They were told
that the computer would present the words in the sentence
one at a time, and that they should read the sentences
silently to themselves. Subjects were told each word would
disappear when the next word appeared. Further, subjects
were told that at some point as they were reading each
sentence, a word in dark blue capital letters that either
would be a real word in English or a nonsense word would
appear where the next word should be. Subjects were told
to decide as quickly as possible whether the word in blue
was a real word in English or a nonsense word and
immediately to indicate their response by pulling one of
two response triggers. They were told to be accurate and
fast in giving their response, but accuracy was stressed
over speed. Further, subjects were instructed that a
correct response would lead directly to presentation of
the next word in the sentence, whereas after an incorrect
reponse, the word ERROR would appear on the screen before
the next word would appear.
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Subjects also were told that after each sentence had
been presented, the word "QUESTION" would appear on the
screen, and then a true/ false or yes/no question about the
sentence they just had read would be displayed. They were
told to take their time in responding to comprehension
questions by pulling one of the two response triggers, and
that they would see the word "ERROR" displayed if they
answered a comprehension question incorrectly.
Each trial consisted of the following events. At the
beginning of a trial, the message "PRESS THUMB BUTTON FOR
NEXT TRIAL" was displayed centered on the screen until
subjects initiated the trial by pressing a response key. A
delay of 1000 msec occurred, after which a fixation
stimulus ">===<" was presented at the left side of the
screen for 500 msec. This fixation stimulus then
disappeared from the screen and immediately was replaced
by underlines in the positions of words with space
information left intact. Word-by-word presentation of the
sentence immediately commenced, in a moving-window
fashion. Each word was present on the screen for 200 msec
plus 17 ms for each character in the word. Each word was
erased from the screen and immediately replaced again by
underscores in the positions of letters in the word when
the next word in the sentence was displayed. In this
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fashion, word-by-word presentation of the sentence
occurred
.
At the point in the sentence where the lexical
decision target occurred, it was displayed in the position
that the next word in the sentence should occur. Lexical
decision targets were presented in upper-case, dark blue
letters on the black background and remained on the screen
for 500 msec or until the subject responded. Subjects'
responses and response latencies were recorded by the AT-
class computer controlling the experiment. After each
correct response, word-by-word presentation of the rest of
the words in the sentence immediately commenced. After an
incorrect response, the word ERROR appeared on the screen
for 500 ms before the remaining words in the sentence were
presented.
After the last word in each sentence was presented,
the word "QUESTION" appeared centered on the screen
followed by presentation of a comprehension question about
the sentence just displayed. This question was presented
all at once and remained on the screen until the subject
responded by pulling one of two response keys. If a
subject responded correctly to a question, a delay of 250
msec occurred before the message "PRESS THUMB BUTTON FOR
THE NEXT TRIAL" was displayed again and the next trial
could be initiated by the subject. If a subject responded
incorrectly to a question, the word ERROR was displayed on
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the screen for 500 msec before the 250 msec delay and the
start of the next trial.
iv. Design All manipulations were within subjects.
The overall design was a two (can-stand-alone versus
can' t-stand-alone) by two (experimental can- or can't-
stand-alone closed-class words versus their matched open-
class controls) . Presentation of stimulus sentences in the
four conditions was manipulated in a Latin Square, so each
subject saw an equal number of sentences in each of the
four conditions, but no single subject saw more than one
sentence from the set of four sentences associated with a
single item. Sentences were presented to each subject in a
different random order, generated by the experiment-
running program. The interaction between can-stand-
alone/can 't-stand-alone and the experimental/control
factor was of particular interest here, as in Taft (1990)
.
b. Results
The means and error rates for Experiment 3 can be
found in Table 10.
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TABLE 10
Experiment 3
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Errors reported by condition
Condition Example RT Exp. -Contr
.
Errors
1: Can stand alone ME 703 9%
2
:
Cl controls GO 721 -18 9%
3 Can't stand alone OUR 720 23%
4 C3 controls NEW 717 3 14%
Consider the mean LDRTs for the closed class words
and their controls. Can-stand-alone closed class words
were responded to 18 msec faster than their matched open
class controls. The can' t-stand-alone closed class words
were responded to 3 msec slower than their matched open
class controls. It appears that subjects had an easier
time deciding that the closed-class words classified as
can-stand-alone were real words in English than they did
the matched control words. However, the predicted
disadvantage for can't-stand-alone closed class words
compared to their open class controls was not found when
these words were presented in contexts.
The main effect of can-stand-alone closed class/
can't-stand-alone closed class (conditions 1 and 2
compared with conditions 3 and 4) was nonsignificant by
subjects and by items, F-^ (1,43) < 1, MSg = 5724.28 ; F2
(1,14) < 1, MSg = 25298.86, reflecting the fact that the
can't-stand-alone closed-class words and their open-class
word controls, with average LDRTs of 712 msec, were not
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responded to significantly faster than were the can-stand-
alone closed-class words and their controls, with average
LDRTs of 719 msec.
The can— and can' t-stand-alone closed class items had
a mean LDRT of 712 msec, compared to a mean LDRT of 719
msec for the open class control words. However, this main
effect of experimental /control (conditions 1 and 3
compared with conditions 2 and 4) also failed to reach
significance, Fi(l,43) < 1, MS^ = 14666.23; F2(l,14) < 1,
MSg = 16357.29.
Furthermore, the interaction of can-/can' t-stand-
alone and experimental/control also failed to reach
significance, Fi(l,43) < 1, MS^ = 10589.21, F2(l,14) =
1.51, p > .2, MSg = 256946. Even the 18 msec advantage for
can-stand-alone closed class words over their controls was
not significantly different from the 3 msec disadvantage
of can' t-stand-alone closed class compared to their
controls. In short, there is no evidence from LDRTs in
this experiment that can-stand-alone words are processed
more easily than can't-stand-alone words.
While it appeared that the can-/can' t-stand-alone
effect on LDRTs demonstrated by Taft (1990) and replicated
in Experiment 1 for words presented in isolation was
greatly diminished when the same words were presented as
part of sentences for lexical decision in a moving-window,
dual task paradigm, the effect of can-/can' t-stand alone
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on accuracy of lexical decisions to the words in sentence
contexts did not yield such clear results.
There was a significant main effect of can-stand-
alone/can' t-stand-alone on percent correct performance,
Fi(l,43) = 15.45
, E < .001, MS^ = .03, F2(l,14) = 15.66,
E < .002, MSg = .01, reflecting a 10% higher error rate
for can't-stand-alone words and their controls. Also, the
main effect of experimental/control was significant by
subjects, with experimental words leading to 5% fewer
incorrect responses, F2^(l,43) = 4.0, p < *05, MSg = .02,
F2(1,14) = 2.01, E > *1/ MSg = .02. These significant main
effects probably occurred because the cannot stand alone
words were responded to correctly only 78% of the time,
whereas their matched controls were responded to correctly
86% of the time. However, this 8% difference in accuracy
of responses did not lead to a significant interaction of
can-/can't-stand-alone with experimental/control, F3^(l,43)
= 2.28, E > -1/ MSg = .03, F2(l,14) = 1.61, E > -2, MSg =
.01. These results are discussed further in the Discussion
section below.
To see whether there was a cross-experiment
interaction between the results from the present
experiment, where there was no significant interaction
between the can— and can't-stand-alone factor and the
experimental/control factor, and the results from
Experiment 1, where there was a significant interaction
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between the can-/can' t-stand-alone factor and the
experimental/control factor, an across-experiment analysis
of variance was run on the subjects data from the two
experiments with experiments as a between-subjects
grouping factor with two levels (Experiment 1 or
Experiment 3)
.
As expected due to the fact that the mean LDRT to the
isolated target words from Experiment 1 was 563 msec but
the mean LDRT to the same LD targets presented in sentence
contexts was 715 msec, there was a significant effect of
the grouping variable, F]^(l,62) = 20.34, p < .001, MS^ =
62559.49. However, no other effects or interactions in
this cross-experiment analysis were significant. Across
experiments, the can-stand-alone items and their controls
had mean response times of 632 msec, compared to 647 msec
for the can' t-stand-alone items and their controls,
F;j^(l,62) = 2.61, p > .1, MSg = 4502.05. The interaction of
this factor with the experiment grouping factor was not
significant, F]^(l,62) < 1, MS^ = 4502.05. Across
experiments, experimental items (can- or can't-stand alone
closed class words) received mean LDRTs of 646 msec,
compared to open class control words which had a mean LDRT
of 634 msec. This difference was not significant, F]^(l,62)
< 1, MSg = 10579.98, nor was the interaction of the
experimental /control factor with the experiment grouping
factor, Fj^(l,62) = 1.87, p > .1, MSg = 10579.98.
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Finally, the two-way interaction of can-/can' t-stand-
alone with experimental/control failed to reach
significance, Fi(l,62) = 2.26, p > . 1 , mS^ = 7760.72, as
did the three-way interaction of can-/can' t-stand-alone by
experimental/control by group (experiment), F]^(l,62) < 1
,
MSg = 7760.72.
The same cross-experiment analysis was run for the
subjects' percent correct data. Here there was no main
effect of the between-subjects experiment grouping factor:
words presented in isolation in Experiment 1 received mean
percent correct responses of 91% compared to a mean of 88 %
to the words presented for LD in sentence contexts in
Experiment 3, F]^(l,62) = 2.12, p > . 1 , MSg = .045.
The main effect for the percent-correct data of the
can-stand-alone/can' t-stand-alone within-subjects factor
was significant, F
3
^(l, 62 ) = 20 . 22 , p < . 0001 , MSg = . 022 ,
reflecting a 9% higher error rate across experiments to
can' t-stand-alone words, which were responded to correctly
only 84% of the time compared to 93% correct responses to
can-stand-alone words. The interaction of can-/can't-
stand-alone with the experimental group factor was
nonsignificant, however, F
2
^(l, 62 ) < 1 , MSg = . 022 .
The main effect for the percent-correct data of the
experimental/control within subjects factor was
significant, as experimental items were judged to be real
words only 86 % of the time, compared to 91% correct
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responses to control items, F 3^(l, 62 ) = 9 . 88 , p < .003, MS^
= .018. The interaction of experimental/control with the
experimental grouping factor failed to reach significance,
however, F
3^(l, 62 ) < 1 , MS^ = .018.
The two-way interaction of percent correct for
experimental/control by percent correct for can-/can't-
stand-alone was significant, Fq^(1,62) = 8 . 88
, p < .004,
MSq = .023, but the three-way interaction of
experimental/control by can-/can' t-stand-alone by the
experimental grouping factor was not, F
2^(l, 62 ) = 1.14, p >
.2, MSg = .023.
The failure of any of the interactions involving the
experiment grouping factor to reach significance may
reflect the fact that Experiment 1 had n = 20, whereas
Experiment 3 had n=44, as this uneven number of subjects
may have led to low power to detect interactions involving
the grouping factor.
c. Discussion
Placing the can and cannot stand alone closed class
words and their matched controls from Experiment 1 in
neutral sentence contexts eliminated any processing time
differences which had appeared in LDRTs in Experiment 1.
Although there was a slightly larger LDRT advantage for
can stand alone closed class words compared to their
controls versus closed class words compared to their
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controls, the effect was not significant. Although the
pattern of results from Experiment 1 did not occur when
the same words were placed in semantically neutral
sentence contexts, strong conclusions cannot be drawn
because of the failure to obtain a significant interaction
between Experiments 1 and 3.
Although there was a can/can't stand alone effect
visible in the percent correct data, the interaction
between can/can't stand alone and experimental/control in
the percent correct data was not significant. This
suggests that perhaps the processing of can stand alone
closed class words compared to cannot stand alone words
was different in sentence contexts than it was when the
same words were presented in isolation. Perhaps the
complexity of the moving window presentation with
secondary lexical decision task used in Experiment 3
induced subjects to use processing strategies which were
not in operation in Experiment 1 and which reduced the
can/cannot stand alone effect.
Comparison of the items with error rates around 30%
or higher in Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 (See Table 11)
showed that only four of the nine items in Experiment 3
with 27% or higher error rates were the same items which
had error rates of similar magnitude in Experiment 1. This
also suggests that perhaps processing of the can and
cannot stand alone closed class words was different in
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context than in isolation. Some aspect of the sentence
contexts in Experiment 3 may have led to the differences
in error rates. The word "via," for instance, was rejected
as a real word incorrectly 90% of the time when it was
presented in isolation in Experiment l. when "via" was
presented as part of a sentence context in Experiment 3
,
the error rate was cut in half, with subjects rejecting
"via" as a real word only 45% of the time. This drop in
error rate in context is expected if one considers that
"via" serves a linguistic function, expressing a relation
among other words in the sentence. Presenting words in
context did not always lead to a drop in the error rate,
though. Two can stand alone words with high error rates
when they were presented in sentence contexts in
Experiment 3, "know" and "concept," were responded to
correctly as real words 100% of the time in Experiment 1.
The only other can stand alone word with a high error rate
in Experiments 1 and 3, "dine," had a 20% error rate in
Experiment 1, compared to a 56% error rate in Experiment
3. While these examples are not numerous enough to merit
that firm conclusions be drawn from them, they do suggest
that sentence contexts influenced lexical decision
responses to can and cannot stand alone words.
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TABLE 11
Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 items
with high error rates
Experiment 1 Experiment 3
item, rate item, rate
NOR 60%
ELSE 40%
THUS 30%
VIA 90%
NOR 72%
ELSE 27%
THUS 27%
VIA 45%
KNOW 27%
AM 27%
SHALL 27%
DINE 46%
CONCEPT 46%
Experiment 4 was run to see whether the same
difference in processing of can and cannot stand alone
words in context versus in isolation obtained for the open
class words from Experiment 2.
2 . Experiment 4
a . Method
i. Subjects Twenty members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
or corrected—to—normal vision (established by self-report)
and were native speakers of English. Subjects received
course credit for their participation.
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ii. Materials The same thirty-nine can-stand-alone
and can' t-stand-alone open class words used in Experiment
2 and taken from Taft's (1990) Experiment 3 were employed
as real-word lexical decision targets in Experiment 4. For
each pair of can-stand-alone and can' t-stand-alone open
class items from Experiment 2, a sentence context was
constructed which was identical up to the critical can- or
can 't-stand-alone word. See Table 12 for sample sentences,
and see Appendix D for the full set of Experiment 4
materials
.
TABLE 12
Experiment 4
Sample Experimental Sentences
Condition 1: Can-stand-alone open class probe:
During the game, the players swapped a THERMOS of
coffee although the coach had asked them to keep to
themselves.
Condition 2: Can 't-stand-alone open class probe:
During the game, the players swapped a BARRAGE of
insults although the coach had asked them to keep
to themselves.
The fifty nonword lexical decision words used in
Experiment 4 were the same nonwords used in Taft's (199 0)
Experiment 3 and in Experiment 2 reported above. Details
can be found in the Materials section of Experiment 2.
These nonwords were placed in sentence contexts which
differed in sentence structure from the experimental
materials, to provide variety. Also, the position of the
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nonword probes in the filler sentences was varied so
subjects would not develop expectations about where a
l®^ical decision probe word would occur in a sentence.
Note that in all cases, when constructing sentence
contexts in which to place the LD target words, an effort
was made to keep the sentence context preceding the LD
targets free of lexical associates to the target words and
in general to keep the semantic content of the sentence
context neutral. It was hoped that this would avoid
increasing predictability of the particular LD target
word.
iii. Procedure The procedure was identical to that
for Experiment 3.
iv . Design There was one within-subject factor with
two levels, can-stand-alone open class LD target versus
can' t-stand-alone open class LD target. Presentation of
sentences in the two conditions was counterbalanced across
subjects in a Latin Square design, so each subject saw an
equal number of sentences in each condition but only one
sentence from the set of sentences associated with a
single item. The main effect of can-stand-alone/can 't-
stand-alone of interest here, as in Experiment 2.
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b. Results
The means and error rates for Experiment 4 can be
found in Table 13.
TABLE 13
Experiment 4
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in ms)
and Percent Errors, reported by condition
Condition Example RT Can't-Can Errors
1: Can stand alone THERMOS 897 25%
2: Can't stand alone BARRAGE 902 5 26%
Consider the mean correct LDRTs for the can-stand-
alone open words and the can' t-stand-alone open class
words. Can-stand-alone open class words were responded to
only 5 msec faster than can't-stand-alone open class
words. The predicted substantial disadvantage for can't-
stand-alone words compared to their can-stand-alone words
was not found when these words were presented in sentence
contexts.
As the reaction times showed, the main effect of can-
stand-alone open class/can' t-stand-alone open class was
nonsignificant by subjects and by items, (1,19) < 1,
MSq = 2244.32, F2 (1,37) < 1, MS^ = 6427.78. In short,
there was no evidence from LDRTs in this experiment that
can-stand-alone words were processed more easily than
can't-stand-alone words when the words presented for
l0xical decision were placed in sentence contexts.
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Mean percent correct performance for the can-stand-
alone and can' t-stand-alone conditions also failed to
reach significance, F3^(l,19) < 1
,
MS^ = .008, F2 (l, 38 ) <
1
,
MSg = .04. However, the 26% and 25% error rates are
high. These results are discussed further in the
Discussion section below.
c. Discussion
There were no significant signs either in reaction
time results or in error rates in Experiment 4 that there
was a difference between can stand alone open class words
and cannot stand alone open class words. The error rates
were very high. Note that subjects' mean correct responses
to nonword LD targets was 100%, that is, subjects
correctly rejected nonwords a mean of 100% of the time. As
in Experiment 2, subjects may not have known the words and
that may have been responsible for the high error rates.
As with Experiment 3, Experiment 4 indicated that
subjects' LDRTs to can and cannot stand alone open class
words showed a different pattern when the open class words
were presented as part of sentences than when the words
were presented in isolation.
To see whether there was a cross-experiment
interaction between the results from Experiment 4, where
there was no significant interaction between the can— and
can't-stand-alone factor and the experimental/control
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factor for the open class target words, and the results
from Experiment 2, where there was a significant
interaction between the can-/can' t-stand-alone factor and
the experimental/control factor, an across—experiment
analysis of variance was run on the subjects data from the
two experiments with experiments as a between-subjects
grouping factor with two levels (Experiment 2 or
Experiment 4)
.
The main effect of the experiment grouping factor
(Experiment 2 vs. Experiment 4) was quite significant, F-^
(1,38) = 43.10, p < .0001, MSg = 24091.47, reflecting the
fact that the mean LDRT in Experiment 2 was 671 ms,
compared to a mean LDRT in Experiment 4 of 899 ms. The
main effect of can stand alone/cannot stand alone was not
significant, (1,38) < 1, MSg = 1483.28. Also, the
interaction between the experiment grouping factor and the
effect of can/cannot stand alone was not significant,
(1,38) = 2.31, p < .1, MSg = 1483.28. This nonsignificant
interaction weakens claims that the semantically neutral
contexts used in Experiment 4 eliminated all differences
between can and cannot stand alone open class words which
were evident in Experiment 2
.
To see whether it really was the case that the
can/cannot stand alone differences which were found in
Experiments 1 and 2 were not evident in Experiments 3 and
4, the power to detect the can/can't stand alone effect in
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Experiments 3 and 4 was calculated (Cohen, 1969) . Power to
detect the can/can't stand alone effect for closed class
targets in Experiment 3, 1-^5
,
was .24 to detect an
the size of that in Experiment 1. Although power
was low in Experiment 3, to achieve 1 * of .80 would
require running approximately 300 subjects (Cohen, 1969,
Table 2.3.6). Likewise, power was low to detect a
can/cannot stand alone effect for open class words in
Experiment 4, 1
,
was .12. Again, over 300 subjects
would have had to be run in Experiment 4 to achieve
reasonable power.
Comparison of result from Experiments 3 and 4 to
results from Experiments 1 and 2 failed to support
predictions made by Full Feature Activation. It did not
seem that can and cannot stand alone open and closed class
words were processed in the same fashion in and out of
sentence contexts. This suggested that context might
influence lexical access, as predicted by Feature
Engagement.
Inspection of the contexts used in Experiments 3 and
4 revealed that they constrained which words which could
occur in the position in which LD targets occurred.
Perhaps these constraints were sufficient to eliminate the
source of the differences that led to the can/cannot stand
alone difference found by Taft (1990) and in Experiments 1
and 2 . Although semantic associates to target words were
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absent from the sentence context proceeding the target
words, syntactic structure of the context sentences
permitted only words of some syntactic classes to occur in
the target word locations. Experiments 5 and 6, reported
in Chapter V, were performed in part to find out what
impact more minimal contexts providing fewer constraints
would have on lexical processing.
CHAPTER V
EFFECTS OF MINIMAL CONTEXTS ON LEXICAL PROCESSING
Experiments 3 and 4 investigated the impact of
sentence context on lexical decision response times to
closed and open class can stand alone and cannot stand
alone words. The fact that cannot stand alone words which
incurred long LDRTs in Experiments 1 and 2 no longer
induced LDRTs which differed from can stand alone words
once the target words were placed in sentence contexts
raised the following question: What information provided
by sentence context changed processing of the LD target
words in a way that eliminated the can stand alone/ cannot
stand alone difference obtained when the target words were
processed in isolation? Experiments 5 and 6 addressed this
question, in part, with the lexical decision and naming
tasks.
In addition. Experiments 5 and 6 contained conditions
which tested for priming within the closed class.
Shillcock and Bard (1991) found priming obtained between
the open class reading of an open class/closed class
homophone and a LD target word related to that open class
reading only when the homophone occurred in a sentence
v^hich supported the open class reading of the homophone.
They suggested that the context which supported the closed
class reading of the homophone acted to suppress the open
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class reading of the homophone, and that this was the
explanation for the lack of priming between the homophone
and the open class—related LD target words. This
explanation implies that no priming should obtain between
the homophones and a closed class-related LD target when
the homophones are placed in contexts which support the
open class readings of the homophones. Before testing this
prediction and predictions about processing of words in
different contexts which are made by the theory of lexical
processing presented in Chapter III, I needed to establish
that priming obtains within the closed class.
In order to compare Shillcock and Bard's (1991)
explanation of their effect to predictions made by the
Feature Dimension proposal. Full Feature Access, and
Feature Engagement, I wanted to compare priming between
the homophone materials from Shillcock and Bard and both
closed and open class-related target words when homophone
and control prime words were presented in isolation as
well as in biasing contexts. Therefore, a subset of the
materials used in Experiments 5 and 6 looked at the
relation between primes and targets from Shillcock and
Bard when primes were presented as isolated words.
Experiment 8, reported in Chapter VI, extended the
Experiment 5 results by presenting primes in sentence
contexts which biased towards the closed class or the open
class version of the homophone primes, using the cross
modal lexical decision task.
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Experiments 5 and 6 investigated priming between the
closed class words using the lexical decision and naming
tasks, respectively. The naming task may be less sensitive
to post-lexical-access decision processes and less
sensitive to backwards priming than the lexical decision
task (Balota & Chumbley, 1984, 1985). Both tasks were used
to see whether different patterns of priming existed
across tasks, which would suggest different stages of
lexical processing were involved.
There were two blocks in each experiment. The first
block contained only single word primes and single word
lexical decision or naming target words. Closed class
primes either were associatively related to closed class
LD or naming targets or were unrelated, as intuitively
judged by the experimenter. Also included in the first
block were associatively related and unrelated open class
primes and open class LD and naming targets. These open
class prime-target pairs were included to establish a
comparison for the magnitude of closed class priming, if
such closed class priming occurred at all. The Feature
Dimension theory of lexical processing presented in
Chapter III predicts that, since feature-dimensions
contain the information accessed during initial stages of
lexical access and since related features can pass
activation to each other, lexical items with similar
feature values might support each other, such that when
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the second of two words with similar feature values
follows the first such word, processing of the second word
may be facilitated. This predicts that priming should
exist between related closed class words as well as
between related open class words, as long as features of
the related words are similar.
The second block contained conditions in which two-
word primes preceded presentation of single word LD or
naming targets. The first prime word in these conditions
was an open class word which differed across conditions in
a way which changed the relation that obtained between the
second word of the prime and the LD or naming target. For
example, a condition 1 prime might be STEP ON primed with
the LD or naming target word OFF, while a condition 2
prime might be RELY ON, paired with the target word OFF.
The relation of the second, closed class word, ON in the
prime and the target OFF differed as a result of the
switch from STEP to RELY. STEP supports the locative
reading of ON, while RELY does not. It was more likely
that the locative reading of ON would be more related to
OFF than would the non-locative sense of ON which is
invoked in the context of RELY.
1
.
Experiment 5
In Experiment 5, subjects performed a lexical
decision task in which they made lexical decisions to
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visually-presented, single-word lexical decision targets
presented following single- (block 1) or double-word
(block 2) primes which were related or unrelated to the LD
target words. Using this particular prime-target paradigm
where prime-target pairs were treated as units might have
encouraged subjects to use relatedness-checking
strategies. These strategies might appear as priming
effects although they might not reflect true associative
relations between the prime and target words. This
particular paradigm also might fail to yield priming
results when true associative relations did exist between
primes and targets, if subjects need to respond to primes
to insure that they are processing the primes (McNamarra &
Altarriba, 1988) . Still, this paradigm was used as a
preliminary test for priming within the closed class
because obtaining different priming effects for the closed
class vocabulary than for the open class vocabulary would
be informative.
Conditions 1-4 in Experiment 5 tested for priming
when open-class/closed-class homophones were presented
visually as isolated primes and LD targets were closed
class words which were related to the closed class reading
of the homophones. Shillcock and Bard's (1991) homophone
and control materials were used, with a few changes noted
in the Materials section below, so the results from
Experiment 5, in which primes were presented as isolated
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words, could be compared to the results from Experiment 8,
where the same primes were placed in sentences. Shillcock
& Bard had presented homophones like him/hymn and I/eye
embedded in sentence contexts which biased towards the
open class or closed class version of the homophone.
Materials were presented visually in Experiment 5, and
only 8 out of the 24 homophones taken from Shillcock and
Bard were also homographs (see Appendix F)
.
Priming from open-class words to semantically- and
associatively-related open-class LD targets has been
established by numerous researchers (see Neely, 1990, for
a review) . This, and the fact that Shillcock and Bard
found priming from homophones in open-class-supporting
sentence contexts to LD targets related to the open-class
reading of the homophones, suggested homophones presented
in isolation would prime open class related LD targets,
relative to the control condition which contained
unrelated open class targets. To my knowledge, noone has
investigated priming within the closed class vocabulary.
In Experiment 5, I expected that homophones presented
visually in isolation would prime closed-class-related LD
targets, relative to a condition in which length and
frequency controlled unrelated primes preceded
presentation of the LD targets. This expectation arose
because the closed class versions of the homophones were
related intuitively to the closed-class-related LD
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targets. Also, Shillcock & Bard (1991) found priming in a
cross modal lexical decision paradigm from homophones in
contexts supporting open class versions of the homophones
to open-class-related LD targets but not from homophones
in closed-class-supporting contexts, and their explanation
of this result suggested that priming would obtain both in
the closed class and for related closed and open class
items presented as isolated prime and target words.
In addition to these four conditions, 24 prime-target
sets were taken from Sereno and Rayner (1992). One prime-
target pair was semantically related (crook-thief)
,
while
the second prime-target pair was semantically unrelated
(crook-fever) . These open class items were included to
test that the task was sensitive to standard semantic
priming effects: the prediction was that priming would be
found from 'crook' to 'thief' relative to 'crook' -
' fever'
.
An additional 10 related and unrelated prime-target
pairs were constructed such that each prime-target pair
consisted of a two-word prime which was a potential
complex verb that could be taken to be either a verb plus
prepositional phrase or a complex verb. as in (11)
(14.)
'unrelated' a.
Prime:
called up
Target:
down
'related' b. climbed up down
'unrelated' a. rely on off
' related' b. step on off
In the a. versions, the prepositions 'up' and 'on'
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occurred following verbs that selected features other than
the directional feature of 'up' and the locative feature
of 'on'. In the b. versions, the prepositions' commonly-
accessed directional and locative features were consistent
with the preceding verb. These fillers with two-word
primes were presented in a second block after all
materials with single-word primes were presented in the
first block, so the two-word primes would not interfere
with the standard single-word, prime-target priming
paradigm.
The prediction for the two-word priming conditions
was that if the verb contexts selected different features
of 'up' and 'on', as predicted by the Feature Engagement
hypothesis, priming would obtain from the preposition in
the two-word prime to the target in the b. version
('related' condition), but in the a. version (the
'unrelated' condition)
,
less or no priming would be found.
If the Full Feature Access hypothesis was right, the same
features of 'on' and 'up' should be contacted regardless
of local context, so priming in the a. versions should be
of similar magnitude to priming in the b. versions. See
the Materials section below for futher details about
fillers.
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a . Method
i. . Subjects Twenty members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision (established by self-report)
and were native speakers of English. Subjects received
course credit for their participation.
ii. Materials To investigate whether there was a
priming relation between closed-class words, twenty-four
items consisting of four prime-target pairs were
constructed. Primes were taken from Shillcock and Bard's
(1991) original Experiment 1 materials.^ Of Shillcock &
Bard's original 96 primes, I changed 21 to enable use of
the closed-class LD targets in the present experiment and
in Experiment 8. The prime words changed were primarily
from their condition 2, which contained the control primes
for the closed-class-biasing contexts. Table 14 lists the
original Shillcock and Bard primes and the replacement
primes. The full set of Shillcock and Bard's original
Experiment 1 materials can be found in Appendix E, and the
full set of Experiment 5 materials is listed in Appendix
F. Table 15 lists sample prime-target pairs from
Experiment 5.
thank Richard Shillcock for providing me with the
original materials and open-class targets used by
Shillcock and Bard (1991)
.
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TABLE 14
Experiment 5
Changes made to Shillcock and Bard's (1991)
Experiment 1 control words
Item Condition Oriainal crime New crime
1 2 her Tom
3 2 there done
4 2 me Tony
5 2 his gone
6 2 up nearby
7 2 through once
8 2 with after
9 2 you Lisa
11 2 up again
12 2 at under
13 2 at all that
14 2 yours this
15 2 then soon
18 2 might left
19 2 could came
20 2 will are
21 2 once twice
22 2 yes fine
23 2 lots others
24 2 will did
24 4 Leeds France
TABLE 15
Experiment 5
Sample Experimental Single-word Prime - Target Pairs
Cond. Description Prime Target
1 Closed class "homophone" HIM HER
2 condition 1 control TOM HER
3 open class "homophone" HYMN HER
4 condition 3 control JOKE HER
1 Closed class "homophone" HERE THERE
2 Condition 1 control THEN THERE
3 Open class "homophone" HEAR THERE
4 Condition 3 control EAT THERE
5 Open class related CROOK THIEF
6 open class unrelated CROOK FEVER
5 open class related HATE LOVE
6 open class unrelated HATE RULE
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Condition 1 primes always were the closed class
version of the original homophone prime used in Shillcock
and Bard's (1991) Experiment 1. Condition 3 primes were
always the open class version of the homophone. Because
these primes were presented visually in the present
experiment, I refer to them respectively as closed and
open class "homophones." With these primes were paired
closed class target items which intuitively were judged to
be associatively related to the primes. For each of the 24
items, the closed class target was the same target for
each of the four prime conditions (see Table 15)
.
Condition 2 primes were control primes for Condition
1. Because the closed class versions of the homophones
employed by Shillcock and Bard (1991) often were
drastically different in frequency than the open class
versions, an attempt was made to select control primes in
conditions 2 and 4 which were matched on length and
frequency to condition 1 and 3 primes, respectively.
I changed several of the condition 2 prime words from
Shillcock and Bard's (1991) material set so I could use
some of their primes as closed class targets. In 10 out of
the 24 items, the condition 2 prime was now an open class
word. However, an attempt was made to select open class
words which had relatively little lexical-semantic
content, such as proper names and light verbs, in an
effort to keep lexical characteristics of the primes 2 as
constant as possible.
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Two additional conditions were employed in block 1 of
Experiment 5 to check that the paradigm was sensitive to
semantic priming. In conditions 5 and 6, open class prime-
target pairs which were semantically or associatively
related or unrelated were used. Twenty-four items were
constructed, using prime-target pairs taken from Sereno &
Rayner (1992). See Sereno & Rayner for details about these
primes and targets. Sample materials are listed in Table
15. For each item, prime words were always identical for
conditions 5 and 6, while LD targets changed across
condition. See Appendix G, in which results are reported
from an experiment where the same open class word pairs
were used but with prime and target words reversed, so for
each item, the prime words varied with condition while the
targets remained identical across the related and
unrelated conditions.
In addition to the two sets of 24 experimental items
described above, fifty filler prime-target pairs with
nonword targets were included in Experiment 5. Nonwords
were created by taking a set of closed-class words not
used elsewhere in the experiment as well as a set of open-
class words not used elsewhere in the experiment and
changing one letter of each real word to create a
pj^onounceable nonword which conformed to the rules of
English orthography. The proportion of nonwords taken from
real closed- and open-class words was similar to the
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proportion of real word open- and closed-class stimuli.
Primes always were real, open-class words.
TABLE 16
Experiment 5
Sample Experimental Two-word Prime - Target Pairs
Cond. Description Prime Taraet
7 Dominant prep, sense STEP ON OFF
8 Subordinate sense RELY ON OFF
7 Dominant prep, sense HOPPED OVER UNDER
8 Subordinate sense MULLED OVER UNDER
9 Verb-noun prime EAT LIMES SOUR
Block 2 contained two-word primes and single word
targets. In conditions 7 and 8 (see Table 16 for sample
materials )
,
primes were verb-preposition pairs. The LD
targets were prepositions which intuitively were related
to the preposition in the prime, as in ON-OFF. An item
consisted of a pair of primes associated with the same
target. For each item, the condition 7 version included a
verb as the first word in the prime which selected what
was thought to be the non-compositional sense of the
preposition in the prime. So in STEP ON, the locative
sense of ON was selected. In the condition 8 version, the
verb in the prime formed a lexicalized item with the
preposition in the prime. For example, RELY ON selected a
compositional sense of ON. The two verbs used in the
primes in each item were matched as well as possible on
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length and frequency, given the semantic constraints
involved in constructing the materials.
Also included in block 2 was a condition in which
two-word primes were verb-noun pairs. The verb-noun primes
formed semantically and syntactically legal fragments. In
about half of the condition 9 materials, the LD target was
related to the noun in that it named a property of the
noun. In the remaining condition 9 materials, the LD
target was an unrelated noun.
iii . Procedure Subjects were seated in front of a
computer monitor with a response-key apparatus in front of
them. They were instructed that there were two short parts
of the experiment, and that they would be reading words
which appeared on the computer screen. Subjects were told
that at the start of each trial, a small white fixation
cross would appear center on the screen. Then the fixation
cross would be replaced by a word in capital white letters,
which they should read silently to themselves, and that the
white word would then be replaced by a word in capital
dark blue letters. Subjects were told that the dark blue
word either would be a real word in English or a nonsense
word, which was not a word in English. They were asked to
decide as quickly and accurately as possible whether the
blue word was a real word in English or a nonsense word,
and to pull a response key on the right if the blue word
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was a real word and a response key on the left if the blue
word was a a nonsense word. Subjects were instructed
further that accuracy was very important, and that they
must read both the white words and the blue
words/nonwords
.
Subjects were told that an incorrect response to a
lexical decision target would lead to the word ERROR being
displayed on the screen before the next trial was
presented. They were told the next trial automatically
would be presented following correct responses.
After a practice block of 40 trials with single-word
primes, the subjects began the first block of the
experiment. Each single-prime-word trial consisted of the
following events. At the start of each trial, a small
fixation cross was presented at the center of the screen
for 500 msec. A 0 msec ISI preceded presentation of the
prime word, which was presented in upper-case, white
letters, and which remained on the screen for 200 msec. A
50 msec ISI followed prime presentation, and the LD target
was then presented centered on the screen in capital, dark
blue letters on the black background for 500 msec or until
the subject responded, in cases where subjects responded
in less than 500 msec. The AT-class computer controlling
the experiment recorded subjects' responses and LD
response latencies to the LD target words. If a subject's
response was correct, a 0 msec ITI occurred, and the
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presentation of the fixation cross started the next trial.
If a subject made an incorrect lexical decision response,
the word ERROR appeared on the screen in capital white
letters for 1000 msec prior to the onset of the first
event of the next trial.
After the single—word prime block, the experimenter
entered the room again and told subjects that they would
now do the second part of the experiment. They were
instructed that everything would be the same as in the
first part, except for now that they would see two words
in upper-case white letters before they saw the single,
upper-case, dark blue target for lexical decision
response. Subjects performed a 40 item practice block
before the two-word prime block was administered.
iv. Design Within each of the two blocks, prime-
target pairs were presented in a different random order to
each subject, conditions were chosen in a Latin Square
design. In block 1, for each of conditions 1-6, a
particular subject saw items in all 6 experimental
conditions but for a single item saw only one prime-target
pair associated with that item. Thus, every subject saw
closed class prime-target pairs, open class related and
unrelated pairs, and filler trials with nonword targets.
For conditions 1-4, the open class and closed class
"homophone" pairs and their controls, the design was a two
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(open class, closed class) by two (experimental open or
closed class "homophone," control prime) repeated measures
design. For conditions 5,6, there was only one factor of
interest with two levels, related open class pair or
unrelated open class pair.
In the second block, the two-word-prime block, again
materials were counterbalanced in a Latin Square design,
so subjects saw materials from all conditions but no one
subject saw more than one version of each item.
b. Results
Results from the single-word prime conditions will be
reported first. See Table 17 for means and error rates for
single-word prime conditions in Experiment 5.
TABLE 17
Experiment 5
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in ms)
and Percent Errors reported by condition:
Single-word prime conditions
Condition Example RT Rel . -Unrel
.
P. Corr
.
1 Cl . cl
.
"homophone" HIM-HER 520 93
2 Cond . 1 control TOM-HER 513 7 92
3 Op. cl. "homophone" HYMN-HER 543 92
4 Cond. 3 control JOKE-HER 531 12 91
Condition Example RT Rel . -Unrel
.
P. Corr
5 Related CROOK-THIEF 516 96
6 Unrelated CROOK-FEVER 552 -36 90
Consider the mean LDRTs for conditions 1-4. Closed
class targets presented after a related closed class prime
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were responded to 7 msec slower than when presented after
an unrelated control word. The same closed class target
words presented after an open class "homophone", which
effectively was an unrelated open class prime word,
elicited LD responses which had a mean 12 msec longer than
when the targets were presented after control open class
primes. There is no suggestion in the mean reaction times
that the related closed class prime facilitated response
to the LD target word.
However, in both of conditions 3 and 4, those with
open class primes, LDRTs to the target word appeared to be
longer, 537 msec, than the mean LDRT when the target was
preceded by a prime which either was from the closed class
or, if open class, was semantically light (see Materials
section)
,
517 msec. But this main effect of closed
class/open class prime was nonsignificant by subjects and
by items, (1,19) = 2.62, p > .1, MS^ = 3301.90, F2
(1,23) = 2.79, p > .1, MSg = 5684.78. Differences in mean
percent correct performance for the effect of closed class
primes versus open class prime conditions also failed to
reach significance, all F's < 1.
The main effect of experimental condition vs. control
condition, the 7 msec difference between the closed class
"homophone" condition and control condition 2 and the 12
msec difference between the open class "homophone"
condition and control condition 4, also failed to reach
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significance. Neither subjects nor items analyses of
variance were significant, (1,19) = 1.23, e > .3, MS^ =
1575.79, F2 (1,23) < 1, MSg = 7935.65. No effect of
experimental vs. control was evident in percent correct
data either, all F's < 1.
More importantly, the interaction of the class of
prime factor (open or closed) by the type of trial factor
(experimental/control) was not reliable for the reaction
time data, F^ (1,19) < 1, MS^ = 1575.79, F2 (1,23) < 1,
MSg = 5829.39, nor for accuracy of responses, (1,19) <
1, MSg = .017, F2 (1,23) < 1, MSg = .065. There was no
evidence that the pattern of reaction times or accuracy
differed as a function of the relation between primes and
LD targets in conditions 1-4
.
Next, consider the LDRTs to open class target words
which were open class words which either were related to
open class primes or unrelated to their primes. LD targets
were responded to 36 msec faster when viewed after a
semantically or associatively related prime word (516 ms)
compared to being seen after an unrelated prime (552 ms)
,
F]^ (1,19) = 15.52, p < .001, MSg = 814.32, F2 (1,23) =
5.48, p < .03, MSg = 3143.57. This ease of processing of a
related LD target was also evident in more accurate
responses to related targets, 96% correct versus 90%
correct for unrelated targets, F^^ (1,19) = 6.02, p < .02,
MSg = .005, F2 (1,23) = 5.41, p < .03, MSg
=
. 007 .
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This advantage in LDRTs for related open class words
compared to unrelated open class words also was found when
materials in the open class conditions 5 and 6 were
presented in reverse order. That is, when the same word,
e.g. CROOK, was the LD target in both conditions 5 and 6,
following either a related prime, e.g. THIEF, or an
unrelated prime, e.g. FEVER, subjects' LDRTs to related
open class targets were a mean of 564 ms, compared to a
mean of 601 ms for LDRTs to unrelated open class targets.^
This effect was significant, F^^ (1,27) = 11.38, p < .003,
MSq = 1632.22, F2 (1,23) = 6.94, p < .01, MS^ = 1999.22.
Results from the two-word prime conditions presented
in block 2 are displayed in Table 18.
TABLE 18
Experiment 5
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Errors reported by condition:
Two-word prime conditions
Condition Example RT P. Corr
.
7 Dominant sense STEP ON-OFF 500 94%
8 Subordinate sense RELY ON-OFF 507 98%
9 Verb-noun primes EAT LIMES-SOUR 537 90%
An analysis of variance run with conditions 11, 12,
and 14 treated as 3 levels of a single within-subjects
^Results from a separate experiment in which the
materials from conditions 5 and 6 were run with the
prime words from conditions 5 and 6 in Experiment 5 as
targets and the Experiment 5 targets as primes are
reported in Appendix 7
.
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factor showed a significant effect of prime condition only
by subjects (dominant-sense verb-prep, subordinate-sense
verb-prep, or verb-noun), (2,38) = 7.74, p < .002, MSg
= 1205.37, F2 (2,18) = 1.67, p > .2, MSg = 1981.13. Paired
comparisons of condition 11 with condition 14 and
condition 12 with condition 14 were significant, Scheffe F
= 4.44, p < .05, and Scheffe F = 6.90, p < .05,
respectively. Both conditions which included closed class
words in the prime with a related closed class target were
significantly faster than the condition with open class
prime words and target words. However, the quicker
responses to closed class targets than to open class
targets probably resulted from the fact that closed class
target words were higher frequency, with a mean frequency
of 6141 words per million (Francis & Kucera, 1982)
,
compared to the open class targets which had a mean
frequency of 46 words per million (w.p.m)
.
Comparison of the conditions 7 and 8 showed a slight
reaction time difference. But although the mean LDRT for
prime-target pairs where the subordinate sense of the
preposition in the prime was instantiated was 7 msec
longer than when the dominant sense of the preposition in
the prime was instantiated, the difference was not
significant, F^ (1,19) < 1, MSg = 1205.37, F 2 (1/18) < 1,
MSg = 31191. The 4% difference in accuracy between the two
conditions also was not reliable, F^^ (1,19) = 1.15, MSg -
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.014, F2 (1,18) 2.39, MS^ — .07. The different verbs
used in the primes did not seem to alter the relation
between the preposition in the prime and the related
target word,
c. Discussion
The results of the single word priming conditions
presented in the first block showed no priming was evident
in LDRTs to closed class words related to closed class
targets, such as HIM-HER. This pattern of results differed
greatly from the large, significant priming relation
between related open class words like CROOK-THIEF. The
priming effect for related open class pairs was large and
robust. The associative relation between related open
class words may be different from the associative relation
which led to the intuition that the closed class words
selected for condition 1 were related. It is an open
question whether this difference between related closed
class words and related open class words stemed from
representational differences or from processing
differences between the two classes of words.
Experiments 1 and 2, which replicated Taft's (1990)
finding of a can stand alone/cannot stand alone effect in
LDRTs, showed that the Vocabulary Type proposal was wrong,
as discussed in Chapter IV. This suggested that the
difference in LDRTs between open class and closed class
words found in Experiment 5 did not result because closed
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and open class words were stored in different
vocabularies. Experiments 3 and 4, where the can/cannot
stand alone effect found in Experiments 1 and 2 was not
found when the same words were placed in semantically
neutral sentence contexts, provided evidence that the
Significant Semantics proposal also was incorrect and lent
support to the Feature Dimension proposal and the Feature
Engagement hypothesis. It appeared that semantically-
neutral contexts engaged features of can- and cannot-
stand-alone words which were not engaged in isolation,
supporting my claim that feature dimensions are central to
lexical processing.
Results from the two-word prime block of Experiment 5
lent further support to the Feature Dimension proposal and
the Feature Engagement hypothesis. Changing the first word
of the two-word prime did not significantly influence the
relation between the second word of the prime and the LD
target in a way which influenced LD latencies. This
suggested that the fact that condition 8 primes were
lexicalized, as in "rely on," had no impact on LDRTs to
targets like "off" which potentially were related to prime
words like "on." However, there was a slight, though
nonsignificant, processing advantage for closed class LD
targets which followed two-word primes, with mean LDRT of
504 ms, compared to closed class LD targets which followed
singls—word primes, with mean LDRT of 517 ms. This was
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consistent with the context effect found in Experiments 3
and 4
.
2, Experiment 6
As the naming task may be less sensitive to post-
i®xical—access decision processes and less sensitive to
backwards priming than the lexical decision task (Balota &
Chumbley, 1984, 1985), in Experiment 6 subjects performed
a naming task using the experimental materials from
Experiment 5. Both tasks were used to see whether
different patterns of priming existed across tasks, which
would suggest different stages of lexical processing were
involved,
a . Method
i. Subjects Forty members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision
(established by self-report) and were native speakers of
English. Subjects received course credit for their
participation. No subjects had taken part in Experiment 5.
ii . Materials All real-word prime-target pairs used
in Experiment 5 were employed here.
To investigate whether priming between closed-class
words could be detected with naming latencies, the same
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twenty-four items consisting of four prime-target pair
conditions as used in Experiment 5 were employed. Table 15
lists sample materials, and a description can be found in
the Materials section for Experiment 5. The full set of
Experiment 5 and 6 materials is listed in Appendix H. As
in Experiment 5, to check that the naming paradigm was
sensitive to semantic priming, open class prime-target
pairs which were semantically or associatively related or
unrelated were used. For each item, prime words were
always identical for conditions 5 and 6, while LD targets
changed across condition.
Since the present experiment used the naming task,
the nonword trials from Experiment 5 were edited so the
target words in these trials included only real-word
targets. All primes and naming targets always were real
words in Experiment 6. Twenty-three of the filler real-
word targets were closed class words and twenty-seven were
open class words (see Appendix H)
.
As in Experiment 5, the first block of materials in
Experiment 6 contained single-word primes and the second
block contained two-word prime conditions.
iii . Procedure The procedure was similar to that for
Experiment 5, with the following changes. Subjects were
seated in front of a computer monitor with a microphone
and a response-key apparatus in front of them. Subjects
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were instructed as in Experiment 5, with the exception
that now subjects were told that they should read the
white word (the prime) silently to themselves and that
they then should say the word displayed in dark blue
letters out loud into the microphone as quickly and
accurately as possible. Also, subjects were told that the
only thing they needed the response keys for was to press
one key to start the experiment, and they were told that
naming errors included cases where they said the wrong
word, mispronounced the correct word, or hesitated while
correctly pronouncing the correct word. As in Experiment
5, subjects were instructed further that accuracy was very
important, and that they must read both the white prime
words and the blue naming-target words.
Subjects performed 40 practice trials before begining
each of the blocks in the experiment. Each trial consisted
of the same events as in Experiment 5. The prime ws
presented in upper case white letters for 200 ms with a 50
ms ISI preceding target presentation. The naming target
was presented centered on the screen in capital, dark blue
letters on the black background for 500 msec or until a
subject responded if subjects responded in less than 500
msec. Naming latencies were detected by a voice key
interfaced with the AT-class computer controlling the
experiment. The experimenter monitored subjects' naming
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responses over speakers in another room and recorded
trials on which subjects made a naming error.
iv. Design The design was identical to that for
Experiment 5
.
b. Results
Mean naming latencies and error rates for Experiment
6 can be found in Table 19.
TABLE 19
Experiment 6
Mean Naming Latencies (in ms)
and Percent Errors Reported by Condition
Condition Example RT Rel.~Unrel. P.Corr.
1 Cl. cl. "homophone" HIM-HER 487 98
2 Cond. 1 control TOM-HER 512 -25 97
3 Op. cl. "homophone" HYMN-HER 488 98
4 Cond. 3 control JOKE-HER 489 -1 99
Condition
5 Related
6 Unrelated
Example
CROOK-THIEF
CROOK-FEVER
RT Rel.-Unrel. P.Corr.
511 98
529 -18 96
Consider the mean naming latencies for conditions 1-
4. Closed class targets presented after a related closed
class prime were named 25 msec faster than when presented
after an unrelated control word (487 msec vs. 512 msec)
.
The same closed class target words presented after an open
class "homophone", which effectively was an unrelated open
class prime word, had a mean naming latency only 1 msec
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shorter than when targets were presented after control
open class primes (488 ms vs. 489 ms). Although mean
naming latencies to the closed class targets following
closed class "homophones" were 25 msec faster than in the
control condition, the effect was not reliable.^ The main
offset of type of prime (conditions 1 and 2 versus
conditions 3 and 4) failed to reach significance,
(1,39) = 2.82, p > .09, MSg = 1617.95, F 2 (1,23) = 2.46, p
>
.1, MSg = 890.09. Mean percent correct performance for
the effect of closed class primes versus open class prime
conditions (conditions 1 and 2 compared to conditions 3
and 4) also failed to reach significance, F^^ (1,39) =
1.16, p > .2, MSg = .002, F2 (1,23) < 1, MSg = .004.
The main effect of experimental condition vs. control
condition (conditions 1 and 3 vs. conditions 2 and 4) , was
reliable by subjects, but the items analyses of variance
did not show the effect, F^ (1,39) = 5.42, p < .02, MSg =
1220.31, F2 (1,23) = 2.57, p > .1, MSg = 882.78. However,
no effect of experimental vs. control condition was
evident in percent correct data, all F's < 1.
More importantly, the interaction of the type of
prime factor (closed class prime/open class prime) by the
^The mean response time to one item, the word "Tony,"
which was presetned in condition 2 as a control word
for condition 1, was 684 ms. This was far outside the
range of responses to other items, which was from 424-
571 ms. Eliminating "Tony" from the analysis yeilded a
mean naming latency for condition 2 of 504 ms. However,
analyses of variance run with this item excluded showed
the same pattern of significant results.
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type of trial factor (experimental/control) did not occur,
either in the naming latency data, (1/3^) =2.61, p >
.1, MSg =2270.15, F2 (1,23) = 3.27, p < .08, MSg =
892.87, or in accuracy of naming responses, F^^ (1,39) < 1,
MSg = .003, F2 (1,23) = 1.65, p > .2, MSg = .001.
To ascertain whether error terms in the analyses of
variance were inflated due to a confound of assignment of
subjects to experiment condition number (whether subjects
saw counterbalancing 1, 2, 3, or 4 of experiment
materials)
,
analyses were run on the naming latency data
including a between-subjects' grouping factor, subject
condition number, with four levels. The only significant
results in the subjects analysis were the main effects of
subject condition number, F;j^ (3,36) = 3.01, p < .04, MSg =
11332, but F2 (3,80) < 1, MSg = 1275.73, and type of trial
(experimental/ control), F^^ (1,36) = 5.42, p < .02, MSg =
1218.56, but F 2 (1,80) < 1, MSg = 1275.73. The two-way
interaction of subject condition number with the
closed/open class factor was not reliable by subjects,
although it was by items, F^^ (3,36) < 1, MSg = 1672.11, F2
(3,80) = 3.40, p < .02, MSg = 1275.73. The two-way
interaction of subject condition number with the
experimental/control factor was significant only by items,
F;j^ (3,36) = 1.02, p > .3, MSg = 1218.56, F 2 (3,80) =3.35,
p < .02, MSg = 1275.73. The two-way interaction of the
closed/open class factor with the experimental/control
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factor was not reliable, (1,36) = 2.48, p > .1, MS^ =
2391.22, F 2 (1,80) < 1, MSg = 1275.73.
The results of the analyses parceling out variability
due to assignment of subjects to counterbalancing
condition number showed that none of the critical
interactions were reliable by subjects. Evidently, the 25
msec advantage for naming a closed class target word when
it followed a related closed class prime as compared to
the control, unrelated prime word reflected type 1 error
and not a true advantage for the related closed class
prime condition. See discussion section below for further
comments on this result.
Next, consider naming latencies to target words which
were open class words which either were related to open
class primes or unrelated to their primes. Naming targets
were responded to 18 msec faster when viewed after a
semantically or associatively related prime word compared
to being seen after an unrelated prime (511 ms vs. 529
ms), Fi (1,39) = 9.88, p < .003, MSg = 659.23, F2 (1,23) =
5.12, p < .03, MSg = 721.52. This ease of processing of a
related naming target was also evident in more accurate
naming of related targets, F^l (1/39) = 3.66, p < .06, MSg
=
.004, F 2 (1,23) = 6.75, p < .02, MSg = .001. There was a
clear naming advantage for open class naming targets which
appeared after related open class primes.
Results from the two-word prime conditions presented
in block 2 are displayed in Table 20.
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TABLE 20
Experiment 6
Mean Naming Latencies (in ms)
and Percent Errors reported by condition;
Two-word prime conditions
Condition Example RT P.Corr
7 Dominant sense STEP ON-OFF 462 99%
8 Subordinate sense RELY ON-OFF 462 99%
9 V-N prime. OC target EAT LIMES-SOUR 519 97%
10 V-N prime. CC target RUINED JOB-AT 497 99%
The difference among conditions 1
,
8
,
9
,
and 10 was
significant, (3,117)= 33.36, p < .0001, MSg = 911.21.
F 2 (3,27) = 10.17, p < .0001, MSg = 761.81. Comparison of
all two-word prime conditions with closed class target
words (conditions 7,8,10) to two-word prime conditions
with open class targets (condition 9) showed that closed
class targets had a mean LDRT of 474 ms, compared to a
mean LDRT of 519 ms to open class LD targets, F^^ (1,39) =
93.31, p < .0001, MSg = 424.12. Also, contrasts of
condition 9 with each of conditions 7, 8, and 10 were
significant, Scheffe F-j^'s were 23.01, 22.88, and 3.37,
respectively, p < .05 level or better; F 2 's were
significant for condition 7 vs. 9, F2 = 6.92, p < .05, and
for condition 8 vs. 9, F2 = 7.37, p < .05, but not for
condition 10 vs. 9, F 2 = 1.28.
There was a relatedness effect, such that closed
class words in conditions 7 and 8, e.g. OFF, were named
faster than closed class words named after a two open
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Class prime words in condition 10, as in RUINED JOB - AT,
462 ms vs. 497 ms. The analysis of variance with a single
factor, prime type, with three levels (condition 7, 8, or
10) was significant, (2,78) = 14.49, p < .0001, MS^ =
1056.18, F2 (2,27) = 3.59, p < .04, MSg = 1012.91.
Furthermore, paired contrasts of condition 10, which had
closed class targets, with conditions 7 and 8, which also
had closed class targets, using the Scheffe F-test were
significant: Condition 10 differed from condition 7,
Scheffe F-^ = 11.43, p < .05, although F2 = 3.3 3 was not
significant, and from condition 8, F]^ = 11.33, p < .05, F2
= 3.72, p < .05. Target words in condition 10 were
different than naming targets in conditions 7 and 8.
Although the target words in conditions 7 and 8 had a mean
frequency slightly higher than the target words in
condition 10, 6141 w.p.m. versus 5886 w.p.m. (Francis &
Kucera, 1982)
,
it is unlikely that a difference in mean
frequency of this size was responsible for the difference
in naming latencies across conditions. Targets in all
three conditions were a mean of 4 characters long,
c. Discussion
Although the naming results for conditions 1 and 2
suggested that related closed class words primed naming
targets, statistical analyses showed this effect was far
from reliable. As was the case with the lexical decision
results from Experiment 5, there was no interaction of the
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open class/closed class prime factor with the
experimental/control condition factor in Experiment 6.
High variability in the naming data for closed class
targets apparently prevented the relatedness effect for
the closed class items from being significant, although
the effect was the same size as the significant
relatedness for related open class words.
The results from the two-word prime conditions 7, 8,
9
,
and 10 contrasted with the single-word prime conditions
1-4 in that, while significant priming of closed class
words was not demonstrated in the single-word prime
conditions, closed class words were named faster when they
followed a verb-preposition prime with a related
preposition than when they followed a verb-noun prime with
no associative relation (responses to 'off' after 'rely
on' or 'step on' were faster than were responses to 'at'
after 'ruined job'). Evidently, the two-word contexts
accentuated the relation between the second word of the
prime and the target closed class word. Since the two-word
primes always followed the block of single-word priming
conditions, it is possible that the difference in
reliability resulted from practice effects. Future
experiments should manipulate block order.
d. General Discussion of Experiments 5 and 6
Consider the fact that naming latencies were in a
direction consistent with priming obtaining within the
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closed class, while lexical decision responses gave no
indication of priming within the closed class. While
related closed class words seemed to prime each other to
the same degree as did related open class words, high
variablility in the naming data for closed class materials
prevented the data for the closed class conditions from
reaching significance. Because the naming results for the
comparison between related closed class primes and targets
and unrelated closed class primes and targets were not
significant, the following conclusion is tentative.
However, it appeared that there was an effect of
relatedness for closed class words, and that this priming
effect might occur very early during the process of
lexical access, since it showed up in naming data but not
in lexical decision data. Perhaps post-lexical access
decision processes more closely associated with the
lexical decision task than with the naming task
obliterated the priming for related closed class words. If
so, this suggests that priming within the closed class
reflects a different type of relation than that
responsible for priming between open class items.
The Feature Dimension proposal presented in Chapter
III provides an explanation of this difference. Closed
class items have lexical representations with primarily
grammatical features and very few conceptual features. If
the associative relation between closed class primes and
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targets is encoded in these grammatical features, and if
the proposal made in Chapter III that grammatical features
are interpreted in the grammar is correct, the theory
predicts processes that access the grammar will be
sensitive to the content of grammatical features. So, if
naming is more sensitive than lexical decision to early
stages of language processing, the theory accounts for why
naming would be more likely to detect an associative
relation between related closed class words than between
open class words, which might generally take longer to be
interpreted.
In Experiment 6, the two-word priming conditions 7,
8, 9, and 10 yielded interesting results. Because
condition 10 materials were not included in the Experiment
5 materials, it was not possible to compare naming with
lexical decision results. Closed class words were named
significantly faster when they were presented after a two-
word prime in which the second word was related to the
naming target, compared to when there was no related
closed class word in the prime. This contrasted with the
absence of significant priming in the single-word prime
conditions. The Feature Dimension proposal predicted that
context influences relations between words. On this
theory, the verbs in the two-word primes engaged features
of the prepositions in the primes, these features were
related to features of the target words (which also were
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prepositions)
,
and this accentuated the relation between
the prepositions, leading to reliable priming. The results
of Experiments 3 and 4 suggested that syntagmatic support
from the context in which target words occurred influenced
processing of the words, when the target words had a
greater proportion of grammatical features than conceptual
features (i.e., semantically-neutral contexts provided
syntagmatic support for cannot-stand-alone lexical items,
making it as easy to process them as it was to process
can-stand-alone words) . The verbs in the two-word primes
also offered syntagmatic support for the prepositions that
followed them, and this syntagmatic support carried over
to a processing advantage for closed class target words
related to the prepositions.
The absence of a difference in naming latencies to
words like OFF when they followed a prime like STEP ON
compared to when they followed a prime like RELY ON showed
either that the influence of the verb in the primes was
not sufficient to change the relation between ON and OFF,
or that the relation between ON and OFF was not influenced
by the lexicalized status of RELY ON.
Results from the three conditions in Experiment 6
with two word primes and closed class naming target words,
conditions 7, 8, and 10, supported the Feature Dimension
proposal and Feature Engagement. The fact that naming
latencies to OFF did not differ following the two word
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primes RELY ON and STEP ON is consistent with the proposal
that all features of the word ON were activated initially,
regardless of context. Evidence for Feature Engagment over
Full Feature Access comes from a comparison of conditions
7 and 8 with condtion 10, in addition to the less-than-
significant priming for naming closed class targets
presented after single word primes which obtained in
condition 1 compared to condition 2. Related closed class
naming targets in two-word-prime conditions 7 and 8 were
named faster than were closed class targets presented
after unrelated two-word primes in condition 10. This
relatedness effect for closed class naming targets was not
significant in the single-word prime conditions 1 and 2,
suggesting that something about the two-word contexts
influenced the reliability of priming between related
closed class words.
The influence of two-word contexts on the pattern
naming latencies in Experiment 6, in conjunction with the
context effects demonstrated across Experiments 1, 2 , 3,
and 4
,
suggested that further investigation of context
effects would be profitable. Experiment 8 was performed as
a test of how sentence context influenced priming of open
and closed class words.
CHAPTER VI
PROCESSING OF CLOSED CLASS ITEMS:
ISOLATION VS. CONTEXT
Experiments 1-4 suggested that processing of can and
cannot stand alone words may differ when the words are
presented in context versus in isolation. The semantically
neutral sentence contexts in Experiments 3 and 4
constrained the synactic class of the words which could
occur in the position of the LD target words, and this
constraint influenced processing of the LD targets in a
way that eliminated the difference observed in isolation
between in LD latencies to can and cannot stand alone
words. This result is consistent with the suggestion that
the two-word prime contexts in Experiment 6 influenced the
relation between related closed class words in a way that
led to priming. Also in Experiment 6, priming of related
closed class words did not reliably occur if naming
targets followed single-word primes. It appears that when
context provides syntagmatic support for lexical items
with a greater proportion of grammatical features than
conceptual features, processing of these lexical items
(Experiments 3 and 4) or words with similar features
(Experiment 6) is facilitated. These results provided
evidence against the Vocabulary Type proposal, which
predicts context-independent effects of vocabulary class.
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and against the Significant Semantics proposal, which
predicts only semantically constraining contexts should
obliterate the disadvantage of cannot stand alone words.
The Feature Dimension hypothesis, by contrast, emphasizes
that features may receive an interpretation in context,
even semantically unconstraining contexts.
Shillcock and Bard (1991) suggested that processing
was facilitated for words related to the open class
meaning of an open class/closed class homophone only when
homophones occurred in open class-supporting contexts
because the language processing system was non-modular
with respect to syntax and the closed class vocabulary but
modular with respect to syntax and the open class
vocabulary. On their view, closed class context restricted
the form class of homophone primes sufficiently to
prohibit priming of the open class related LD target word.
If this is the correct explanation of the influence
context has on processing of homophones, priming still
should occur for related closed class items when homophone
primes are in closed class-supporting contexts. The
Feature Dimension proposal and the results of Experiments
3, 4, and 6 suggested that features of closed class
lexical items receive syntagmatic support from sentence
contexts, and that this support might facilitate
pj-Qcessing of words with similar features. The experiments
reported in this chapter investigated these predictions.
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Before following up Shillcock & Bard (1991), the
extent of priming within the closed class and the sources
of priming in the closed class vocabulary were
investigated. Experiment 7 compared processing of related
closed class items to unrelated closed class items where
the type of relation between closed class primes and
closed class LD targets was manipulated. Primes and
targets either were related or unrelated, and related
pairs either were related in a syntagmatic sense or in a
paradigmatic sense. Results of Experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6
suggested that there would be priming between
syntagmatically-related closed class words as well as
between paradigmatically-related closed class words.
Experiment 7 also was intended to provide stronger
evidence than Experiments 5 and 6 that related closed
class primes can facilitate processing of closed class
targets
.
In Experiment 8, Shillcock & Bard's (1991) findings
were extended to closed class-related LD targets, using
the cross-modal lexical decision (CMLD) paradigm. Open
class- and closed class-related LD target words were used
with Shillcock and Bard's Experiment 1 sentences.
1 . Experiment 7
Experiment 7 used the lexical decision task to
investigate whether different types of relations between
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closed class lexical items lead to different amounts of
priming. One potential source of the smaller degree of
priming within the closed class vocabulary compared to
that within the open class vocabulary found in Experiment
5 might be a difference in the typical relation between
lexical items in the two classes. Related open class
lexical items typically have some 'paradigmatic' relation
to each other, in that they might be members of the same
semantic category, as are 'table-chair,' or in that they
are opposites, as 'love-hate.'
The Feature Dimension proposal implies that this
'paradigmatic' relation may be mediated by conceptual
features in open class lexical items' lexical
representations. Lexical items with similar features might
prime each other. Closed class lexical items typically
have a higher percentage of grammatical features than
conceptual features in their lexical entries, so a
'paradigmatic' relation mediated by conceptual features is
less likely to hold. Rather, the theory predicts that
lexical items with more grammatical than conceptual
features might be related to each other via a
' syntagmatic' as opposed to a 'paradigmatic' relation. The
finding in Experiment 6 that a verb which subcategorizes
for a preposition led to different processing of targets
related to that preposition, compared to when the
preposition was not preceded by the verb, supported the
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idea that ' syntagmatic' relations between closed class
items might influence their processing.
In the present experiment, closed class prime-target
P^i^^s were constructed so that the closed class pairs
either had a 'syntagmatic' relation, as in 'around-about,
'
'at-the,' 'who-me,' and 'anything-but, ' or a
^ ps3^3digmatic ' relation, as in 'by—between' (members of
the same syntactic category)
,
'up-down' (opposites)
,
or
'might-may' (members of a syntactic paradigm)
. Lexical
decisions to the second members of these related pairs
after presentation of the first member of the pair were
compared to LDRTs to the same words when preceded by
unrelated open class primes.
a . Method
i. Subjects Thirty-eight members of the University
of Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision (established by self-
report) and were native speakers of English. Subjects
received course credit for their participation, and none
had participated in Experiments 5 or 6.
ii . Materials To investigate whether priming occured
between closed-class words, fourty-eight items consisting of two
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prime-target pairs were created. The first twenty-four
items consisted of an experimental and a control
"syntagmatic" prime-target pair. These were pairs of words
which could occur adjacent in an utterance, either by
virtue of being members of syntactic categories which are
licensed to occur together by the grammar of English
(every, other)
,
or by being common question answer pairs
(where, there) . See Table 21 for examples, and Appendix I
for the full set of Experiment 7 materials. The second
twenty-four items were pairs of experimental and control
words which had a "paradigmatic" relation. The
experimental "paradigmatic" cases were pairs of words
which were of the same syntactic category (next, again)
,
were members of a syntactic paradigm (go, gone)
,
or whose
meanings were in semantic opposition (to, from)
.
TABLE 21
Experiment 7
Sample Experimental Prime-Target Pairs
Cond. Description Prime Taraet
1 "Syntagmatic" related EVERY OTHER
2 Unrelated cond.l control WOMAN OTHER
1 "Syntagmatic" related WHERE THERE
2 Unrelated cond.l control KNOW THERE
3 "Paradigmatic" related NEXT AGAIN
4 Unrelated cond. 3 control BOOK AGAIN
3 "Paradigmatic" related UP DOWN
4 Unrelated cond. 3 control LIFE DOWN
5 Open class related CROOK THIEF
6 open class unrelated CROOK FEVER
5 Open class related WALTZ DANCE
6 open class unrelated WALTZ SAINT
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As in Experiment 5, two additional conditions were
employed in the present experiment to check that the
paradigm was sensitive to semantic priming. In conditions
5 and 6, open class prime-target pairs which were
semantically or associatively related or unrelated were
used. The same twenty-four items used in Experiment 5 were
included. Sample materials are listed in Table 21. For
each item, prime words always were identical for
conditions 5 and 6, while LD targets changed across
condition.
Fifty-four real word prime, nonword target pairs were
used as filler items. Nonwords were created from real
words by changing one letter of the word to create a
pronounceable nonword which conformed to the rules of
English orthography. Real words from which nonwords were
constructed were both closed class and open class words.
iii . Procedure Subjects were seated in front of a
computer monitor with a response-key apparatus in front of
them. Instructions to subjects were the same as for
Experiment 5, with the exception that here there were no
instructions about a second part of the experiment as
there were in Experiment 5. The remainder of the procedure
was identical to the procedure for Experiment 5.
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iv. Design Prime-target pairs were presented in a
different random order to each subject, in a Latin Square
design, so that for each of conditions 1-6, a particular
subject saw items in all 6 experimental condtions but for
a single item saw only one prime-target pair associated
with that item. Thus, every subject saw related and
unrelated "syntagmatic" prime-target pairs, related and
unrelated "paradigmatic" prime-target pairs, open class
related and unrelated pairs, and filler trials with
nonword targets.
For conditions 1-2 and 3-4, the related and unrelated
"syntagmatic" pairs and the related and unrelated
"paradigmatic" pairs, the design was a two ("syntagmatic",
"paradigmatic") by two (experimental related prime, conrol
unrelated prime) repeated measures design. For conditions
5,6, there was only one factor of interest with two
levels, related open class pair vs. unrelated open class
pair.
b. Results
Mean lexical decision reaction times and percent
correct performance is displayed in Table 22.
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TABLE 22
Experiment 7
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Correct reported by condition
Condition Example RT Exp-Con P. Corr
1 EVERY-OTHER 545 95
2 WOMAN-OTHER 553 -8 93
3 NEAR-FAR 545 95
4 DROP-FAR 565 -20 97
5 CROOK-THIEF 552 97
6 CROOK-FEVER 590 -38 92
In the "syntagmatically" related pairs, pairs like
EVERY OTHER, the LD target was responded to a mean of 8
msec faster and slightly more accurately than when the
same LD target word followed an unrelated prime word, such
as in WOMAN OTHER. The size of this relatedness effect was
more pronounced for the "paradigmatic" prime-target pairs,
however, where a LD target presented after a related prime
such as NEAR FAR was responded to 20 msec quicker than
when the target word followed an unrelated prime as in
DROP FAR. There was evidence for priming within the closed
class here, as the main effect of the related/unrelated
factor (conditions 1 and 3 vs. conditions 2 and 4) was
significant by subjects and marginally significant by
items, F]^(l,37) = 5.01, p < .03, MSg = 1390.92, F2(l/46) =
3.50, E < .06, MSg = 1748.61, reflecting the fact that RTs
to targets following related primes were 14 ms faster than
following unrelated primes (545 ms vs. 553 ms)
.
The data
did not strongly support a claim that the nature of
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priming differed for pairs of words with "syntagmatic" and
"paradigmatic" relations, though. The difference in
magnitude between the "syntagmatic" priming effect and the
"paradigmatic" priming effect was not significant, as
analyses of variance for the main effect of the
syntagmatic/paradigmatic factor showed, F
2
^(l, 37 ) = 1.48,
p > .2, MSg = 1030.05, F2(1,46) < 1, MSg = 1955.39. Also,
there was a nonsignificant interaction of the
syntagmatic/paradigmatic factor by the relatedness factor,
Fi(l,37) < 1, MSg = 1676, F2(l,46) < 1, MSg = 1748.61.
The percent correct performance was identical for
"syntagmatic" and "paradigmatic" prime-target pairs:
Performance in both condition 1 and condition 3 was 95%
correct. The interaction between the syntagmatic/
paradigmatic and related/unrelated factors was significant
only by subjects, F]^(l,37) = 6.95, p < .01, MSg = .003,
F2(1/46) = 2.04, p > .1, MSg = .006, and it reflected the
difference in accuracy for the control conditions 2 and 4.
Consider next the mean LDRTs for the related and
unrelated open class prime-target pairs. Lexical decision
targets which followed related primes were responded to 38
msec faster than LD targets which followed unrelated
primes. This effect was quite reliable, F3^(l,37) = 14.98,
p < .001, MSg = 1857.24, F2(l,23) = 11.72, p < .003, MSg =
1788.83, and it also was reflected in much more accurate
responses to related LD target words than to unrelated LD
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targets, Fi(l,37) - 7.44, ^ < .009, MS^ = .006, F2(l,23)
=7.50, E < .01, MSg = .004. Evidently, priming of open
class words is of a different magnitude and perhaps of a
different nature than priming of closed class words. These
results are discussed further below,
c. Discussion
A clear advantage for making lexical decisions to
open class words following related primes was demonstrated
in Experiment 7, as in Experiment 5. While in Experiment 5
no priming relation appeared to hold for closed class LD
targets. Experiment 7 demonstrated that closed class
targets related to closed class prime words were responded
to faster than when the same targets occurred after
unrelated open class prime words: Closed class lexical
items were responded to differently depending on whether
the "context" preceding them was related or unrelated to
the target items. The Feature Dimension proposal provided
an explanation for these results. Related closed class
items were easier to process, on this proposal, because
they had features similar to their primes. The relatedness
effect was not tied clearly to a "syntagmatic" or a
"paradigmatic" relation, but rather appeared to have both
components
.
The pattern of facilitation for closed class LD
targets related to preceding primes was much smaller when
related primes and targets were closed class (conditions 1
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and 3) than when primes and targets were open class words
(condition 5) . This suggested that there might be a
different kind of relation between open class and closed
class words or that the degree of relatedness might be
greater for open class words than for closed class words.
The Feature Dimension proposal entails that lexical items
with many conceptual features and few grammatical features
will behave differently than lexical items with many
grammatical features and few conceptual features. It is
interesting to note that the difference between the
"paradigmatic" prime-target condition 3 and its control
condition 4 was greater than the difference between the
"syntagmatic" prime-target condition 1 and its control
condition 2. Although this effect was not significant, it
was predicted by the Feature Dimension proposal, assuming
that the "paradigmatic" pairs have a different arrangement
of features than the "syntagmatic" pairs.
The impact of the relatedness factor on percent
correct performance interacted with the syntagmatic/
paradigmatic factor, reflecting the fact that subjects'
responses were more accurate in the control condition for
the paradigmatic pairs, condition 4, than they were in the
control condition for the syntagmatic pairs, condition 2.
The only apparent difference between the primes in the
control condition 2 and primes in control condition 4 was
that condition 2 primes had a mean frequency of occurrence
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of 1260 w.p.m. (Francis & Kucera, 1982) and condition 4
primes had a mean frequency of occurrence of 1888 w.p.m.
Frequency effects on LDRT might have been expected also,
but in this case, the mean LDRT for condition 4, where
primes were more frequent, was 12 ms longer than the mean
LDRT for condition 2, where primes were less frequent.
There appears to have been a speed/accuracy tradeoff for
the control conditions, such that responses in condition 2
were quicker than in condition 4 but condition 2 responses
were less accurate than condition 4 responses. It isn't
clear why this occurred only in conditions 2 and 4
,
though
.
As a further test of predictions made by the Feature
Dimension proposal. Experiment 8 was run to see whether
closed class targets related to the closed class sense of
homophones would be processed differently dependent on
what sort of context the homophones were embedded in.
2 . Experiment 8
Shillcock and Bard (1991) suggested that contexts
which supported a closed class reading of a homophone
restricted the form class of homophone primes sufficiently
to prohibit priming of the open class related LD target
word. If this was the correct explanation of the influence
context had on processing of homophones, priming of
related closed class LD target items should occur in
closed class supporting contexts, as long as the closed
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Class primes and targets are of the same syntactic class.
No priming to closed class-related targets should occur if
a homopohone prime was placed in an open class—supporting
context.
Shillcock & Bard's (1991) claim that the language
processor was non-modular with respect to syntax and the
closed class vocabulary does not explain why different
contexts may have influenced LD and naming responses to
closed class items in different ways in Experiments 3, 6,
and 7 . The Feature Dimension proposal and the Feature
Engagement hypothesis make the correct predictions. The
results of Experiments 3, 6, and 7 suggested that features
of closed class lexical items received syntagmatic support
from sentence contexts, and that this support might
facilitate processing of words with similar features.
According to the Feature Dimension proposal, the pattern
of feature values in a lexical entry determines behavior
of lexical items in context. The theory predicts that
closed class items, which typically have a lot of
grammatical features and few conceptual features, will be
influenced more by the structural aspects of the contexts
in which the words occur than will lexical items with
primarily conceptual features.
In Experiment 8, Shillcock & Bard's (1991) materials
were modified slightly to allow inclusion of a condition
with closed class-related LD targets in addition to open
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class-related LD targets. The same cross modal lexical
decision (CMLD) task used by Shillcock & Bard was employed
in Experiment 8 . The Feature Dimension proposal and the
Feature Engagement hypothesis predicted that LDs to closed
class-related targets would be facilitated only when
homophone primes occurred in closed class-supporting
contexts, not when they were placed in open class-
supporting contexts. Consistent with Shillcock & Bard's
findings, the theory presented in Chapter III predicted
that LDs to open class-related targets would be
facilitated only when homophone primes were placed in open
class-supporting contexts.
a . Method
i. Subjects 96 members of the University of
Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had normal
hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision
(established by self-report) and were native speakers of
English. Subjects received course credit or $5 for their
participation. Due to a programming error, for the first
48 subjects the wrong stimuli were presented. In the
initial block which was intended to include only closed
class targets and distractors derived from closed class words,
open class LD targets were presented. This resulted in the
incorrect data being gathered on over 3/4 of the trials in which
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closed class-related targets were supposed to have been
presented. Also, the first block of trials now contained
mixed open and closed class items. For this reason, data
from conditions 1-4 was discarded for the first 48
subjects, so results for closed class LD target words
P^sssnted below include only those obtained for the second
group of 48 subjects.
ii. Procedure When subjects arrived, they were
seated in front of a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen.
Subjects were instructed that they would be listening to
sentences over headphones, and that at some point during
each sentence, a word in capital white letters would
appear on the CRT. They were told that the task was to
indicate as quickly and accurately as possible whether the
word on the CRT was a real word in English or a nonsense
word by pulling one of two response keys. They were also
instructed to listen to all of the sentence, as a simple
yes/no or true/ false comprehension question would be asked
after each sentence ended. Subjects were informed that
accuracy, not speed, was important in responding to
comprehension questions. After a practice block of thirty
sentences, subjects proceeded with the experiment.
At the start of each trial, the message "PRESS THUMB
BUTTON TO HEAR NEXT SENTENCE" was displayed on the screen.
When subjects depressed the thumb key, binaural
presentation of the sentence began and continued while the
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CMLD task was performed. CMLD targets were presented in
capital white letters for 500 ms or until subjects
responded where responses occurred in fewer than 500 ms,
centered on the screen between two dashes. After every
sentence, the word "QUESTION" was displayed for 500 ms on
the CRT, and then was replaced by a simple comprehension
question. Subjects pulled one of two response keys to
indicate their question answers. If the response to the
question was incorrect, the message "WRONG ON QUESTION"
was displayed for 1000 ms before the message was displayed
signalling that the subject could begin the next trial. If
the question response was correct, the next trial could
begin immediately. Every 24 items, a break occurred,
during which feedback about subjects' percent correct
performance on the CMLD task and in answering questions
was displayed on the screen.
iii . Materials To examine whether the Shillcock and
Bard (1991) results generalized to lexical decision target
words which were related to the closed class meaning of
the homophone, twenty-four sets of eight sentence-target
pairs were constructed. See Table 23 for examples, and
Appendix J for the full set of materials. In all cases,
the lexical decision target word was presented at the
offset of the critical word, which is underlined in Table
23. As seen in Table 23, the first four sentences, those
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in conditions 1-4, were repeated in conditions 5-8, the
difference in conditions being the use of a closed class
LD target in the first four conditions and of an open
class LD target in conditions 5-8. So conditions 5-8 were
a close replication of Shillcock and Bard's Experiment 1.
Note that some changes were made to the Shillcock and Bard
materials^, so this was not an exact replication. To see
what changes were made, compare Appendices E (the original
Shillcock and Bard materials) and F (Experiment 5
materials)
.
Conditions 1-4 tested whether Shillcock and Bard's
finding of priming from homophones to open-class-related
LD targets only in open-class-supporting contexts
generalized to priming from the homophones to closed-
class-related LD targets only in closed-class-supporting
contexts. CMLD targets were closed class words which were
intuitively judged to be related to the closed class
reading of the homophone.
^Thanks are due to Richard Shillcock for providing me
with the materials used in their Experiment 1.
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TABLE 23
Experiment 8
Sample Experimental Materials
(Note: Critical word is underlined, LD target
word is contained in brackets in capitals)
Shillcock and Bard (1991) follow-up materials:
Cond. Description
Closed class LD targets:
1 Closed class homophone (related)
I eventually decided to give the news to him
.
[HER]
rather than wait for his brother.
2 Closed class control (unrelated)
I eventually decided to give the news to Tom
.
[HER]
rather than wait for his brother.
3 Open class homophone
I eventually decided to give the group the hymn, [HER]
so they could practice it.
4 Open class control
I eventually decided to give the group the joke, [HER]
so they could practice it.
Open class LD targets:
5 Closed class homophone (related)
I eventually decided to give the news to him
.
[PSALM]
rather than wait for his brother.
6 Closed class control (unrelated)
I eventually decided to give the news to Tom
.
[PSALM]
rather than wait for his brother.
7 Open class homophone
I eventually decided to give the group the hymn .
[PSALM] so they could practice it.
8 Open class control
I eventually decided to give the group the joke,
[PSALM] so they could practice it.
Eighty-eight filler sentences were constructed (see
Appendix 10 for full set of materials) . Syntactic
structure of the fillers provided variety. The location of
presentation of the CMLD targets associated with filler
targets was varied so subjects would not form expectancies
about where in a sentence a LD probe word would occur. LD
targets associated with thirty-two of the fillers were
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real words unrelated to the sentence contexts, and targets
associated with fifty-six of the fillers were nonwords,
formed by taking a real open or closed class word and
changing one letter in the word to form a pronounceable
nonword which conformed to the rules of English
orthography.
All sentences were recorded by a female speaker on
one channel of a two-channel Teac X-10 tape recorder.
Next, sentences were digitized using a 4.5-kHz low-pass
filter interfaced with an AT-class microcomputer. Using a
waveform editing program, the offset of the critical word
in each sentence, the word after which the visual LD
target would be presented, was determined by listening for
the end of the last phoneme in that critical word. For the
sentences in the Shillcock and Bard (1991) follow-up
portion of the experiment, conditions 1-8, a tone was
placed on the second channel 800 msec prior to the offset
of the critical word. The tone later signaled the
experiment-running program to present the relevant naming
target 800 ms after the tone coincident with the offset of
the verb; the tone was inaudible to subjects. After tones
were placed in sentences, eight lists of sentences were
made. Assignment of conditions to lists was rotated in a
Latin Square design, so that for each item, a list
contained only one version of that item.
The items in each of the eight lists were blocked.
The first block in each list contained twelve of the
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experimental sentences from conditions 1~4, the Shillcock
& Bard follow-up materials, which had closed class LD
targets paired with them. Also included in this first
block were twelve filler items which were paired with
nonword LD targets, to make a total of 24 sentences in
block 1. The second block included the remaining 88 filler
items. In block 2 were 12 Shillcock and Bard follow-up
sentences and their open class LD targets, 32 sentences
with open class LD targets, and 44 filler sentences with
nonword LD targets.
iv. Design Subjects were assigned to one of eight
presentation conditions. The condition determined which
one of eight different orders of prime-target pairs a
subject saw. Eight random orderings of sentences were
constructed, such that two different random orderings, one
for each block, were concatenated to form a list. These
lists were used to construct 8 tapes which were recorded
from the edited digitized sentences. In a condition,
sentences were assigned to lists in a Latin Square design,
so that for each of lists 1-8, a particular subject saw
items in all 8 experimental conditions but for a single
item saw only one prime-target pair associated with that
item. Thus, every subject saw related and unrelated closed
class prime - closed class target pairs, unrelated open
class prime - closed class target pairs, related and
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unrelated open class prime - open class target pairs, and
filler trials with real word primes and nonword targets.
For conditions 1-8, the design was a 2 (class of LD
probe, open or closed) by 2 (closed class-supporting
context or open class-supporting context) by 2 (related
experimental pair or unrelated control pair) repeated
measures design.
b. Results
Mean lexical decision reaction times and percent
correct performance are displayed in Table 24.
TABLE 24
Experiment 8
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Correct reported by condition
for Subjects 49-96 (n = 48)
.
Condition Example RT Exp-Con P.Cc
1 him-HER 743 92
2 Tom-HER 774 -31 96
3 hymn-HER 751 96
4 joke-HER 741 +10 95
Mean 752
5 him-PSALM 771 97
6 Tom-PSALM 727 +44 94
7 hymn-PSALM 729 95
8 joke-PSALM 746 -17 96
Mean 743
First, I'll discuss the results for the second 48
subjects, those who saw both closed class LD targets and
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open class LD targets. Closed class target words related
to the closed class reading of the homophone were
responded to 31 ms faster than when the same target words
followed a closed class (or open class word with light
lexical semantics) control word, 743 ms vs. 774 msec. This
facilitation contrasted with a 10 ms interference effect
when the homophone occurred in a context which supported
its open class reading 751 ms vs. 741 ms. Open class LD
targets related to the open class reading of the homophone
were responded to 17 ms faster after the homophone prime
was heard in a context supporting the open class reading
compared to an open class control word in the same
context, consistent with Shillcock & Bard's (1991)
results. Interestingly, when open class-related targets
occurred after the homophone was heard in a closed class-
supporting context, subjects' LDRTs were 44 ms slower than
they were when the same targets occurred after a control
word in the same closed class-supporting context.
Shillcock & Bard found no such interference effect. This
will be discussed further below.
An analysis of variance run on all eight conditions
showed the following results. The main effect of class of
the LD probe word, closed = 753 ms versus open = 744 ms,
failed to reach significance, (1/47) < 1, MS^ =
25674.21, F2 (1/46) < 1 , MSg = 330728.50. The main effect
of context, closed class-supporting = 754 ms versus open
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class supporting - 742 ms, also was not significant,
(1,47) = 1.30, p > .2, MSg = 10373.11, F 2 (1,46) < 1, MS^
= 366180. Also non-significant was the main effect of
prime type, homophone = 749 ms versus control word = 748
ms, Fi (1,47) < 1, MSe = 930896, F2 (1,46) = 1.18, p > .2,
MSg = 503420.70. None of the two-way interactions were
significant. However, the three-way interaction was
significant by subjects, (1,47) = 4.91, p < .03, MSg =
12581.45, F2 (1,46) < 1, MSg = 329310.1, reflecting that
the pattern of results for open class-related LD target
words was opposite of that for closed class-related LD
target words.
Looking only at the closed class target words,
conditions 1-4, an analysis of variance showed that no
effects were significant. Critically, the interaction of
sentence context (closed or open class-supporting) with
the homophone/control factor was not significant, F^^
(1,47) = 1.86, p > .1, MSg = 11012.25, F 2 (1,23) < 1, MSg
= 3469.74.
Looking at only the open class LD target words,
conditions 5-8, for subjects 49-96, again no effects were
significant. Again, the interaction of sentence context
(closed or open class-supporting) with the
homophone/ control factor was not significant, although it
approached significance by subjects, (1,47) = 3.30, p<
.07, MSg = 13147.40, F 2 (1,23) = 2.48, p > .1, MSg
= 7072.
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At least for the second group of 48 subjects, while there
was a suggestion of Shillcock & Bard's (1991) facilitation
of LD responses to target words related to the open class
reading of homophones only when the homophone primes were
placed in sentence contexts that supported the open class
reading, the result was not robust.
Accuracy of lexical decision responses did not differ
significantly across conditions.
The mean lexical decision results and percent
accuracy for open class-related LD target conditions,
conditions 5-8, for all subjects 1-96 are reported in
Table 25.
TABLE 25
Experiment 8
Open class-related LD targets:
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Correct reported by condition
for Subjects 1-96 (n = 96) .
Condition Example RT Exp-Con P.C(
5 him-PSALM 807 95
6 Tom-PSALM 761 +46 95
7 hymn-PSALM 746 96
8 joke-PSALM 766 -20 97
Mean 770
Analyses of variance on the results for conditions 5-
8 showed a significant main effect of context, reflecting
that the fact that LD responses to open class probes
presented after critical homophone or control words in
closed class-supporting contexts were slower than when
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critical words were placed in open class—supporting
contexts, 784 ms versus 757 ms, (1/95) = 5.03, p < .03,
MSq = 14835.54, F2 (1,23) = 4.28, p < .05, MS^ = 4809.04.
The main effect of whether the critical prime word was a
homophone (777 ms) or a matched control word (764 ms) was
not significant, (1,95) = 1.18, p > .2, MS^ = 15019.96,
F2 (1/23) < 1, MSg = 6097.57. Critically, the interaction
between context and prime type was significant by
subjects, F^ (1,95) = 8.13, p < .006, MS^ = 12813.14, F 2
(1,23) = 2.88, p < .09, MSg = 7707.13, reflecting the
interference in condition 5 and the facilitated responses
to related open class targets following homophones in open
class-supporting contexts. The fact that doubling the
number of subjects in conditions 5-8 increased the
reliability of the effect found by Shillcock & Bard (1991)
suggested that the variability in the data was responsible
for the fact that there were no significant effects for
conditions 5-8 for the second 48 subjects.
None of the differences in accuracy of LD responses
across conditions were significant,
c. Discussion
In Experiment 8, Shillcock and Bard's (1991) finding
of facilitated lexical decisions to related open class
targets presented at the offset of an open class/closed
class homophone only in a context supporting the open
class reading of the homophone was replicated and
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extended. In conditions 5—8, the conditions run by
Shillcock and Bard, lexical decisions to open class
targets related to open class readings of the homophones
were only faster than in the control conditions when the
homophones were placed in contexts supporting the open
class sense. Conditions 1-4, where LD target words were
closed class, demonstrated that a similar, though smaller
magnitude, advantage may have existed if the LD target was
related to the closed class reading of the homophone and
the homophone was presented in a context supporting its
closed class sense. Although this effect was not
significant, it might reach significance if the number of
subjects was doubled, as happened in the open class LD
probe conditions.
The difference in magnitude of this relatedness
effect on LD responses to target words was of interest. As
in Experiment 7, LD responses to closed class words when
they followed related closed class primes were
facilitated, but the priming effect appeared to be smaller
for closed class primes and targets than it was for open
class primes and targets in the same experiment. This
supported the Feature Dimension proposal and the Feature
Engagement hypothesis. Grammatical information usually
becomes available to the parser before conceptual
information, i.e., information about the discourse model
or real world, so grammatical features generally will be
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interpreted quicker than will conceptual features.
Grammatical features predominate in the representations of
closed class lexical items. If the lexical decision task
is less sensitive to the earliest processes involved in
lexical access and interpretation than it is to later
processes (as suggested, e.g., by Balota & Chumbley,
1984)
,
the smaller magnitude of priming for closed class
lexical items might just reflect the fact that the
difference in amount of grammatical and conceptual
features in the lexical representations of closed and open
class lexical items led to the LD task being less
sensitive to priming for closed class items since priming
for the closed class had already occurred and was no
longer detectable.
Interestingly, when open class-related LD targets
were presented after homophones in closed class-supporting
contexts, LD responses were much slower than when a
control word occurred in the closed class-supporting
context. The interference effect in the presence of
facilitation for conditions 2 and 8 was the source of the
interaction between the class of LD probe factor (closed
or open)
,
the class of the prime word (closed or open)
,
and the type of prime (homophone or control) . Shillcock
and Bard (1991) did not find interference.
There are several possible explanations for this
difference across experiments. First, in order to
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construct the set of closed class LD targets, materials
used by Shillcock and Bard were altered. Many of these
changes were to the control primes in conditions 2 and 6.
Some of the closed class primes Shillcock and Bard
included in these conditions were used as targets in
Experiment 8, and condition 2 replacements were not all
closed class words, although the closed class primes
included were all semantically light (proper names and
light verbs) . Perhaps this change to the baseline against
which responses to open class targets after homophones in
closed class-supporting contexts were measured was the
source of the interference effect.
A second possible explanation is that closed class LD
targets and fillers derived from closed class words were
blocked first. Perhaps this induced a strategic effect. If
subjects expected closed class targets, interference might
have occurred when open class targets were encountered.
According to this explanation, if the closed class-target
block was presented after the open class-target and filler
block, there should be more interference to closed class
targets when presented after homophones occurring in open
class-supporting contexts.
A third, more likely explanation of the interference
effect involves differences in timing of presentation of
the LD target words in Experiment 8 and in Shillcock and
Bard's Experiment 1. If LD targets were presented at an
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effectively earlier point in the critical word in
Experiment 8 than in Shillcock and Bard's experiment, or
if the speaker in Experiment 8 was faster than the speaker
in Shillcock & Bard's experiment, grammatical features of
the homophone may have been activated and activation of
conceptual features may have decayed (or may have been
suppressed) . Then, the open class-related probe word,
which has more conceptual than grammatical features, would
interfere with contextually-supported features, most of
which would be grammatical in the closed class-supporting
context. This explanation of the interference effect is
supported by the fact that the speaker who recorded the
materials for Experiment 8 spoke rather quickly and by the
fact that Shillcock and Bard, in a second experiment, did
not get facilitation to open class-related LD targets if
they probed at a "mid-vowel point" in the homophones.
As for why there was more interference for conditions
where a closed class-supporting context preceded an open
class-related target than when an open class-supporting
context preceded a closed class-related LD target, the
Feature Dimension proposal and Feature Engagement provide
an explanation.
Closed class lexical items have a higher proportion
of grammatical features to conceptual features than do
open class lexical items. According to the information-
driven parsing model proposed in Chapter III, grammatical
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features are interpreted within the grammar and conceptual
features are interpreted in the discourse model or with
reference to the real world. Because grammatical
information usually becomes available to the parser before
information about the discourse model or real world,
grammatical features will be interpreted quicker than will
conceptual features. Since closed class items'
representations consist primarily of grammatical features,
integration of closed class words with context will be
completed quicker than will integration of open class
words with context. In the present case, the closed class
priming context will have activated grammatical features
of the homophone, and conceptual features' activation
levels will be dropping. When the open class-related LD
target is presented, it raises activation of conceptual
features of the homophone, conflicting with the
contextually-supported feature activation across
grammatical features. This account makes predictions
contrary to that made by a practice-effect explanation of
the interference effect: Reversing the closed class and
open class blocks should not diminish the asymmetry
between interference for closed class targets after open
class contexts and interference for open class targets
after closed class contexts.
CHAPTER VII
GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,
AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The results of the experiments reported in this
dissertation were more consistent with the theoretical
claims which follow from the Feature Dimension proposal
and the Feature Engagement hypothesis than with
predictions made either by the Vocabulary Type hypothesis
or by the Significant Semantics proposal. Before
discussing the theoretical implications of the results in
detail, I'll first review the hypotheses and findings.
The Vocabulary Type hypothesis predicted that all
closed class lexical items would incur similar lexical
decision reaction times and all open class lexical items
would incur similar LDRTs. In contrast, the Significant
Semantics hypothesis predicted that lexical items with
impoverished semantic content or lexical items which were
not complete citation forms in the mental lexicon would be
difficult to process, compared to lexical items which had
more semantic content and/or which were complete citation
forms. In Experiments 1 and 2, lexical decision reaction
times to lexical items categorized as cannot stand alone
were slower than reaction times to can stand alone lexical
items, regardless of whether the lexical items were closed
or open class. These results replicated Taft's (1990)
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Experiment 1 and 3 findings. The processing disadvantage
for cannot stand alone words was evidence
against the Vocabulary Type hypothesis and in support of
the Significant Semantics hypothesis.
The Significant Semantics hypothesis predicted that
only semantically-constraining contexts should eliminate
the disadvantage of cannot stand alone lexical items. If
the slow LDRTs for cannot stand alone open and closed
class words in Experiments 1 and 2 resulted because
semantic information was missing, then sentence contexts
which provide no explicit semantic support for the same
lexical items should not have influenced the pattern of
LDRTs in a secondary LD task. This prediction was tested
against the predictions of the Feature Dimension proposal
in Experiments 3 and 4. The Feature Dimension proposal
emphasized that features stored in lexical items'
representations which don't receive interpretations when
the words are presented in isolation receive
interpretations in contexts, even if the contexts are not
semantically constraining. In particular, the Feature
Dimension proposal predicted that items with more
grammatical than conceptual features might receive support
from semantically neutral sentence contexts, whereas items
with largely conceptual features would not be supported to
the same degree by such neutral contexts. This prediction
followed from the claim that grammatical and conceptual
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features are interpreted by distinct sets of inference
rules, and that, therefore, context might influence
processing of lexical items with different proportions of
grammatical and conceptual features differently. The
Experiment 3 and 4 results suggested that the can stand
alone/ cannot stand alone difference found in Experiments
1 and 2 disappeared or was greatly diminished when words
were placed in semantically neutral sentence contexts,
supporting predictions of the Feature Dimension proposal
and weakening the case in support of the Significant
Semantics proposal. Note that the sentence contexts in
Experiments 3 and 4 did not form complete fragments with
the targets for LD, so the support contexts provided for
cannot stand alone lexical decision targets probably was
of a syntagmatic nature. While I cannot draw strong
inferences from the null effect in Experiments 3 and 4,
because cross-experiment contrasts of Experiments 1 and 3
and Experiments 2 and 4 did not show a significant
interaction of experiment by closed or open class by
experimental or control item, the context effect in
Experiments 3 and 4 is only consistent with the Feature
Dimension proposal.
The absence of a significant difference between can
and cannot stand alone words in Experiments 3 and 4
compared with the presence of such a difference in
Experiments 1 and 2 provided tentative support for the
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Feature Engagement hypothesis. The Full Feature Access
proposal suggests that lexical access should be the same
for a lexical item whether or not the lexical item is
processed in isolation or in context. Feature Engagement
predicts that sentence context might influence feature
activation. The results of Experiments 1-4 provided only
tentative support for Feature Engagement, though, because
if the disappearance of the can/cannot stand alone effect
in Experiments 3 and 4 resulted from integration stages of
processing, predictions of Full Feature Access still would
be consistent with the results.
Experiments 5 and 6 in part investigated what the
influence of context was on processing of a lexical item,
as a further test of predictions made by the Feature
Dimension proposal. Some aspect of the semantically
neutral sentence contexts used in Experiments 3 and 4
supported processing of cannot stand alone words. In
Experiment 5 and Experiment 6, the lexical decision and
naming tasks, respectively, were used to test of how
quickly feature information is accessed, using two-word
priming contexts where the first word in the context was
manipulated. The question of interest was whether a two-
word context would influence priming relations for closed
class lexical items. Only the Feature Dimension hypothesis
predicted that manipulating the relation between the first
and second words of the prime might impact the degree of
priming between the prime and target words.
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The results obtained in Experiment 5 suggested that
manipulating the first word of a two word prime context
did not alter the relation between the second word of the
context and the target word in a way that impacted lexical
decisions. This suggested that feature information might
not be accessed early enough to influence LDRTs. As in
Experiment 5, results from the two word priming conditions
in Experiment 6, where named latency was the dependent
measure, did not suggest that changing the first words of
the two-word contexts influenced the relation between
primes and targets. However, a change in materials from
Experiment 5 to Experiment 6 enabled comparison in the
two-word priming conditions of naming responses to closed
class words which were related or unrelated to the second
word of the two word primes. Naming latencies to closed
class words related to the second word of a two-word prime
were facilitated, compared to naming latencies for a
different set of closed class words which were unrelated
to a two-word prime where both words in the prime were
open class words. This suggested that the two-word primes
provided syntagmatic support for the closed class targets
when the prime was related to the target, and further that
the data were less variable for two-word prime conditions
than for single-word prime conditions with closed class
items, where priming was of the same magnitude as for open
class words although it was not significant. These results
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were not predicted by the Vocabulary Type proposal nor by
the Significant Semantics proposal. Only the Feature
Dimension proposal made predictions consistent with these
results, since it suggested that context might engage more
or different features than are engaged in isolation.
Naming latencies in Experiment 6 with two word primes
and closed class naming target words supported the Feature
Dimension proposal and Feature Engagement. The fact that
naming latencies to OFF did not differ following the two
word primes RELY ON and STEP ON is consistent with the
proposal that all features of the word ON were activated
initially, regardless of context. Evidence for Feature
Engagment over Full Feature Access comes from a comparison
of conditions with primes like RELY ON and STEP ON and
target words like OFF, where priming occurred compared to
a condition with prime-target pairs like RUINED JOB-AT, in
addition to less-than-signif icant priming for naming
closed class targets presented after single word primes
which obtained in Experiment 6. The relatedness effect for
closed class naming targets was not significant in the
single-word prime conditions in Experiment 6, despite the
fact that the effect was of the same magnitude as the
significant open class priming effect, suggesting that
something about the two-word contexts influenced the
reliability of priming between related closed class words.
Also included in Experiments 5 and 6 were conditions
in which closed class prime-target pairs were either
related or were unrelated, as a test of whether closed
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class priming similar to open class priming occurred as
detectable either with the lexical decision or naming
task. The LD results from Experiment 5 showed that there
was no evidence in LDRTs of priming within the closed
class at the same time there was priming for related open
class items. Naming time data from Experiment 6 supported
slightly different conclusions, however. Predictions were
the same as for Experiment 5, except that since the naming
task is less sensitive to post-lexical-access decision
processes or backward priming than is the LD task, priming
relations in the closed class might be detected with
naming and not with the LD task. Results of Experiment 6
showed a naming time advantage for related closed class
items which was of the same magnitude as the relatedness
effect for open class lexical items, although the closed
class relatedness effect was not significant. This
suggests that naming responses to closed class lexical
items were highly variable. If indeed there was priming
for related closed class items detected in naming
latencies, this supports the theoretical claim that the
grammatical features which characterize many closed class
items are accessed early during access, and that the delay
involved in making a lexical decision or decision
processes which accompany lexical decisions obscures
relatedness effects for closed class items. Although the
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evidence was far from conclusive, Experiment 6 suggested
that the Feature Dimension proposal's predictions might be
correct.
Experiment 7 tested whether there was priming within
the closed class which was attributable to a "syntagmatic"
versus a "paradigmatic" relation between primes and
targets. LDRTs showed a significant advantage for related
closed class words over unrelated items. Also, there was a
20 ms advantage in LDRTs to paradigmatically-related
target words over unrelated controls compared to an 8 ms
advantage for syntagmatically-related targets compared to
matched unrelated controls. These results suggested that
perhaps the paradigmatic relation was mediated by
different factors than was the syntagmatic relation, but
that both the "syntagmatic" and the "paradigmatic"
relations contributed to the observed relatedness effect.
If this conclusion is merited, it is in line with the
theoretical claim made by the Feature Dimension proposal
that lexical items have different proportions of
grammatical and conceptual features, that content of the
feature level of representation is centrally involved
during lexical access and integration, and that
differences between lexical items that all are members of
the closed class are evident during language processing.
Further, the results suggest that Feature Engagement is
correct in predicting that the same lexical item may be
processed differently in isolation and in context.
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Experiment 8 further tested the predictions of the
Feature Dimension proposal and Feature Engagement using
the cross-modal lexical decision paradigm. Using Shillcock
& Bard's (1991) materials, in addition to their open class
targets and new closed class LD targets, Shillcock &
Bard's claim that the language processor is non-modular
with respect to syntax and the closed class vocabulary was
compared to predictions of Feature Engagement and the
Feature Dimension proposal. Shillcock & Bard's findings
were replicated: LD targets related to the open class
version of the homophone were responded to quicker when
homophones were placed in contexts which supported the
open class version of the homophone. Also, closed class LD
targets were responded to faster only after homophones
which were presented in contexts supporting the closed
class version of the homophone. The closed class
relatedness effect was larger than was the open class
effect, so the fact that the effect was not significant
for closed class LD targets was attributable to increased
variability for closed class targets. This conclusion is
supported by a pattern of high variability for naming
responses to closed class words which was observed in
Experiment 6.
The pattern of interference in Experiment 8 which
occurred when open class—related LD targets were presented
after homophones in closed class-supporting contexts was
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not found by Shillcock & Bard (1991). The fact that there
was more interference for conditions where a closed class-
supporting context preceded an open class-related target
than when an open class-supporting context preceded a
closed class-related LD target, the Feature Dimension
proposal and Feature Engagement provide an explanation,
while neither the Vocabulary Type proposal nor the
Significant Semantics proposal explain this difference.
The difference across classes in the proportion of
grammatical to conceptual features associated with closed
or open class words and the tendency given information-
driven processing for the grammatical features to be
interpreted quicker than conceptual features predicts a
different pattern of interference.
The most likely explanation for why the interference
effect was absent in Shillcock & Bard's (1991) Experiment
1 but present in Experiment 8 is that timing of
presentation of the LD targets was different in Experiment
8 than it was in Shillcock & Bard's Experiment 1. If LD
targets were presented earlier in Experiment 8 relative to
auditory presentation of the homophones (or their matched
controls) than they were in Shillcock & Bard's experiment,
grammatical feature activation may have occurred earlier,
leading to interference with the conceptual features which
vs^ere supported when the open class—related LD target was
encountered. Further experiments should manipulate timing
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of presenation of the LD targets to pin down the
timecourse of feature activation. Also, future experiments
should manipulate the order in which open class and closed
class materials were presented, to rule out practice-
effect explanations.
Overall, the results of Experiment 1-8 are most
consistent with the Feature Dimension proposal. The
Vocabulary Type proposal is inconsistent with the results
of Experiments 1-2, since the Vocabulary Type proposal
predicted all closed class words would behave similarly
and all open class words would behave similarly, but the
can/cannot stand alone effect occurred for both closed and
open class words. While Experiments 1 and 2 supported the
Significant Semantics proposal over the Vocabulary type
proposal, resuls of Experiments 3 and 4 cast doubt on the
Significant Semantics proposal. Significant Semantics did
not predict that semantically-neutral sentence contexts
would influence processing of can and cannot stand alone
open and closed class words in a way that eliminated the
can/cannot stand alone effect.
As for whether Full Feature Access or Feature
Engagement best describes the process of feature
activation during lexical access. Feature Engagement
predicted that the same lexical items might be processed
differently depending on the context in which they
occurred. The experimental support for this prediction was
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mixed. The results from the two-word prime conditions in
Experiments 5 and 6 suggested that manipulating the
relation between the first and second words in a two-word
prime by changing the first of the words did not influence
either lexical decision latencies or naming latencies to
target words which were related to the second word in the
primes. This result suggested that perhaps Feature
Engagement is not a process that acts immediately after
contact with a lexical item is made, or alternatively,
that Full Feature Access might be the correct account of
feature activation. However, the manipulation was a subtle
one which hinged on whether the two-word prime was
lexicalized, e.g., 'rely on', or not, e.g., 'step on.'
Both prime types allow early, full feature contact for the
features of 'on.' While there may have been no detectable
difference in responses to 'off' after either 'rely on' or
'step on,' responses to 'off' after an unrelated prime
like 'climb under' might differ to different degree from
the 'rely on' and the 'step on' cases. Experiments with
more carefully controlled materials could address this
question.
In support of Feature Engagement, placing can and
cannot stand alone words in semantically neutral sentence
contexts in Experiments 3 and 4 appeared to eliminate the
can/cannot stand alone effect. Full Feature Access
predicted that all features associated with a word would
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be accessed always, regardless of context. However, the
results of Experiments 3 and 4 did not rule out FFA. It is
possible that the because subjects took longer to give LD
responses by about 100-150 ms in Experiments 3 and 4 than
they were in Experiments 1 and 2, Full Feature Access may
have occurred earlier in the access process and the some
aspect of the process of integrating the lexical item with
context might have caused the can/ cannot stand alone
effect to go away. Manipulating the amount of information
provided by context and using both naming and lexical
decision tasks in future experiments might provide clearer
evidence in support of or against FFA and FE.
The Significant Semantics proposal posited that a
lexical item had sufficient meaning to be processed easily
on its own either if it had enough semantic information
stored in its lexical entry or if it was a complete
citation form in the lexicon. Experiments 3 and 4 cast
doubt on this proposal, since the cannot stand alone
lexical items seemed to be supported by semantically
neutral sentence contexts. The contexts in which these
items occurred did not supplement the semantic information
available in their lexical entries, nor did the context
prior to the target words change their status as citation
forms in the mental lexicon. Instead, the information
provided by the sentence contexts most likely provided
syntactic support for the cannot stand alone lexical
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items, in that the context supported items of that
syntactic category in that position. It seems that during
normal sentence processing, as long as a lexical item is
consistent with the context in which it occurs, it will be
processed without trouble even if its representation is
semantically impoverished.
In conclusion, the experimental results reported in
this dissertation best fit the predictions made by the
Feature Dimension proposal and Feature Engagement. The
theory of lexical representation presented in Chapter III
made predictions which were consistent with existing
results and which were supported by the new data. However,
firm positive evidence in support of Feature Engagement
over Full Feature Access was not present in the data,
beyond the suggestive results from these initial
comparisons of the influence that type of context had on
processing of lexical items. Future work carefully
manipulating the amount of information and the type of
information supplied by context should go further towards
establishing whether FE or FFA or some modification of one
of these proposals correctly describes the process of
feature activation and the integration of lexical items
with existing and upcoming sentence context.
APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENT 1 MATERIALS
Can stand
alone:
Controls: Nonwords:
ME GO BOK WOREND
NOW WAY NER ERIPT
UNDERNEATH ADVANTAGE VALY GRUPE
SOON HARD MEST SULCH
OFF OLD SNOLL BOUCH
WHERE KNOW THON POME
YES HOT ANIGE PLEAR
OFTEN HOUSE JUTH VONE
BOTH SHOW IVIRY ANIT
THOSE LARGE FOOM ELAT
DOWN FIND CE
HERE TAKE IB
MORE TIME UPLIBE
VERY LONG UNCAPITANCE
AGAIN GREAT FENK
Cannot Stand
alone:
Controls
:
Nonwords cont ' d
:
OUR NEW WEK
THAN MAKE HET
UPSIDE CONCEPT SMARD
THUS SEEM TUDE
UPON BODY CONTAGE
WHILE SOUND ENST
SHALL WATCH WHON
TOO MAN LIM
ELSE CARE JATCH
AMONG READY DAP
EVERY SMALL LOD
NOR AGE FIME
MUST WORD DOAN
AM BOX TU
VIA DINE RIFENT
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENT 2 MATERIALS
Can stand
alone:
Cannot stand
alone;
Nonwords
;
RAIL FOND CONDRANCE REMEXT
SPICE BUDGE DABE REVOUNT
SLANG SCOPE THERAGE DEQUIRE
SLAUGHTER CAPITALIZE PRIB PRESPOND
ALE PLY FINT IMBLUNE
PRESENT EXPERT PEL EXDUCTED
GRUMBLE SUFFICE LARX REFECT
DELAY RELY SUMPLE INSENT
BOYCOTT VANTAGE SNEESH TIST
AFFECT REFER BANTOFF JUNTY
DEBATE INTEND FORTIAN SEMATER
DIGEST DEVOTE SNATE
PRETEXT RECOURSE SLOM
CONDUCTED ACCUSTOMED ARD
PERSIST DISPOSE BIVE
COMMUNION SEMBLANCE WIRT
LOBE RIFE REDGE
THERMOS BARRAGE APRUNDEL
PROD PENT PRIZET
LURK CRUX FULD
SLEUTH STAUNCH SUGGY
CORDIAL FRAUGHT BLOAP
RAVE BIDE FARD
SLUR WAFT FRENK
CRAMP VERGE BICE
APPAREL ASUNDER TID
FRIGID PLIGHT SCONG
WELD FLUX CAUGHTIFIZE
PUTTY SCANT YOG
EQUIP BRUNT CORF
LID RID EXPENT
KEG JOT INVEY
PRECISE CONSIST PREJOST
COMPLEX DEPEND DEPLEN
RECEDE DEVOID PROVISE
ACCRUE ABJECT DEBEND
INVERT INDULGE DEVOKE
ERODE ASPIRE RELOID
IMMERSE IMPINGE SUFFLICT
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENT 3 MATERIALS
Items 1-15 have the can-stand-alone function word
presented first in capital letters followed by the can't-
stand-alone function word.
$After the accident with my sister's car, Tommy asked
@&ME^OUR&@ &to sit
down and relax'^mothers to sit down and relax&.
I
After the accident with my sister's car, &Tommy asked us
to @G0@ across
the street and help'^Tommy asked the 0NEW@ neighbors across
the street
to helps. ${1 1
$John asked someone to relax.
I
John asked someone to help. ${101 1
$The old car spun around in the road and @SSOON^THUSS@ hit
the stone wall.
I
The old car spun around in the road and Shit the @HARD@
stone
wall'^didn't @SEEM@ to hit the stone walls. ${1 2
The car did not spin around. {101 2
$Theresa's cat slept alone and @SOFF^UPONS@ the pillow
with the yellow
flowers and green ribbon.
I
Theresa's cat slept alone and Ssnored on the @0LD@^its
@BODY@ slid off
the olds pillow with the yellow flowers and green
ribbon. ${1 3
The cat slept by itself. {101 3
$Tony stood @SWHERE^WHILES@ his brother hid the
anniversary gift.
I
Tony stood where SI @KN0W@ his brother hid the
anniversary
gift^the @S0UND@ of his brother hiding the aniversary gift
was not
very loudS.${l 4
Tony was sitting down. {101 4
$Mary wondered whether Mark's responding @SYES^VIAS@
Smeant he liked spending
time with her^written notes meant he didn't like spending
time with herS.
I
Mary wondered whether Mark's sending S@H0T@ cider^a
@WATCH@S to her table
meant he liked spending time with her.${l 5
Mary wasn't sure how Mark felt about her. {101 5
$The wet and hungry dog barked @S0FTEN^T00S@ at the kind
woman who took it
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in.
I
The wet and hungry dog barked at the &@HOUSE§ where^@MAN@
whiles the
kind woman took it in.${l 6
The dog was well-fed and quiet. {101 6$Jeanie was typing when @&TH0SE"AM0NG&@ Smanuscripts
suddenly fell to
the floor^the manuscripts she found a ten dollar bills.|Jeanie was Styping @LARGE§ manuscripts'' @READY@ to type
the manuscriptsS
piled high on her desk.${l 7
One of Jeanie's jobs involves handling lots of paper. {101
$The teacher is @ SDOWN ^ EVERY S@ Sthere asking the other
class to be quiet'^
student's favorite person because she lets the class be
loudS
.
^The teacher is trying to S@FIND@ the students who belong
in his class^
force @SMALL@ students out of his gym classS.${l 8
$The class was never loud.
I
The teacher is happy with the students in the class. ${101
8
$John didn't leave his coat &@HERE^N0R@& &after the
party^did Carols.
I
John didn't leave his coat Sand @TAKE@ another jacket
after the
party^as its @AGE@ made him embarassed to wear it in
publics. ${1 9
$The police said that people @SMORE''MUSTS@ Sthan eighteen
years old would
be arrested^ leave the area or they would be arrestedS.
I
The police said that people had the S@TIME0 if they
wanted
to leave before being arrested^ @WORD@ about being
arrestedS .${ 1 10
$Janice understood that I @SVERY^AMS@ Srarely liked to
smoke cigarettes^
rarely likely to smoke cigarettesS.
I
Janice understood that I like a S@LONG@ walk after
dinner"0BOX@
of candy every once in a whiles. ${1 11
$Bob claimed that we @SAGAIN"SHALLS@ Swill^S suffer the
consequences of
the dangerous action our country has undertaken.
I
Bob claimed that we Shave 0GREAT@ hope for^should 0DINE@
atS the new
restaurant down the street. ${1 12
$Lisa and Jane would be taller @SNOW^THANS@ Safter eating
nutritous
food all summer^Tony after eating well as childrens.
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I
Lisa and Jane &got taller the same @WAY@ we did by
eating nutritious '
food all summer'^are taller and they 0MAKE@ baskets easily
at the gym&.$*{i 13
Lisa and Jane are very short. {101 13$The bottle tumbled across the counter and
@&UNDERNEATH^UPSIDE&@ &the
table'^down under the tables.
I
The bottle tumbled across the counter and the
&©ADVANTAGE© was
that John then caught it'' ©CONCEPT© was that John should
then have
caught it&.${l 14
The bottle fell. {101 14
$Jane and her sister failed or ©SBOTH^ELSES© thought they
had.
I
Jane and her sister failed and didn't &©SH0W© their
disapointment'' ©CARE©
that they had not passed&.${l 15
Items 16-54 have nonword probes in capital letters:
Only once James had studied physics for several years did
he understand
exactly how planetary orbits worked, ©BOK© this point he
finally got a job
as a research assistant at the local university
.
{30 16
The research assistant hardly studied at all before
getting his job. {130 16
Fortunately, Serina was not picky about the kind of pen
she liked to use;
©NER© did she care about whether she had decent paper. {30
17
Serina would use any kind of pen. {130 17
Kirstin preferred to grow flowers in the back yard, and
©VALY© often by the
house she grew ivy and ferns. {30 18
She hated to work with plants. {130 18
Several little boys were running around the park last
night; the ©MEST© of
the time they were yelling and throwing stones. {30 19
The boys were pretty loud. {130 19
The best time of year to drive through New England is in
October, when the
leaves have begun to change on the ©SNOLL© and hotels also
have special
weekend packages available. {30 20
Hotels don't have special deals in October. {130 20
Janelle drove slower ©THON© usual on the windy mountain
road, which she
took rather than driving along the highway on her way to
the conference. {30 21
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She avoided the highway on her way to the conference. { 130
21
Timmothy struggled for a long time with his calculus
problem
set; @ANIGE@ after all that hard work he understood the
theoretical
issues thoroughly
.
{30 22
Timmothy worked hard on his biology paper. {130 22
The small ball rolled across the floor and after §JUTH@ a
couple of minutes,
the kitten came scurrying after it. {30 23
The kitten followed a toy across the floor. {130 23
The old farmer bought a harness with @IVIRY0 for his
favorite horse, which
bolted and yanked him over once years ago. {30 24
The farmer never did anything nice for the horse. {130 24
Jumping over fences was the easiest thing the mare had to
do
,
but the
@FOOM0 the horse's owner worked so hard on never
appeared .{30 25
The mare's easiest job was jumping fences. {130 25
New computers often come with a service contract included
in the sales price;
salespeople try to 0CE0 careful, so they recommend
everyone buy the
contracts .{30 26
Salespeople never recommend computer sales contracts. {130
26
Teachers at the grade school were always looking for new
projects for the kids;
0IB0 most classes, they needed donations of plastic egg
cartons and cardboard
boxes. {30 27
The children often tried new activities. {130 27
The book 0UPLIBE0 seven baby swans was the little girl's
favorite bedtime
reading. {30 28
The child hated the book. {130 28
Refreshments were only available at the 0UNCAPITANCE0 of
the second inning,
since the food wasn't ready at first and they ran out by
the third
inning. {30 29
There was a little food available at the game. {130 29
So few people came to the class with the 0FAW0 that the
professor was forced
to cancel it. {30 30
Almost everyone attended the class. {130 30
The brilliant scientist solved a very difficult problem
that had troubled
her colleagues; before she developed this 0WEK0 approach,
a solution was
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not possible. {30 31
The problem was solved by the scientist
.{ 130 31
Huge piles of bricks blocked the driveway after the
earthquake in California
last year; we had to park in the street, @HET§ we could
walk easily. {30 32
Damage from the earthquake was unnoticable. { 130 32
Newborn ducklings paraded around the pond; however,
several @SMARD@ dogs
ran up and chased them into the water. {30 33
The ducklings were bothered by another animal. {130 33
Driving over the mountain pass was dangerous in the
driving snow and sleet
of early February; the @TUDE@ caretaker decided to leave
then without
any explanation. {30 34
The caretaker left when it was safe to drive. {130 34
Sometimes I don't understand my homework; @C0NTAGE@ in the
middle of the
semester gets very frustrating. {30 35
The homework is occasionally dif f icult
.
{ 130 35
Once we reached the end of the parade, the @ENST0 wall
collapsed in a
heap
.
{ 30 36
The parade was just starting when the collapse
occurred .{130 36
The squirrel @WH0N@ suddenly leapt over the low wall and
began to climb
up the tree in front of the building. {30 37
The animal moved quickly. {130 37
Several @LIM@ birds were pecking at the bird feeder when
the fox began
it's stealthy approach. {30 38
The fox hated catching birds. {130 38
The store owner did not open the 0JATCH@ to let any
children inside
unless they were with a parent or guardian. {30 39
The store owner kept his door shut for unaccompanied
children. { 130 39
I don't know why the 0DAP@ did not stop dripping when I
turned off the
water
.
{ 30 40
The water stopped dripping. { 130 40
Martin decided to 0LOD@ in agreement at the proposal that
they travel
through Europe this summer and fall. {30 41
Martin liked the idea of traveling in Europe. {130 41
Only after the first frost comes is it @FIME@ to plant the
tulip
bulbs. {30 42
Tulip bulbs should be planted in the heat of summer. {130
42
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In certain urban areas, the people manage @TU@ coexist
peacefully, whereas
in other cities people are always fighting. {30 43
People only get along in some cities. {130 43
World politics are getting very @RIFENT@ now, and the
students can't find
enough courses that are up to date. {30 44
Things are very stable in the world now. {130 44
When the @WOREND@ and fog rolls in in the evening, we
can't see across
the bay any more. {30 45
It's hard to see across the bay in the fog. {130 45
After the volcano began to @ERIPT@, the villagers ran for
their lives. {30 46
The volcano was no threat to the villagers. {130 46
Tito liked to @GRUPE0 and complain about his heavy work
load. {30 47
Tito had a lot to do for work. {130 47
He put the garbage into the @SULCH@ pile in the garden. {30
48
Noone saves garbage for their garden. {130 48
The @BOUCH@ swung from the long strap as the woman
danced. {30 49
The woman was dancing. {130 49
Football teams sometimes practice under a 0POME@ in the
cold weather
rather than playing in outdoor stadiums. {30 50
In cold weather, football players always practice
outside. {130 50
After several days of rain, finally the sky began to
0PLEAR0 and the
sun started to shine through the clouds. {30 51
The rain stopped and the sky got brighter
.
{130 51
The little dog carried its 0VONE0 out into the yard and
started
to bury it. {30 52
The little dog left the bone inside, {130 52
The child was all in a 0ANIT0 because he could not stay up
as late
as he wanted to. {30 53
The child had to go to bed. {130 53
The 0ELAT0 rock slid under the car tires as they headed up
the steep
mountainside. {30 54
The road was not very steep. {130 54
Items 55-74 are fillers which have closed class targets in
capital letters:
0AT0 the earliest opportunity, the puppy tried to squeeze
out of the box
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in which Karen had placed it. {50 55
The puppy tried to escape from its box as soon as it
could. {150 55
Several @0F@ the quieter girls sat in the corner paintinqpictures ^
on large pads of paper. {50 56
The girls were screaming. { 150 56
Snow was falling that afternoon, and many of the less
experienced
drivers found that the @WIDE@ street gave them room to
skid a little
on the icy roads. {50 57
The roads were a bit slippery
.{ 150 57
Since she had left the firm, she didn't think very @MUCH@
about the projects
she used to be responsible for putting together. {50 58
She often thought about her old projects. {150 58
It seems that @M0ST@ people will eat a peanut butter
sandwich for lunch at
some point in their lives. {50 59
Almost everyone has eaten peanut butter. {150 59
Listening to tapes and record is a nice way to spend the
afternoon, @BUT@
it isn't often that I get to do it. {50 60
I always spend afternoons listening to music. {150 60
@WITHIN@ several minutes, George had offended five people
at the party, so
the host asked him to leave. {50 61
George was pretty rude. {150 61
This @IS@ the last time the boxer will enter the ring. {50
62
The boxer is just beginning his career. {150 62
Committees @WITH0UT@ clear agendas do not accomplish
anything, as a
recent survey published in the local paper clearly
showed. {50 63
The survey suggested that committees need agendas. {150 63
While diving deep in the bay, the team used bright lamps
to see @BEYOND@
the shipwreck and out into the surrounding sea. {50 64
The divers couldn't see anything. { 150 64
@BESIDES@ being painful, visits to the doctor often take a
lot of time
and cost more money than we can afford to pay. {50 65
Doctor visits are expensive and unpleasant. {150 65
Marine police often spot smugglers crossing the open sea
in an attempt to
bring contraband ©ALONGSIDE® larger ships for
transportation into this
country. {50 66
Smugglers never cross the open sea. {150 66
©TOWARDS© the front of the crowd, Eliza spotted a famous
movie actress and
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her charming lover. {50 67
Eliza saw someone famous. {150 67
For her birthday, Amalia received several nice dresses, a
new book
,
some
toys, and a puzzle, but that wasn't @ALL@ she got. {50 68
Amalia only got a puzzle for her birthday .{ 150 68
Among school-aged children, diseases like the mumps spread
quickly,
©DESPITE© the increased incidence of vaccination against
these diseases. {50 69
Disease spreads fast among school-aged children. { 150 69
After eating a ©FEW© pizzas, the couple thought they would
burst. {50 70
The people only ate one pizza. {150 70
His house was filled with artifacts from ©PAST© eras. {50
71
He liked old things. {150 71
Ever ©SINCE© having their first child, they had wanted
another. {50 72
They didn't want any more kids. {150 72
Way ©ABOVE© their heads soared a beautiful eagle. {50 73
A bird flew overhead. {150 73
The fire started ©DURING© the night and demolished the
factory. {50 74
The factory was ruined during the night. {150 74
APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENT 4 MATERIALS
Items 16-54 have the cannot stand alone open class targetin capitalized before the can stand alone open class
target in capitals.
$Even in the awkward situation, Tina acheived &a
©SEMBLANCE© of politeness^
©COMMUNION© for the first time&.${5 16
The situation was comfortable. { 105 16
$Out on a camping trip, Bob's ear &was ©RIFE© with
bacteria and became
infected^ ©LOBE© became dirty and infectedS
. ${ 5 17
Bob had trouble with his ear. {105 17
$During the game, the players swapped a &©BARRAGE© of
insults^ ©THERMOS© of
coffees although the coach had asked them to keep to
themselves. $( 5 18
The players kept to themselves. ( 105 18
$The foreman issued the command to &©PENT© up^©PR0D© the&
workers who
were eager to get out and work.$(5 19
The workers wanted to start working. {105 19
$After work, John offered &to ©PLY© his friend with
alcohol^©ALE© to
his friends in the hope of learning a few secrets. ${ 5 20
John didn't do anything after work. {105 20
$The class thought it would S©SUFFICE© to say that the
problem was
impossible to solve^ ©GRUMBLE© to show disapproval with the
lecturers. ${ 5 21
The class was not very happy. {105 21
$The foreigner had a reputation as a S©STAUNCH© believer
in the free
market system^ ©SLEUTH© and a believer in the free market
systems. ${ 5 22
People thought the foreigner didn't believe in the
system. {105 22
$Maria struggled before she reached a S©VANTAGE© point
from which she
could understand^ ©BOYCOTT© decision to addressS the
complicated
situation. ${ 5 23
The situation was complicated. { 105 23
$The neighbors were S©FRAUGHT© with concerns about the
trouble^ ©CORDIAL©
with each other as they spoke about troubles in this part
of town.${5 24
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The whole town was trouble-free. {105 24$After the shouting match at the game, Mark decided to&@BIDE@ his time
before walking home alone^0RAVE@ about it to his
girlfriend on the
telephones
.${ 5 25
There was a conflict at the game. {105 25$Yesterday morning, Theresa noticed a S@WAFT@ of thelilac's odor on
the way to her car'^@SLUR@ painted on the wall outsideS
. 526 '
Theresa didn't notice a thing yesterday morning. {105 26$Robert was very concerned about the S@PLIGHT@ of the
polluted planet^
©FRIGID® temperatures in FloridaS.${5 27
Robert cared about environmental issues. {105 27$Candice thought the freshman experienced the S@VERGE@ of
a nervous
breakdown over which classes to take^@CRAMP@ in his leg
due to sitting
still too longs. ${5 28
The freshman was fine. {105 28
$The bright student decided Sthe @CRUX@ of the problem
presented by the
professor was important^to @LURK@ in the hallway while
waiting for the
professors. ${5 29
The student was quite intelligent. {105 29
$The visiting king knocked S©ASUNDER® ^©APPAREL® offS the
display in the
fancy department store. ${ 5 30
The king was very coordinated. {105 30
$The worker carried the S©RAIL© ^ ©FOND© little puppyS into
the foundation
area before setting it down.${5 31
The worker entered the foundation area. {105 31
$My mother said it was time to S0SPICE© the cider for the
party'' ©BUDGE© into
line for the registers, or we would be too late.${5 32
We had all day, and we were early for everything. { 105 32
$I started to realize that the S0SLANG© used by the high
school kids
these days was hard to learn''©SCOPE© used in biology class
these days
was hard to learn to useS.${5 33
Some things are harder to learn now than they used to
be. {105 33
$The soccer team hoped to S0SLAUGHTER© their
rivals'' ©CAPITALIZE© on the
mistakes made by their rivalsS so they would become heros
in their home
town. ${105 34
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The soccer team wanted to lose. {105 34$Members of the town planning committee felt that the
&@PRESENT@" ©EXPERT®
head of the nominating board was a fool. {5 35
The planning committee had little confidence in the head
of the nominating
board. {105 35
$Often we have been forced to &@DELAY@ the start of the
game due to
rain or snow,^@RELY© on four-wheel drive vehicles to get
around in the deep
snow,& which is not that unusual for New England. ${5 36
We never have to deal with bad weather. {105 36
$The computer salespeople tried to &©AFFECT© ''©REFER© to&
the frequent failures
in the equipment in the hope that they could discourage
customers from buying
the bad machines. ${5 37
They didn't want the bad machines to be sold. {105 37
$She didn't &©DEBATE©^©INTEND© to argue& with her
instructor, since she knew
that he would not listen to her appeal. ${5 38
She thought the instructor would listen to her. {105 38
$To &©DIGEST©^ ©DEVOTE© his time to& the difficult reading
material would
not be a pleasant way for Ethan to spend the afternoon. ${5
39
Ethan didn't look forward to reading all afternoon. { 105 39
$Once she was trapped in the difficult situation, my
cousin could think of
no &©PRETEXT©^ ©RECOURSE© & to save her from having to
continue with it.${5 40
My cousin got out of the difficult situation. {105 40
$After the audience entered the ornate theater, they
calmed down and soon
&©CONDUCTED© themselves in a reserved fashion^ ©ACCUSTOMED©
themselves to the
dark&.${5 41
The audience became calmer after entering the theater. {105
41
$The new kitten always seemed to &©PERSIST© in scratching
me , ^ ©DISPOSE© quickly
with socks left lying on the floor, & even though I tried
to discourage it
from doing so.${5 42
The kitten caused no trouble at all. {5 42
$Industrial manufacturers must often check the assembly
line to be sure that
machines which &©WELD©^©FLUX©& metal do not
malfunction. ${5 43
Manufacturers need to keep an eye on assembly lines. {105
43
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$During erection of the large shopping structure, there
were several times
when &@PUTTY@ fell onto working surfaces , ''©SCANT®
attention was paid to
working surfaces, & increasing the risk that someone wouldfall.${5 44
Everything was monitored carefully during construction of
the
shopping structure. {105 44
$John felt that &to ©EQUIP© the cabin with a telephone was
a waste of
time^the ©BRUNT© treatment of the office staff was a waste
of times. ${5 45
John thought time might be wasted. {105 45
$Katrina thought that &the ©LID© should be put on, so" to
©RID© herself of trouble, & she took matters into her own
hands. ${ 5 46
Katrina sought outside help. {105 46
$The kids finally took time to Sreturn the ©KEG©"start to
©JOT© down a notes,
something which was long overdue. ${ 5 47
The kids had been avoiding this for some time. {105 47
$Tuesday morning, the army in the socialist country
decided that
S@PRECISE@ actions were needed in order to overthrow the
old government"to
©CONSIST© of members of the old government was a bad
ideas. ${5 48
The army didn't decide a thing. {105 48
$First, the baker started to read the instructions, but
Sthe ©COMPLEX© details
led him to ask for help from a friend"to ©DEPEND© on what
was written
would have been a mistakes. ${5 49
The baker needed more than the written instructions. {105
49
$Diane couldn't decide what was worse, to S©RECEDE© into
obscurity,
"be ©DEVOID© of interesting conversation, S or to be
overwhelmed by medling
reporters. ${5 50
Diane had made up her mind about which of the things was
the worst. {105 50
$From the time he was a young boy, the presidential
hopeful had believed
Sto ©ACCRUE© goods" ©ABJECT© povertyS was a horrible
thing. ${5 51
Some of the presidential hopeful's beliefs began when he
was young. {105 51
$The fat professor liked to S©INVERT©"©INDULGE@S himself
from time to
time, much to the amusement of his classes. ${5 52
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The teacher was thin. {105 52$After graduating from school, the young man began to
&@ERODE@ his chances of
reaching^@ASPIRE@ to& a higher position, and his hard work
saved him from
faiure.${5 53
Working hard proved to be a good thing for the young
man. {105 53 -r
$The boys began to &@IMMERSE@ their watches in
water^@IMPINGE@ upon each
others, which probably caused the fight that led their
fathers to discipline
them severely. ${ 5 54
The boys got in trouble. {105 54
Items 55-104 have nonword targets capitalized:
A @CONDRANCE@ of birds covered the park grounds in winter,
since they no
longer migrated south when the weather began to get
cold. {30 55
For some reason, the birds did not migrate. {130 55
Soon the tiny @DABE@ had learned to roll over onto its
back, and Terry had several pictures taken to send to her
parents. {30 56
Terry took no photos. {130 56
The cottage @THERAGE@ was covered with moss and weeds due
to years of
neglect. {30 57
Noone had taken care of the cottage recently
.{ 130 57
The @PRIB@ was handed down from generation to generation
in Robert's
family, and it now was a valuable antique. {30 58
Robert's family didn't keep anything for longer than a
year. {130 58
He requested a @FINT@ of beer to accompany his burger and
fries. {30 59
He was hungry and thirsty. {130 59
@PEL@ squeezed out of the tube and onto the bathroom floor
when the
cat started to walk on everything on the counter. {30 60
The cat stayed on the floor. {130 60
A beautiful @LARX@ liked to sit on the tree limb and sing
early every
morning, and Regina didn't mind waking up to this
music. {30 61
Regina liked to hear singing in the morning. {130 61
Roger's @SUMPLE@ and straigtforward taste in furniture
made it easy to
find a new cabinet for the livingroom. {30 62
Roger probably had to look for a new cabinet for years
before
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he found what he wanted. {130 62
Large dinner parties with @SNEESH@ make most people rather
uncomfortable
,
even when they are used to crowds. {30 63
Some people are uncomfortable at large dinner parties. {130
63
The cable car and @BANT0FF@ were the child's favorite
means of travel. {30 64
The child hated the cable car. {130 64
A @FORTIAN@ is lost every day due to carelessness in the
work place and
because of extreme inattention to detail. {30 65
Carelessness in the work place is a problem. {130 65
The long @SNATE@ slipped into the room through a gap in
the window frame
and made itself at home behind the stove next to the
wall. {30 66
The window frame fit well in the wall. {130 66
The screen door would often @SL0M@ as we ran in and out of
the house
during the summer months. {30 67
We went in and out of the house a lot in the summer. {130
67
Tom dislocated his @ARD@ when he slammed onto the ice
during a skating
outing with his children. {30 68
Tom never skates. {130 68
The @BIVE@ was full of bees, and as the keeper approached
with his smoke pot
to harvest the honey, the insects began to climb on his
protective
clothing. {30 69
The bees were crawling on the keeper. {130 69
A @WIRT@ had began to grow on his hand, and he decided it
was time to
consult with a doctor about having it removed. {30 70
He decided he didn't need to see the doctor. {130 70
Trimming the @REDGE@ was a job Mr. Smith really hated. {30
71
Mr. Smith didn't like to trim. {130 71
The wheelbarrow proved very hard to @PRUNDEL@ up the hill
to the garden. {30 72
It was easy to get the wheelbarrow to the garden. {130 72
After years of raising turkeys, the farmers started to win
numerous awards
and even several cash @PRIZET@ at state fairs. {30 73
The farmers won awards for their turkeys. {130 73
Days of rain had left the storm drains @FULD@ of debris
and dead worms. {30 74
The drains were empty after dry weather. {130 74
Yesterday I finally managed to acquire a taste for my
aunt's @SUGGY@ bread
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pudding, which I've always hated. {30 75
I finally enjoyed her bread pudding. {130 75
The pig struggled and struggled in the deep water beforeIt began to @BL0AP@
up from swallowing too much fluid. {30 76
The pig was wandering around the mountains
.{ 130 76One way or the other, he managed to hide a @FARD@ up his
sleeve, which
enabled him to cheat and win the poker game. {30 77
He won by cheating this time. {130 77
The author always took a @FRENK@ approach to dealing withher agent, and so
far it had caused them to have a good working
relationship. {30 78
The author and her agent did not get along. {130 78
She jumped when the ball hit the window, and the @BICE0
she was measuring
spilled all over the floor. {30 79
A ball scared the woman. {130 79
Grandmother could only get @TID@ of the stray dog by
throwing buckets of
cold water on it in the middle of the night. {30 80
The stray dog didn't mind the water. {130 80
In the middle of the afternoon, a @SCONG@ and some tea
often help revive
me if I am too tired to work. {30 81
Sometimes I get tired in the afternoon. {130 81
In the emergency room, the surgeon used special equipment
to @CAUGHTIFIZE0
the large wound. {30 82
The surgeon was working in an ambulance. {130 82
The deer's slim legs became stuck in the @YOG@ as it
wandered through in
search of a new source of drinking water. {30 8
The deer was looking for a drink of water. {130 83
Opening a wine bottle is easiest if the 0CORF@ is in good
condition. {30 84
Opening wine bottles is hopeless. {130 84
As the first two runners turned the corner, they were
even, and it was
only after they began to @EXPENT@ the rest of their energy
that it became
clear that the taller woman would win the race. {30 85
The taller woman probably won. {130 85
Rare occasions are those on which we take a chance and
@INVEY0 each other
to come over for dinner at the same time, but we both are
too busy. {30 86
We are never busy. {130 86
The new president soon appointed a @PREJ0ST@ to assist
with administration
of the expanding institution. { 30 87
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The institution was getting larger. {130 87
Several days after receiving what was said to be their
final warning,
the students opened the door to find the police and the
@DEPLEN@
waiting to evict them from the apartment
.{ 30 88
The students would live there for a lot longer. {130 88
In the movies, the men aways promise the women that they
will @PROVISE@
for their every wish in future years. {30 89
Men make promises to women in the movies. {130 89
Having attended a very good law school, Elena learned to
@DEBEND@ even
seemingly hopeless clients well. {30 90
Elena learned nothing at law school. {130 90
Bobby promised to be more careful in the future and to
@DEVOKE@ more
attention to what was going on at home. {30 91
He said he would try to be less careless .{ 130 91
After discharging their weapons, most police officers must
@REL0ID@ because
they do not carry guns with room for extra shells. {30 92
Police officers never have to put new bullets in their
weapons. {130 92
Under the branches of the shady tree, the church group in
@SUFFLICT@
managed to escape the heat of the summer afternoon. {30 93
The weather was rather warm that afternoon. { 130 93
At the recording studio, the rock band started to @REMEXT0
and then
sang their new hit song. {30 94
The band was totally unknown. {130 94
Often, new television shows start by trying to @REV0UNT@
the history
of the characters, so viewers will have some idea of what
is going on. {30 95
Writers of new television shows do things to help viewers
understand the
plots of the shows. {130 95
When he first walked into the public library, they said
they'd @DEQUIRE@
some identification. {30 96
Everyone knew who he was. {130 96
Toby waited two weeks for people who had gotten an
invitation to @PRESPOND@
as to whether they would attend the ball. {30 97
Toby was hosting a ball. {130 97
Both women changed into their bathing suits before they
began to @IMBLUNE@
th0 i]f way to the beach so they could start enjoying their
vacation. {30 98
The women wore long pants during their whole vacation. { 130
98
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Gerry was embarrased by the strange situation and he
§EXDUCTED@ his way out
of the house as soon as he could find a way to leave. {30
99
The man left the house as soon as he could. {130 99
Goldfish filled the pool, and the garden was designed to
@REFECT@ the
beauty of the surrounding countryside. {30 100
The pool was empty. {130 100
Because John was an honest man, he sent a letter to
express his @INSENT@ to
return the defective merchandise before he put the package
in the
mail. {30 101
John was going to return a package. {130 101
The story started out well, but then the @TIST@ of the
situation changed,
and suddenly the audience became restless. {30 102
Everything was perfect. {130 102
Sometimes, photographs portray criminals as being @JUNTY@
and dangerous,
when most of them could easily pass for one's neighbor. {30
103
By a wide margin, the electorate installed the @SEMATER@
in
office, despite his lousy campaign. {30 104
The campaign was great. {130 104
APPENDIX E
SHILLCOCK & BARD (1991) EXPERIMENT 1 MATERIALS
Note: Lexical decision target words are presented in
parentheses after each item,
(1) I eventually decided to give the news to \him\, rather
than wait for his brother.
I eventually decided to give the news to \her\, rather
than wait for her brother.
I eventually decided to give the group the \hymn\, so
they could practice it.
I eventually decided to give the group the \joke\, so
they could practice it.
(psalm)
(2) Although Jim said we would nd the creature we were
looking for, I said it was not to \be\, knowing our
luck.
Although Jim said we would nd the creature we were
looking for, I said it was not \likely\, knowing our
luck.
Although Jim said we had found the creature we were
looking for, I said it was a \bee\, knowing our luck.
Although Jim said we had found the creature we were
looking for, I said it was a \deer\, knowing our luck,
(wasp)
(3) I certainly didn't expect to nd them \here\, so soon
after the operation.
I certainly didn't expect to nd them \there\, so soon
after the operation.
I certainly didn't expect to be able to \hear\, so
soon after the operation.
I certainly didn't expect to be able to \eat\, so soon
after the operation.
(listen)
(4) I think this animal is for \you\, and the other one is
for Fiona.
I think this animal is for \me\, and the other one is
for Fiona.
I think this animal is a \ewe\, and the other one
probably is too.
I think this animal is a \roach\, and the other one
probably is too.
(sheep)
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(5) I think that this item is \mine\, because I recognizethe paper wrapper.
I think that this item is \his\, because I recognize
the paper wrapper.
I think that place is the \mine\, because I recognize
the stream om the map.
i that place is the \mill\, because I recognize
the stream om the map.
(pit)
(6) Slowly they put the box \down\, and then went to look
for the lid.
Slowly they put the box \up\, and then went to look
for the lid.
Slowly they lied the box with \down\, and then went to
look for the lid.
Slowly they lied the box with \wire\, and then went to
look for the lid.
( feathers)
(7) The old man pushed the letter \in\, and left quickly.
The old man pushed the letter \through\, and left
quickly.
The old man took the letter to the \inn\, and left
quickly.
The old man took the letter to the \aunt\, and left
quickly.
(tavern)
(8) I wondered who the policeman came here \for\, and how
long he would stay.
I wondered who the policeman came here \with\, and how
long he would stay.
I wondered how the policeman found those \four\, and
how long he would stay.
I wondered how the policeman found those \men\, and
how long he would stay.
(quadruple)
(9) No-one respects Al's work more than \I\, but this is a
different issue.
No-one respects Al's work more than \you\, but this is
a different issue.
No-one respects Al's work on the \eye\, but this is a
different issue.
No-one respects Al's work on the \blood\, but this is
a different issue.
(vision)
(10) If they had known what the cat was \like\, they would
never have adopted it.
If they had known where the cat was \from\, they
would never have adopted it.
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If they had known what the cat would \like\, they
would never have adopted it.
If they had known where the cat would \live\, they
would never have adopted it.
(enjoy)
(11) If they had followed it \through\, then they might
really have accomplished something.
If they had followed it \up\, then they might really
have accomplished something.
If they had run the way that they \threw\, then they
might really have accomplished something.
If they had run the way that they \jumped\, then they
might really have accomplished something.
(tossed)
(12) I have no idea who the Im was directed \by\, but I
know it was uninteresting.
I have no idea who the Im was directed \at\, but I
know it was uninteresting.
I have no idea what he was directed to \buy\, but I
know it was uninteresting.
I have no idea what he was directed to \write\, but I
know it was uninteresting.
(purchase)
(12) The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned out
not to be \so\, as we discovered.
The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned out
not to be \at all\, as we discovered.
The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned out
she couldn't \sew\, as we discovered.
The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned out
she couldn't \paint\, as we discovered.
(stitch)
(14) Everyone's dog behaved well, apart om \ours\, and I
was embarassed.
Everyone's dog behaved well, apart om \yours\, and I
was embarassed.
Everyone's dog behaved well, for several \hours\, and
I was relieved.
Everyone's dog behaved well, in several \shows\, and
I was relieved.
(minutes)
(15) Although Mark had invited only one iend. Bill came
\too\, and so there was not enough food.
Although Mark had invited only one iend. Bill came
\then\, and so there was not enough food.
Although Mark had invited only one iend. Bill brought
\two\, and so there was not enough food.
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Although Mark had invited only one lend, Bill brought\ve\, and so there was not enough food.
(pair)
(16) My mother's family won't be there, but my father's
\will\, I think.
My mother's family won't be there, but my father's\might\, I think.
My mother's family will be there, for my father's
\will\, I think.
My mother's family will be there, for my father's
\will\, I think.
I wouldn't use the new materials, but Anne \will\,
I'm sure.
I wouldn't use the new materials, but Anne \would\,
I'm sure.
I used the new materials, but Anne used \wood\, I'm
sure.
I used the new materials, but Anne used \steel\, I'm
sure.
(testament)
(17) The rest of my lends are going but I am \not\, out of
principle.
The rest of my lends are going and I am \too\, out of
principle.
The rest of my lends watched as I made the \knot\,
before their eyes.
The rest of my lends watched as I made the \cake\,
before their eyes.
(tangle)
(18) Dave said he didn't want to do the job but his
brother \would\, at this time of year.
Dave said he didn't want to do the job but his
brother \might\, at this time of year.
Dave said he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's \wood\, at this time of year.
Dave said he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's \car\, at this time of year.
(timber)
(19) I'm sure that John will help you if he \can\, but
he's in a hurry.
I'm sure that John would help you if he \could\, but
he's in a hurry.
I'm sure that John will help you with the \can\, but
he's in a hurry.
I'm sure that John will help you with the \cat\, but
he's in a hurry.
(tin)
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(20) The others should get involved, and perhaps they
\inight\, but it's all a long shot.
The others should get involved, and perhaps they
\will\, but it's all a long shot.
The others should get involved, with all their
\inight\, but it's all a long shot.
The others should get involved, with all their
\tact\, but it's all a long shot.
(strength)
(21) ona answered cleverly enough, but only \just\, as it
happened.
ona answered cleverly enough, but only \once\, as it
happened.
ona was very clever, and also very \just\, as it
happened.
ona was very clever, and also very \strange\, as it
happened.
(righteous)
(22) Nigel asked very eloquently but they said \no\, in
the end.
Nigel asked very eloquently and they said \yes\, in
the end.
Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't \know\,
in the end.
Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't \hear\,
in the end.
(understand)
(23) Many boys didn't pay attention, and \soine\ tended to
fall asleep.
Many boys didn't pay attention, and \lots\ tended to
fall asleep.
The boy didn't pay attention, and the \suin\ turned
out wrong.
The boy didn't pay attention, and the \trick\ turned
out wrong.
(addition)
(24) None of the other students are contributing, but I
think I \inay\, if I have the time.
None of the other students are contributing, but I
think I \will\, if I have the time.
Some of the other students are contributing, but I
think it's in \May\, if I'm not mistaken.
Some of the other students are contributing, but I
think it's in \Leeds\, if I'm not mistaken.
(month)
APPENDIX F
prime cc
probe
EXPERIMENT 5 MATERIALS
him
Tom
hymn
joke
be
likely
bee
deer
here
done
hear
eat
you
Tony
ewe
roach
mine
gone
mine
mill
down
nearby
down
wire
in
once
inn
aunt
for
after
four
men
I
Lisa
eye
blood
like
from
like
live
through
again
her
her
her
her
are
are
are
are
there
there
there
there
me
me
me
me
yours
yours
yours
yours
up
up
up
up
out
out
out
out
against
against
against
against
you
you
you
you
as
as
as
as
over
over
closed—class reading of homophone
closed-class unrelated
open-class reading of homophone
open-class unrelated
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threw over
jumped over
by near
under near
buy near
write near
so and
that and
sew and
paint and
ours yours
this yours
hours yours
shows yours
too also
soon also
two also
five also
will won't
might won't
will won't
wake won't
not neither
too neither
knot neither
cake neither
would should
left should
wood should
car should
can could
came could
can could
cat could
might ought
are ought
might ought
tact ought
just only
twice only
just only
strange only
no yes
fine yes
know yes
hear yes
some any
others any
sum any
trick any
may shall
did shall
May shall
France shall
Words below here are taken from Sereno & Rayner (1992)
There are 24 pairs of prime-related target, prime-
unrelated target.
crook thief (related)
crook fever (unrel)
chair table
chair piece
verb noun
verb moth
hate love
hate rule
pots pans
pots pins
beer wine
beer clay
boy girl
boy mind
coat hat
coat keys
song tune
song hint
oven stove
oven liver
fruit apple
fruit ivory
shoes socks
shoes sails
frog toad
frog clam
navy army
navy lady
waltz dance
waltz saint
groom bride
groom prize
pants shirt
pants screw
fork spoon
fork grape
watch clock
watch check
dream sleep
dream shell
movie film
movie item
exam test
exam hair
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ship boat
ship play
leg arm
leg son
Words below are potential complex verbs which either canbe taken to be a verb plus a prep phrase or a complex
verb, or in which the verb which occurs with the prep
selects the usual or an unusual sense of the prep.
rely on
step on
fought with
played with
mulled over
hopped over
came across
slid across
called up
climbed up
sit around
reach around
picked out
went out
cash in
come in
paid off
fell off
worked through
off
off
and
and
under
under
through
through
down
down
about
about
in
in
out
out
on
on
over
pierced through over
hand down up
jump down up
Fillers; The first word of each word-nonword pair is the
prime and the second, nonword was the target.
WAY{113 59
AP{13 59
ADVANTAGE{113 60
0C{13 60
HARD{113 61
CUCH{13 61
OLD{113 62
MOFT{13 62
HOT{113 63
BUV{13 63
HOUSE{113 64
WITAIN{13 64
LARGE{113 65
IB{13 65
FIND{113 66
GITHOUT{13 66
TAKE{113 67
BEYORD{13 67
TIME{113 68
BESINES{13 68
L0NG{113 69
ALINSIDE{13 69
GREAT {113 70
HOWARDS {13 70
MAKE{113 71
ALU{13 71
CONCEPT{113 72
DESRITE{13 72
SEEM{113 73
FAW{13 73
BODY{113 74
NAST{13 74
SOUND{113 75
SONCE{13 75
MAN{113 76
THAK{13 76
CARE{113 77
TILB{13 77
READY {113 78
ABIVE{13 78
SMALL{113 79
ATID{13 79
AGE{113 80
SMONG{13 80
WORD {113 81
DEFORE{13 81
BOX{113 82
BENIND{13 82
DINE{113 83
JURING{13 83
FOND{113 84
EXCEPE{13 84
SCOPE{113 85
VETWEEN{13 85
CAPITALIZE{113 86
OPPOMITE{13 86
EXPERT{113 87
UNLIKS{13 87
PRESENT{113 88
OTOP{13 88
TRUCK{113 89
TAY{13 89
ART{113 90
SNOLL{13 90
ROOM{113 91
BLARK{13 91
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FAMILY{113 92
FOOM{13 92
CHILD{113 93
WEK{13 93
STUDENT {113 94
SMARD{13 94
D0CT0R{113 95
TUDE{13 95
COLLEGE{113 96
LIW{13 96
B00K{113 97
JATCH{13 97
READ{113 98
ERIPT{13 98
SEND{113 99
FUG{13 99
PARTY{113 100
ESLAPES{13 100
MORNING{113 101
CONTRACE{13 101
REPORT {113 102
POMPUTER{13 102
PEACE{113 103
BEARG{13 103
DIE{113 104
UTEBSIL{13 104
MARKET{113 105
TICTIONARY{13 105
JUNE{113 106
TOASE{13 106
MARTHA{113 107
TRAIR{13 107
BOMB{113 108
JACE{13 108
APPENDIX G
EXPERIMENT 9
Experiment 9 was run to test whether open class words
used in Experiment 7 would prime each other if the order
of the prime target pairs was reversed. In Experiment 7,
the same open class word was used as a prime paired with a
related target word and a different, unrelated target
word. In Experiment 9, the related and unrelated targets
from Experiment 7 were used as primes, and each
related/unrelated prime pair was paired with the same
target word, providing a more consistent test of the
relatedness priming effect within the open class.
Also included in Experiment 9 were the same
syntagmatically and paradigmatically related closed class
prime-target pairs used in Experiment 7. No changes were
made to these materials,
a . Method
i. Subjects Twenty-eight members of the University
of Massachusetts community participated. Subjects had
normal or corrected—to-normal vision (established by self-
report) and were native speakers of English. Subjects
received course credit for their participation.
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ii* Materials The same materials used in Experiment
7 (see Appendix I) were used here. The only difference was
that in the present experiment, in the open class related/
unrelated prime-target conditions, conditions 5 and 6, the
primes in Experiment 7 now were the LD targets here, and
the LD targets in Experiment 7 now were the primes. This
manipulation was included to assure that open class
priming obtained when the same word was the LD target word
in the unrelated and in the related condition. No changes
were made to materials presented in conditions 1-4 . See
Table 26 for sample materials.
TABLE 26
Experiment 9
Sample Experimental Prime-Target Pairs
Cond. Description Prime Taraet
1 "Syntagmatic" related EVERY OTHER
2 Unrelated cond.l control WOMAN OTHER
1 "Syntagmatic" related WHERE THERE
2 Unrelated cond.l control KNOW THERE
3 "Paradigmatic" related NEXT AGAIN
4 Unrelated cond. 3 control BOOK AGAIN
3 "Paradigmatic" related UP DOWN
4 Unrelated cond. 3 control LIFE DOWN
5 Open class related THIEF CROOK
6 open class unrelated FEVER CROOK
5 Open class related DANCE WALTZ
6 open class unrelated SAINT WALTZ
iii . Procedure Subjects were seated in front of a
computer monitor with a response-key apparatus in front of them.
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Instructions to subjects were the same as for Experiment
7. The remainder of the procedure was identical to the
procedure for Experiment 7.
iv. Design The design was identical to that for
Experiment 7.
b. Results
Mean lexical decision reaction times and percent
correct performance is displayed in Table 27.
TABLE 27
Experiment 9
Mean Lexical Decision Reaction Times (in msec)
and Percent Correct reported by condition
Condition Example RT Exp-Con P. Corr
.
1 EVERY-OTHER 557 96
2 WOMAN-OTHER 565 -8 94
3 WHERE-THERE 559 96
4 KNOW-THERE 569 -10 97
5 CROOK-THIEF 564 93
6 CROOK-FEVER 600 -36 93
In the "syntagmatically" related pairs. pairs like
EVERY OTHER, the LD target was responded to a mean of 8
msec faster and slightly more accurately than when the
same LD target word followed an unrelated prime word, such
as in WOMAN OTHER. The size of this relatedness effect was
more pronounced for the "paradigmatic" prime-target pairs,
however, where a LD target presented after a related prime
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such as WHERE THERE was responded to 10 msec quicker than
when the target word followed an unrelated prime as in
KNOW THERE. However, the difference in magnitude between
the "syntagmatic" priming effect and the "paradigmatic"
priming effect was not reliable, as the main effect of the
syntagmatic/paradigmatic factor failed to reach
significance, Fi(l,27) < 1, MS^ = 2042.37, F2(l,46) < 1,
MSg = 2918.17. Futher, the main effect of the experimental
(related) /control (unrelated) factor was nonsignificant,
Fi(l,27) = 2.50, p > .1, MSg = 800, F2(l,46) = 1.18, p >
.2, MSg = 2918.17, and there was a nonsignificant
interaction of the syntagmatic/paradigmatic factor by the
experimental/control factor, F]^(l,27) < 1, MSg = 2173.33,
F2(1,46) < 1, MSg = 2918.17.
Although the analyses of variance did not support a
claim that the nature of priming differed significantly
for pairs of words with "syntagmatic" and "paradigmatic"
relations, the percent correct performance gave a very
slight hint that there might be some difference in
processing between "syntagmatic" and "paradigmatic" prime-
target pairs, since the subjects responded correctly more
often to related "syntagmatic" pairs than to unrelated
"syntagmatic" pairs but at the same time responded to
unrelated "paradigmatic" pairs more accurately than to
related "paradigmatic" pairs. The interaction between
syntagmatic/paradigmatic and experimental/control was
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marginally significant only by subjects, = 3 . 39
,
E < .07, MSg = .003, F2(1,46) = 2.63, e > *1, MSg = .004.
All other F's were < 1.
As for why the effect of syntagmatic/paradigmatic was
weaker in this experiment than in Experiment 7, fewer
subjects were run here, so there may have been less power
to detect the effect. In addition, the present experiment
was run later in the semester, the LD reaction times
tended to be slightly longer, and subjects were slightly
less accurate. All of these factors may have introduced
noise into the present data which was not present in the
data for Experiment 7.
Consider next the mean LDRTs for the related and
unrelated open class prime-target pairs. Lexical decision
targets which followed related primes were responded to 36
msec faster than LD targets which followed unrelated
primes. This effect was quite reliable, ¥-^{ 1 , 21 ) = 11.38,
p < .003, MSg = 16327.22, F2(l,23) = 6.94, p < .01, MSg =
1999.22. Unlike in Experiment 7, the advantage for
related open class prime-target pairs was not reflected in
much more accurate responses to related LD target words
than to unrelated LD targets; percent correct performance
was identical for the two conditions. Again, we have
evidence that priming of open class words is of a
different magnitude and perhaps of a different nature than
priming of closed class words.
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c. Discussion
The results of Experiment 9 provided more evidence
that associative relations lead to priming in the open
class vocabulary. In Experiment 7, prime words which were
related to LD targets facilitated lexical decisions to
those related targets compared to matched unrelated LD
targets. Using the LD targets from Experiment 7 as related
and unrelated primes with the prime words from Experiment
7 used as LD targets in Experiment 9 did not change the
pattern of priming or the magnitude of priming as
demonstrated in LD reaction times. The priming relation
which holds between these related primes and targets is
one which goes forwards and backwards. This is more
evidence for the robust nature of this priming relation in
the open class vocabulary.
Although the closed class targets related to their
closed class primes were responded to 9 ms faster than
when the same closed class targets were presented after
unrelated primes (558 ms vs. 567 ms) , this priming was not
significant, unlike in Experiment 7. This may have been
because ten fewer subjects were run in Experiment 9, or
because the mean reaction times were slightly longer in
Experiment 9 than in Experiment 7. The results of
Experiment 9 show that the relatedness effect for closed
class lexical items may be a different effect than the
relatedness effect for open class lexical items.
APPENDIX H
EXPERIMENT 6 MATERIALS
prime CC
probe
him
Tom
hymn
joke
be
likely
bee
deer
here
done
hear
eat
you
Tony
ewe
roach
mine
gone
mine
mill
down
nearby
down
wire
in
once
inn
aunt
for
after
four
men
I
Lisa
eye
blood
like
from
like
live
through
again
her closed-class reading of homophone
her closed-class unrelated
her open-class reading of homophone
her open-class unrelated
are
are
are
are
there
there
there
there
me
me
me
me
yours
yours
yours
yours
up
up
up
up
out
out
out
out
against
against
against
against
you
you
you
you
as
as
as
as
over
over
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threw over
jumped over
by near
under near
buy near
write near
so and
that and
sew and
paint and
ours yours
this yours
hours yours
shows yours
too also
soon also
two also
five also
will won't
might won't
will won't
wake won't
not neither
too neither
knot neither
cake neither
would should
left should
wood should
car should
can could
came could
can could
cat could
might ought
are ought
might ought
tact ought
just only
twice only
just only
strange only
no yes
fine yes
know yes
hear yes
some any
others any
sum any
trick any
may shall
did shall
May shall
France shall
Words below here are taken from Sereno & Rayner (1992)
There are 24 pairs of prime-related target, prime-
unrelated target.
crook thief (related)
crook fever (unrel)
chair table
chair piece
verb noun
verb moth
hate love
hate rule
pots pans
pots pins
beer wine
beer clay
boy girl
boy mind
coat hat
coat keys
song tune
song hint
oven stove
oven liver
fruit apple
fruit ivory
shoes socks
shoes sails
frog toad
frog clam
navy army
navy lady
waltz dance
waltz saint
groom bride
groom prize
pants shirt
pants screw
fork spoon
fork grape
watch clock
watch check
dream sleep
dream shell
movie film
movie item
exam test
exam hair
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ship boat
ship play
leg arm
leg son
Words below are potential complex verbs which either canbe taken to be a verb plus a prep phrase or a complex
verb, or in which the verb which occurs with the prep
selects the usual or an unusual sense of the prep.
rely on
step on
fought with
played with
mulled over
hopped over
came across
slid across
called up
climbed up
sit around
reach around
picked out
went out
cash in
come in
paid off
fell off
worked through
off
off
and
and
under
under
through
through
down
down
about
about
in
in
out
out
on
on
over
pierced through over
hand down up
j ump down up
Fillers: The first word of each pair is the prime and the
second word was the target for naming.
WAY{113 59
AT{13 59
ADVANTAGE {113 60
OF{13 60
HARD{113 61
MUCH {13 61
OLD{113 62
MOST{13 62
HOT{113 63
BUT{13 63
HOUSE{113 64
WITHIN{13 64
LARGE{113 65
IS{13 65
FIND{113 66
WITHOUT {13 66
TAKE{113 67
BEYOND{13 67
TIME{113 68
BESIDES{13 68
LONG{113 69
ALONGSIDE{13 69
GREAT{113 70
TOWARDS {13 70
MAKE{113 71
ALL{13 71
CONCEPT {113 72
DESPITE{13 72
SEEM{113 73
FEW{13 73
BODY{113 74
PAST{13 74
SOUND{113 75
SINCE{13 75
MAN{113 76
THAN{13 76
CARE{113 77
TILL{13 77
READY {113 78
ABOVE{13 78
SMALL{113 79
AMID{13 79
AGE{113 80
AMONG {13 80
WORD{113 81
BEFORE {13 81
BOX{113 82
BEHIND{13 82
DINE{113 83
DURING {13 83
FOND{113 84
EXCEPT{13 84
SCOPE{113 85
BETWEEN {13 85
CAPITALIZE{113 86
OPPOSITE{13 86
EXPERT{113 87
UNLIKE {13 87
PRESENT{113 88
ATOP{13 88
TRUCK{113 89
TOY{13 89
ART{113 90
KNOLL{13 90
ROOM{113 91
BLACK {13 91
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FAMILY{113 92
F0RM{13 92
CHILD{113 93
WET{13 93
STUDENT {113 94
SMART{13 94
DOCTOR{113 95
RUDE{13 95
COLLEGE {113 96
LIP{13 96
BOOK{113 97
LATCH{13 97
READ{113 98
ERUPT{13 98
SEND{113 99
RUG{13 99
PARTY {113 100
ESCAPES{13 100
MORNING{113 101
CONTRACT {13 101
REPORT{113 102
COMPUTER{13 102
PEACE{113 103
BEARD {13 103
DIE{113 104
UTENSIL{13 104
MARKET{113 105
DICTIONARY {13 105
JUNE{113 106
TOAST{13 106
MARTHA{113 107
TRAIN{13 107
BOMB{113 108
RACE{13 108
APPENDIX I
AROUND {101 1
ABOUT (1 1
OPPOSITE (101 2
0F{1 2
AS{101 3
FOR(l 3
MUCH{101 4
LESS{1 4
HAS (101 5
BEEN(1 5
AT(101 6
THE(1 6
ON(101 7
TOP(l 7
EVERY (101 8
OTHER (1 8
UNTIL(101 9
UNLESS (1 9
WHY(101 10
BECAUSE (1 10
HOW(101 11
WITH(1 11
WHEN(101 12
AFTER (1 12
WHO{101 13
ME(1 13
WHAT (101 14
IT{1 14
WHERE(101 15
THERE (1 15
WHICH(101 16
IS(1 16
NEITHER{101 17
NOR(l 17
MORE (101 18
THAN(1 18
IF(101 19
ONLY(l 19
WHETHER (101 20
OR(l 20
AND{101 21
SO(l 21
ANYTHING(101 22
BUT(1 22
THIS(101 23
EXPERIMENT 7 MATERIALS
CROOK(109 49
$THIEF| FEVER$(9 49
CHAIR(109 50
$TABLE I PIECE${9 50
VERB (109 51
$NOUN I MOTH$ ( 9 51
HATE (109 52
$L0VE1RULE${9 52
POTS (109 53
$PANS I PINS$(9 53
BEER(109 54
$WINElCLAY$(9 54
BOY(109 55
$GIRL|MIND$(9 55
COAT (109 56
$HAT|KEYS$(9 56
SONG{109 57
$TUNE|HINT$(9 57
OVEN(109 58
$STOVEl LIVER$(9 58
FRUIT(109 59
$APPLEl IVORY$(9 59
SHOES (109 60
$SOCKS I SAILS$(9 60
FROG(109 61
$TOAD I CLAM$ ( 9 61
NAVY (109 62
$ARMY1LADY$(9 62
WALTZ (109 63
$DANCE| SAINT$(9 63
GROOM(109 64
$BRIDE1 PRIZE$(9 64
PANTS (109 65
$SHIRT| SCREW$(9 65
FORK(109 66
$SP00N1GRAPE$(9 66
WATCH (109 67
$CLOCK| CHECK$(9 67
DREAM(109 68
$SLEEP| SHELL$(9 68
MOVIE(109 69
$FILM| ITEM$(9 69
EXAM(109 70
$TEST|HAIR$(9 70
SHIP(109 71
DINE(113 97
JURING(13 97
FOND(113 98
EVEL(13 98
SCOPE(113 99
NURTHER{13 99
CAPITALIZE (113 1
AGAIMST(13 100
EXPERT(113 101
UNLIKS(13 101
PRESENT (113 102
OTOP(13 102
TRUCK(113 103
TAY(13 103
ART{113 104
SNOLL(13 104
ROOM(113 105
BLARK(13 105
FAMILY(113 106
FOOM(13 106
CHILD(113 107
WEK(13 107
STUDENT(113 108
SMARD(13 108
DOCTOR (113 109
TUDE{13 109
COLLEGE (113 110
LIW(13 110
BOOK{113 111
JATCH(13 111
READ(113 112
ERIPT(13 112
SEND(113 113
FUG(13 113
PARTY (113 114
ESLAPES(13 114
MORNING(113 115
CONTRACE(13 115
REPORT(113 116
POMPUTER(13 116
PEACE (113 117
BEARG{13 117
DIE(113 118
UTEBSIL(13 118
MARKET(113 119
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0NE{1 23 $BOAT| PLAY${9 71 TICTIONARY{13 11
ALL{101 24 LEG{109 72 JUNE{113 120
0VER{1 24 $ARM|SON${9 72 TOASE{13 120
UNDER{103 25 WAY{113 73 MARTHA{113 121
OFF{3 25 AP{13 73 TRAIR{13 121
SINCE{103 26 ADVANTAGE { 1 1 3 74 BOMB{113 122
ELSE{3 26 OC{13 74 JACE{13 122
NEXT{103 27 HARD{113 75 GRADE{113 123
AGAIN {3 27 AFAY{13 75 TRAND{13 123
BENEATHil03 28 OLD{113 76 MISS{113 124PAST {3 28 MOFT{13 76 FAZ{i3 124
BOTH{103 29 HOT{113 77 POISON{113 125
EACH{3 29 NOP{13 77 COINTRY{13 125
SEEM{103 30 HOUSE{113 78 BECOME{113 126
MUST{3 30 WITAIN{13 78 TROBLEM{13 126
BY{103 31 LARGE{113 79 SYSTEM{113 127
BETWEEN {3 31 IB{13 79 MEAB{13 127
NOT{103 32 FIND{113 80 REASON{113 128
EXCEPT {3 32 GITHOUT{13 80 FERCE{13 128
IN{103 33 TAKE{113 81 SECOND{113 129
OUT{3 33 BEYORD{13 81 ETAND{13 129
UP{103 34 TIME{113 82 YOUNG{113 130
DOWN{3 34 BESINES{13 82 TODAC{13 130
T0{103 35 LONG{113 83 BLUE{113 131
FROM{3 35 ALINSIDE{13 83 BOIRD{13 131
BELOW{103 36 GREAT{113 84 NATION{113 132
ABOVE {3 36 HOWARDS {13 84 ISCREASE{13 132
AHEAD{103 37 MAKE{113 85 REMAIN{113 133
BEHIND{3 37 ALU{13 85 LIGAT{13 133
THROUGH {103 38 CONCEPT {113 86 RATE{113 134
ALONG {3 38 DESRITE{13 86 GENORAL{13 134
ANY{103 39 EITHER{113 87 HOUR{113 135
SOME{3 39 FAW{13 87 VINTH{13 135
NEAR{103 40 BODY{113 88 LOSE{113 136
FAR{3 40 NONG{13 88 SECTIOL{13 136
WAS {103 41 SOUND{113 89 LETTER{113 137
WERE{3 41 CROSE{13 89 DENTH{13 137
GONE{103 42 MAN{113 90 FATHER{113 138
GO{3 42 THAK{13 90 ITEP{13 138
COULD{103 43 CARE{113 91 FINGER{113 139
WOULD {3 43 TILB{13 91 HEASTH{13 139
ARE{103 44 READY {113 92 BLOCK{113 140
BE{3 44 NELER{13 92 FAGE{13 140
D0{103 45 SMALL{113 93 PRESS{113 141
DID{3 45 ATIP{13 93 YARA{13 141
MIGHT{103 46 AGE{113 94 FORWARD{113 142
MAY{3 46 IPART{13 94 CIRSLE{13 142
SHALL{103 47 WORD{113 95 NAME{113 143
SHOULD {3 47 DEFORE{13 95 TARLY{13 143
HAD{103 48 BOX{113 96 MAYBE{113 144
HAVE{3 48 EISHER{13 96 CONTRON{13 144
FEED{113 145
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AVORD{13 145
STORE {113 146
TEWS{13 146
BRIDGE{113 147
WAVA{13 147
HEAT{113 148
OBJERTIVE{13 148
PLEASE{113 149
FIY{13 149
OIL{113 150
SPEECA{13 150
SPOT{113 151
LOUCH{13 151
WINTER{113 152
DESERI{13 152
APPENDIX J
EXPERIMENT 8 MATERIALS
Shillcock & Bard (1991) Followup Materials:
sbOlOl I eventually decided to give the news to him,
rather than wait for his brother.
sb0102
1
1 eventually decided to give the news to Tom,
rather than wait for his brother.
sb0103
1 1 eventually decided to give the group the hymn,
so they could practice it.
sb0104
1 1 eventually decided to give the group the joke,
so they could practice it.${l l
cc: her
sbOlOS I eventually decided to give the news to him,
rather than wait for his brother.
sb0106
1
1 eventually decided to give the news to Tom,
rather than wait for his brother.
sb0107
1
1 eventually decided to give the group the hymn,
so they could practice it.
sbOlOS
1
1 eventually decided to give the group the joke,
so they could practice it.${l 1
oc; psalm
$(101 1
sb0201 $Although Jim said we would find the creature we
were looking for, I said it was not to be, knowing our
luck.
sb0202
I
Although Jim said we would find the creature we
were looking for, I said it was not too likely, knowing
our luck.
sb0203 [Although Jim said we had found the creature we
were looking for, I said it was a bee, knowing our luck.
sb0204 [Although Jim said we had found the creature we
were looking for, I said it was a deer, knowing our
luck.${l 2
cc: are
sb0205 $Although Jim said we would find the creature we
were looking for, I said it was not to be, knowing our
luck.
sb0206 [Although Jim said we would find the creature we
were looking for, I said it was not too likely, knowing
our luck.
sb0207 [Although Jim said we had found the creature we
were looking for, I said it was a bee, knowing our luck.
sb0208 [Although Jim said we had found the creature we
were looking for, I said it was a deer, knowing our
luck.${l 2
oc: wasp
I
I
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${101 2
sb0301 $I certainly didn't expect to find them here, so
soon after they started.
sb0302
1
1 certainly didn't expect to find them done, so
soon after they started.
sb0303
1
1 certainly didn't expect to be able to hear, so
soon after the operation.
sb0304
1
1 certainly didn't expect to be able to eat, so
soon after the operation. ${1 3
cc: there
sb0305 $I certainly didn't expect to find them here, so
soon after they started.
sb0306
1 1 certainly didn't expect to find them done, so
soon after they started.
sb0307
1
1 certainly didn't expect to be able to hear, so
soon after the operation.
sb0308
1
1 certainly didn't expect to be able to eat, so
soon after the operation. ${l 3
oc: listen
${101 3
sb0401 $I think this animal is for you, and the other one
is for Fiona.
sb0402
1
1 think this animal is for Tony, and the other
one is for Fiona.
sb0403
1
1 think this animal is a ewe, and the other one
probably is too.
sb0404
1
1 think this animal is a roach, and the other one
probably is too.${l 4
cc: me
sb0405 $I think this animal is for you, and the other one
is for Fiona.
sb0406
1
1 think this animal is for Tony, and the other
one is for Fiona.
sb04 07 1 1 think this animal is a ewe, and the other one
probably is too.
sb0408
1
1 think this animal is a roach, and the other one
probably is too.${l 4
oc: sheep
${101 4
sbOSOl $I think that this item is mine, because I
recognize the paper wrapper.
sb0502
1
1 think that this item is gone, because I
recognize the paper wrapper.
sb0503 1 1 think that place is the mine, because I
recognize the stream from the map.
sb0504 1 1 think that place is the mill, because I
recognize the stream from the map.${l 5
cc: yours
sb0505 $I think that this item is mine, because I
recognize the paper wrapper.
sb0506 [I think that this item is gone,
recognize the paper wrapper.
because I
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sb0507
1 1 think that place is the mine, because I
recognize the stream from the map.
sb0508 |I think that place is the mill, because I
recognize the stream from the map.${l 5
oc: pit
${101 5
sboeoi $Slowly they put the box down, and then went to
look for the lid.
sb0602
I
Slowly they put the box nearby, and then went to
look for the lid.
sb0603 [Slowly they filled the box with down, and then
went to look for the lid.
sb0604
I
Slowly they filled the box with wire, and then
went to look for the lid.${l 6
cc: up
sb0605 $Slowly they put the box down, and then went to
look for the lid.
sb0606
I
Slowly they put the box nearby, and then went to
look for the lid.
sb0607
I
Slowly they filled the box with down, and then
went to look for the lid.
sb0608
I
Slowly they filled the box with wire, and then
went to look for the lid.${l 6
oc: feathers
${101 6
(7)
sb0701 The old man pushed the letter \in\, and left
quickly.
sb0702 The old man pushed the letter \once\, and left
quickly.
sb0703 The old man took the letter to the \inn\, and left
quickly.
sb0704 The old man took the letter to the \aunt\, and left
quickly.
CC: (out)
sb0705 The old man pushed the letter \in\, and left
quickly.
sb0706 The old man pushed the letter \once\, and left
quickly.
sb0707 The old man took the letter to the \inn\, and left
quickly.
sb0708 The old man took the letter to the \aunt\, and left
quickly.
OC: (tavern)
sb0801 I wondered who the policeman came here \for\, and
how long he would stay.
sb0802 I wondered who the policeman came here \after\, and
how long he would stay.
sb0803 I wondered how the policeman found those \four\,
and how long he would stay
.
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sb0804 I wondered how the policeman found those \men\, andhow long he would stay.
CC: (against)
sb0805 I wondered who the policeman came here \for\, andhow long he would stay.
sb0806 I wondered who the policeman came here \after\, andhow long he would stay.
sb0807 I wondered how the policeman found those \four\,
and how long he would stay. '
sb0808 I wondered how the policeman found those \men\, andhow long he would stay.
OC; (quadruple)
( 9 )
sb0901 No-one respects Al's work more than \I\, but this
is a different issue.
sb0902 No-one respects Al's work more than \Lisa\, but
this is a different issue.
sb0903 No-one respects Al's work on the \eye\, but this
is a different issue.
sb0904 No-one respects Al's work on the \blood\, but this
is a different issue.
CC: (you)
sb0905 No-one respects Al's work more than \I\, but this
is a different issue.
sb0906 No-one respects Al's work more than \Lisa\, but
this is a different issue.
sb0907 No-one respects Al's work on the \eye\, but this
is a different issue.
sb0908 No-one respects Al's work on the \blood\, but this
is a different issue.
OC: (vision)
( 10 )
sblOOl If they had known what the cat was \like\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbl002 If they had known where the cat was \from\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbl003 If they had known what the cat would \like\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbl004 If they had known where the cat would \live\, they
would never have adopted it.
CC: (as)
sblOOS If they had known what the cat was \like\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbiooe If they had known where the cat was \from\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbl007 If they had known what the cat would \like\, they
would never have adopted it.
sbl008 If they had known where the cat would \live\, they
would never have adopted it.
OC: (enjoy)
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( 11 )
sbllOl If they had followed it \through\, then they might
really have accomplished something.
sbll02 If they had followed it \again\, then they might
really have accomplished something.
sbll03 If they had run the way that they \threw\, then
they might really have accomplished something.
sbll04 If they had run the way that they \jumped\, then
they might really have accomplished something.
CC: (over)
sbll05 If they had followed it \through\, then they might
really have accomplished something.
sblioe If they had followed it \again\, then they might
really have accomplished something.
sbll07 If they had run the way that they \threw\, then
they might really have accomplished something.
sbllOS If they had run the way that they \jumped\, then
they might really have accomplished something.
OC: (tossed)
( 12 )
sbl201 I have no idea who the film was directed \by\, but
I know it was uninteresting.
sbl202 I have no idea who the film was directed \under\,
but I know it was uninteresting.
sbl203 I have no idea what he was directed to \buy\, but
I know it was uninteresting.
sbl204 I have no idea what he was directed to \write\,
but I know it was uninteresting.
CC: (near)
sbl205 I have no idea who the film was directed \by\, but
I know it was uninteresting.
sbl206 I have no idea who the film was directed \under\,
but I know it was uninteresting.
sbl207 I have no idea what he was directed to \buy\, but
I know it was uninteresting.
sbl208 I have no idea what he was directed to \write\,
but I know it was uninteresting.
OC: (purchase)
sbl301 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out not to be \so\ easy, as we discovered.
sbl302 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out not to be \that\ easy, as we discovered.
sbl303 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out she couldn't \sew\ easily, as we discovered.
sbl304 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out she couldn't \paint\ easily, as we discovered.
CC: (and)
sbl305 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out not to be \so\ easy, as we discovered.
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sbl306 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out not to be \that\ easy, as we discovered.
sbl307 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out she couldn't \sew\ easily, as we discovered.
sbl308 The pattern looked straightforward, but it turned
out she couldn't \paint\ easily, as we discovered.
OC: (stitch)
(14)
sbl401 Everyone's dog behaved well, apart from \ours\,
and I was embarassed.
sbl402 Everyone's dog behaved well, apart from \this\,
and I was embarassed.
sbl403 Everyone's dog behaved well, for several \hours\,
and I was relieved. '
sbl404 Everyone's dog behaved well, in several \shows\,
and I was relieved.
CC: (theirs)
sbl405 Everyone's dog behaved well, apart from \ours\,
and I was embarassed.
sbl406 Everyone's dog behaved well, apart from \this\,
and I was embarassed.
sbl407 Everyone's dog behaved well, for several \hours\,
and I was relieved.
sbl408 Everyone's dog behaved well, in several \shows\,
and I was relieved.
OC: (minutes)
(15)
sbl501 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
came \too\, and so there was not enough food.
sbl502 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
came \soon\, and so there was not enough food.
sbl503 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
brought \two\, and so there was not enough food.
sbl504 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
brought \five\, and so there was not enough food.
CC: (also)
sbl505 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
came \too\, and so there was not enough food.
sbl506 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
came \soon\, and so there was not enough food.
sbl507 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
brought \two\, and
so there was not enough food.
sbl508 Although Mark had invited only one friend. Bill
brought \five\, and
so there was not enough food.
OC: (couple)
(16)
sbieoi My mother's family can be there, and my father's
\will\, I think.
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sbl602 My mother's family
\might\
,
I think.
sbl603 My mother '
s
family
\will\, I think.
sbl604 My mother's family
\wake\
,
I think.
CC: (won't)
sbl605 My mother's family
\will\, I think.
sbl606 My mother's family
\might\
,
I think.
sbl607 My mother's family
\will\, I think.
sbl608 My mother's family
\wake \
,
I think.
OC: (testament)
can be there, and my father's
can be there, for my father's
can be there. for my father's
can be there. and my father's
can be there. and my father's
can be there. for my father's
can be there. for my father's
(17)
sbl701 The rest of my friends are going and I am \not\,
out of principle.
sbl702 The rest of my friends are going and I am \too\,
out of principle.
sbl703 The rest of my friends watched as I made the
\knot\, before their eyes.
sbl704 The rest of my friends watched as I made the
\cake\, before their eyes.
CC: (neither)
sbl705 The rest of my friends are going and I am \not\,
out of principle.
sbl706 The rest of my friends are going and I am \too\,
out of principle.
sbl707 The rest of my friends watched as I made the
\knot\, before their eyes.
sbl708 The rest of my friends watched as I made the
\cake\, before their eyes.
OC: (tangle)
(18)
sbl801 Dave said he didn't want to do the 30b and his
brother \would\, at this time of year.
sbl802 Dave said he didn't want to do the job and his
brother \left\, at this time of year.
sbl803 Dave said he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's \wood\, at this time of year.
sbl804 Dave said he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's \car\, at this time of year.
CC: (should)
sbl805 Dave said he didn't want to do the job and his
brother \would\, at this time of year.
sbl806 Dave said he didn't want to do the job and his
brother \left\, at this time of year.
sbl807 Dave said he didn't want to do the job with his
brother's \wood\, at this time of year.
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sbl808 Dave said he didn't want to do the job with hisbrother's \car\, at this time of year.
OC; (timber)
(19)
sbl901 I'm sure that John will help you if he \can\, buthe's in a hurry.
sbl902 I'm sure that John would help you if he \came\,
but he's in a hurry. '
sbl903 I'm sure that John will help you with the \can\,
but he ' s in a hurry
.
sbl904 I'm sure that John will help you with the \cat\,
but he's in a hurry.
CC: (could)
sbl905 I'm sure that John will help you if he \can\, but
he's in a hurry.
sbl906 I'm sure that John would help you if he \came\,
but he's in a hurry.
sbl907 I'm sure that John will help you with the \can\,
but he's in a hurry.
sbl908 I'm sure that John will help you with the \cat\,
but he's in a hurry.
OC: (tin)
( 20 )
sb2001 The others should get involved,
\might\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2002 The others should get involved,
\are\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2003 The others should get involved,
\might\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2004 The others should get involved,
\tact\, but it's all a long shot.
CC: (ought)
sb2005 The others should get involved,
\might\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2006 The others should get involved,
\are\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2007 The others should get involved,
\might\, but it's all a long shot.
sb2008 The others should get involved,
\tact\, but it's all a long shot.
OC: (strength)
and perhaps they
and perhaps they
with all their
with all their
and perhaps they
and perhaps they
with all their
with all their
sb2101 Fiona answered cleverly enough, but \just\, as it
happened.
sb2102 Fiona answered cleverly enough, but \twice\, as it
happened.
sb2103 Fiona was very clever, and also very \just\, as it
happened.
sb2104 Fiona was very clever, and also very \strange\, as
it happened.
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CC: (only)
sb2105 Fiona answered cleverly enough, but \just\ as ithappened.
sb2106 Fiona answered cleverly enough, but \twice\, as ithappened.
sb2107 Fiona was very clever, and also very \just\, as ithappened.
sb2108 Fiona was very clever, and also very \strange\, asit happened.
OC: (fair)
( 22 )
sb2201 Nigel asked very eloquently and they said \no\, in
the end.
sb2202 Nigel asked very eloquently and they said \fine\,
in the end.
sb2203 Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't
\know\, in the end.
sb2204 Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't
\hear\, in the end.
CC: (yes)
sb2205 Nigel asked very eloquently and they said \no\, in
the end.
sb2206 Nigel asked very eloquently and they said \fine\,
in the end.
sb2207 Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't
\know\, in the end.
sb2208 Nigel asked very eloquently but they didn't
\hear\, in the end.
OC; (understand)
(23)
sb2301 Many boys didn't pay attention, and \soine\ tended
to fall asleep.
sb2302 Many boys didn't pay attention, and \others\
tended to fall asleep.
sb2303 The boy didn't pay attention, and the \sum\ turned
out wrong.
sb2304 The boy didn't pay attention, and the \trick\
turned out wrong.
CC; (any)
sb2305 Many boys didn't pay attention, and \soine\ tended
to fall asleep.
sb2306 Many boys didn't pay attention, and \others\
tended to fall asleep.
sb2307 The boy didn't pay attention, and the \suin\ turned
out wrong.
sb2308 The boy didn't pay attention, and the \trick\
turned out wrong.
OC: (addition)
( 24 )
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sb2401 None of the other students are contributinq. but Ithink I \may\, if I remember.
sb2402 None of the other students are contributinq, but Ithink I \did\, if i remember.
sb2403 Some of the other students are contributing, but Ithink it's in \May\, if I'm not mistaken.
sb2404 Some of the other students are contributing, but Ithink it's in \France\, if I'm not mistaken.
CC: (shall)
sb2405 None of the other students are contributing, but I
think I \may\, if l remember.
sb2406 None of the other students are contributing, but I
think I \did\, if l remember.
sb2407 Some of the other students are contributing, but I
think it's in \May\, if I'm not mistaken.
sb2408 Some of the other students are contributing, but I
think it's in \France\, if I'm not mistaken.
OC: (month)
Filler materials:
Probe words were presented after the auxilliary verb in
the lower clause.
NP PREFERENCE
Neutral subject, plausible object
Biased subject, plausible object
Neutral subject, implausible object
Biased subject, implausible object
hsc0109 The reporter saw her friend was not succeeding.
hscOllO The detective saw her friend was not succeeding.
hscOlll The reporter saw her method was not succeeding.
hcs0112 The detective saw her method was not succeeding.
hsc0113 The reporter saw that her friend was not
succeeding.
hsc0114 The detective saw that her friend was not
succeeding.
hscOllS The reporter saw that her method was not
succeeding.
hcsOlie The detective saw that her method was not
succeeding.
BOND
hsc0209 The adult read the article was already out of
date.
hsc0210 The pupil read the article was already out of
date.
hsc0211 The adult read the provision was already out of
date.
hsc0212 The pupil read the provision was already out of
date.
hsc0213 The adult read that the article was already out of
date.
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hsc0214 The pupil read that the article was already out of
date.
hsc0215 The adult read that the provision was already out
of date.
hsc0216 The pupil read that the provision was already out
of date.
CALL
hsc0309 The conductor found the label had disappeared
completely.
hsc0310 The collector found the label had disappeared
completely.
hsc0311 The conductor found the fever had disappeared
completely.
hsc0312 The collector found the fever had disappeared
completely.
hsc0313 The conductor found that the label had disappeared
completely.
hsc0314 The collector found that the label had disappeared
completely.
hsc0315 The conductor found that the fever had disappeared
completely.
hsc0316 The collector found that the fever had disappeared
completely.
PAIR
hsc0409 The dancer heard the story was about to be
publicized.
hsc0410 The speaker heard the story was about to be
publicized.
hsc0411 The dancer heard the issue was about to be
publicized.
hsc0412 The speaker heard the issue was about to be
publicized.
hsc0413 The dancer heard that the story was about to be
publicized.
hsc0414 The speaker heard that the story was about to be
publicized.
hsc0415 The dancer heard that the issue was about to be
publicized.
hsc0416 The speaker heard that the issue was about to be
publicized.
The politician wrote the letter would be easy to
The secretary wrote the letter would be easy to
The politician wrote the market would be easy to
The secretary wrote the market would be easy to
DRIVE
hsc0509
locate
.
hscOSlO
locate.
hsc0511
locate.
hsc0512
locate
.
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hsc0513 The politician wrote that the letter would be easy
to locate. ^
hsc0514 The secretary wrote that the letter would be easy
to locate.
hsc0515 The politician wrote that the market would be easy
to locate.
hsc0516 The secretary wrote that the market would be easy
to locate.
BIRD
hsc0609 The salesman urged the horses should be given some
attention.
hscOGlO The rider urged the horses should be given some
attention.
hscoeil The salesman urged the budget should be given some
attention.
hsc0612 The rider urged the budget should be given some
attention.
hsc0613 The salesman urged that the horses should be given
some attention.
hsc0614 The rider urged that the horses should be given
some attention.
hsc0615 The salesman urged that the budget should be given
some attention.
hsc0616 The rider urged that the budget should be given
some attention.
DESK
hsc0709 The mechanic warned the driver was going to cause
trouble.
hscOTlO The official warned the driver was going to cause
trouble.
hscOVll The mechanic warned the engine was going to cause
trouble.
hsc0712 The official warned the engine was going to cause
trouble.
hsc0713 The mechanic warned that the driver was going to
cause trouble.
hsc0714 The official warned that the driver was going to
cause trouble.
hsc0715 The mechanic warned that the engine was going to
cause trouble.
hsc0716 The official warned that the engine was going to
cause trouble.
POUND
hsc0809 The owner judged the contest would be
uninteresting
.
hscOSlO The lawyer judged the contest woud be
uninteresting.
hscOSll The owner judged the climate would be
uninteresting
.
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hsc0812 The lawyer judged the climate would be
uninteresting
.
hsc0813 The owner judged that the contest would be
uninteresting
hsc0814 The lawyer judged that the contest woud be
uninteresting
hsc0815 The owner judged that the climate would be
uninteresting
.
hsc0816 The lawyer judged that the climate would be
uninteresting
GOAL
hsc0909 The engineer taught the language should be
described carefully.
hsc0910 The professor taught the language should be
described carefully.
hsc0911 The engineer taught the distance should be
described carefully.
hsc0912 The professor taught the distance should be
described carefully.
hsc0913 The engineer taught that the language should be
described carefully.
hsc0914 The professor taught that the language should be
described carefully.
hsc0915 The engineer taught that the distance should be
described carefully.
hsc0916 The professor taught that the distance should be
described carefully.
BANK
hscl009 The nurse showed the sample was necessary for her
project.
hsclOlO The guide showed the sample was necessary for her
project.
hsclOll The nurse showed the travel was necessary for her
project.
hscl012 The guide showed the travel was necessary for her
project.
hsclOlS The nurse showed that the sample was necessary for
her project.
hscl014 The guide showed that the sample was necessary for
her project.
hscl015 The nurse showed that the travel was necessary for
her project.
hsclOie The guide showed that the travel was necessary for
her project.
GUARD
hscll09 The dentist expected his dinner was going to take
a while.
hsclllO The waiter expected his dinner was going to take a
while
.
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hscllll The dentist expected his session was goinq to take
a while.
hsclll2 The waiter expected his session was goinq to take
a while.
hsclll3 The dentist expected that his dinner was going totake a while.
hsclll4 The waiter expected that his dinner was goinq totake a while.
hsclll5 The dentist expected that his session was going to
take a while.
hscllie The waiter expected that his session was going to
take a while.
PRESS
hscl209 The customer answered her request was already
known to everyone
.
hscl210 The operator answered her request was already
known to everyone
hscl211 The customer answered her anger was already known
to everyone.
hscl212 The operator answered her anger was already known
to everyone.
hscl213 The customer answered that her request was already
known to everyone.
hscl214 The operator answered that her request was already
known to everyone.
hscl215 The customer answered that her anger was already
known to everyone.
hscl216 The operator answered that her anger was already
known to everyone.
TURN
hscl309 The employer recognized the author was worn out.
hscl310 The observer recognized the author was worn out.
hscl311 The employer recognized the pocket was worn out.
hscl312 The observer recognized the pocket was worn out.
hscl313 The employer recognized that the author was worn
out.
hscl314 The observer recognized that the author was worn
out.
hscl315 The employer recognized that the pocket was worn
out.
hscl316 The observer recognized that the pocket was worn
out.
BAND
hscl409 The constable repeated the comment was not to be
published.
hscl410 The lecturer repeated the comment was not to be
published.
hscl411 The constable repeated the journal was not to be
published.
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hscl412 The lecturer repeated the journal was not to bepublished.
hscl413 The constable repeated that the comment was not tobe published.
hscl414 The lecturer repeated that the comment was not tobe published.
hscl415 The constable repeated that the journal was not tobe published.
hscl416 The lecturer repeated that the journal was not tobe published.
CURVE
hscl509 The convict understood the concept was quite
interesting.
hsclSlO The tutor understood the concept was quite
interesting.
hsclSll The convict understood the session was quite
interesting.
hscl512 The tutor understood the session was quite
interesting.
hscl513 The convict understood that the concept was quite
interesting.
hscl514 The tutor understood that the concept was quite
interesting.
hscl515 The convict understood that the session was quite
interesting.
hscl516 The tutor understood that the session was quite
interesting.
BRANCH
hscl609
hscieiO
him.
hscieil
hscl612
him.
hscl613
him.
The person remembered the reply had surprised him.
The student remembered the reply had surprised
The person remembered the smoke had surprised him.
The student remembered the smoke had surprised
The person remembered that the reply had surprised
hscl614 The student remembered that the reply had
surprised him.
hscl615 The person remembered that the smoke had surprised
him.
hscl616 The student remembered that the smoke had
surprised him.
BLOCK
SCOMP PREFERENCE
hscl709 The contractor said the phrase was not
particularly useful.
hsclTlO The orator said the phrase was not particularly
useful.
hscl711 The contractor said the sum was not particularly
useful
.
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hscl712 The orator said the sum was not particularly
useful
.
hscl713 The contractor said that the phrase was not
particularly useful.
hscl714 The orator said that the phrase was not
particularly useful.
hscl715 The contractor said that the sum was not
particularly useful.
hscl716 The orator said that the sum was not particularly
useful
.
GRADE
hscl809 The brother knew the farmer had already been busy.
hsclSlO The teacher knew the farmer had already been busy.
hsclSll The brother knew the traffic had already been
busy.
hscl812 The teacher knew the traffic had already been
busy.
hscl813 The brother knew that the farmer had already been
busy.
hscl814 The teacher knew that the farmer had already been
busy.
hscl815 The brother knew that the traffic had already been
busy.
hscl816 The teacher knew that the traffic had already been
busy.
TUBE
hscl909 The actress swore the oath was completely
unplanned.
hscl910 The sailor swore the oath was completely
unplanned.
hscl911 The actress swore the exit was completely
unplanned.
hscl912 The sailor swore the exit was completely
unplanned.
hscl913 The actress swore that the oath was completely
unplanned.
hscl914 The sailor swore that the oath was completely
unplanned.
hscl915 The actress swore that the exit was completely
unplanned.
hscl916 The sailor swore that the exit was completely
unplanned.
GATES
hsc2009 The husband argued the point was quite detrimental
to their case.
. ^ ^ • 4. i
hsc2010 The defense argued the point was quite detrimental
to their case.
.
. x. • ^
hsc2011 The husband argued the order was quite detrimental
to their case.
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hsc2012 The defense argued the order was quite detrimental
to their case.
hsc2013 The husband argued that the point was quite
detrimental to their case.
hsc2014 The defense argued that the point was quite
detrimental to their case.
hsc2015 The husband argued that the order was quite
detrimental to their case.
hsc2016 The defense argued that the order was quite
detrimental to their case.
CLOUD
hsc2109 The visitor proved the theorem should be thrown
out.
hsc2110 The scientist proved the theorem should be thrown
out.
hsc2111 The visitor proved the meter should be thrown out.
hsc2112 The scientist proved the meter should be thrown
out.
hsc2113 The visitor proved that the theorem should be
thrown out.
hsc2114 The scientist proved that the theorem should be
thrown out.
hsc2115 The visitor proved that the meter should be thrown
out.
hsc2116 The scientist proved that the meter should be
thrown out.
TEAM
hsc2209 The exhibitor forgot the solution would be so
crucial
.
hsc2210 The academic forgot the solution would be so
crucial
hsc2211 The exhibitor forgot the vehicle would be so
crucial
hsc2212 The academic forgot the vehicle would be so
crucial.
hsc2209 The exhibitor forgot that the solution would be so
crucial.
hsc2210 The academic forgot that the solution would be so
crucial.
hsc2211 The exhibitor forgot that the vehicle would be so
crucial.
hsc2212 The academic forgot that the vehicle would be so
crucial
.
PATH
hsc2309 The patron denied the rumor was going to be
troublesome.
.
hsc2310 The gossip denied the rumor was going to be
troublesome.
• 4. v.
hsc2311 The patron denied the infant was going to be
troublesome
.
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hsc2312 The gossip denied the infant was going to be
troublesome.
hsc2313 The patron denied that the rumor was going to be
troublesome.
hsc2314 The gossip denied that the rumor was going to be
troublesome
.
hsc2315 The patron denied that the infant was going to be
troublesome.
hsc2316 The gossip denied that the infant was going to be
troublesome.
CLIMB
hsc2409 The editor claimed the victory would be complete.
hsc2410 The general claimed the victory would be complete.
hsc2411 The editor claimed the library would be complete.
hsc2412 The general claimed the library would be complete.
hsc2413 The editor claimed that the victory would be
complete.
hsc2414 The general claimed that the victory would be
complete.
hsc2415 The editor claimed that the library would be
complete.
hsc2416 The general claimed that the library would be
complete.
GUEST
hsc2509 The musician doubted his honesty would be
appreciated.
hsc2510 The minister doubted his honesty would be
appreciated.
hsc2511 The musician doubted his champagne would be
appreciated.
hsc2512 The minister doubted his champagne would be
appreciated.
hsc2513 The musician doubted that his honesty would be
appreciated.
hsc2514 The minister doubted that his honesty would be
appreciated.
hsc2515 The musician doubted that his champagne would be
appreciated.
hsc2516 The minister doubted that his champagne would be
appreciated.
PAGE
hsc2609 The kidnapper decided the match was important to
the player.
hsc2610 The referee decided the match was important to the
player.
. ...
hsc2611 The kidnapper decided the award was important to
the player.
.
.u 4. 4.
hsc2612 The referee decided the award was important to me
player.
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hsc2613 The kidnapper decided that the match was importantto the player.
hsc2614 The referee decided that the match was important
to the player.
hsc2615 The kidnapper decided that the award was importantto the player.
hsc2616 The referee decided that the award was important
to the player.
TROOP
hsc2709 The survivor learned the truth was being distorted
in the press.
hsc2710 The inspector learned the truth was being
distorted in the press.
hsc2711 The survivor learned the trial was being distorted
in the press.
hsc2712 The inspector learned the trial was being
distorted in the press.
hsc2713 The survivor learned that the truth was being
distorted in the press.
hsc2714 The inspector learned that the truth was being
distorted in the press.
hsc2715 The survivor learned that the trial was being
distorted in the press.
hsc2716 The inspector learned that the trial was being
distorted in the press.
GAIN
hsc2809 The theologian realized the mistake had already
been detected.
hsc2810 The examiner realized the mistake had already been
detected.
hsc2811 The theologian realized the humor had already been
detected.
hsc2912 The examiner realized the humor had already been
detected.
hsc2813 The theologian realized that the mistake had
already been detected.
hsc2814 The examiner realized that the mistake had already
been detected.
hsc2815 The theologian realized that the humor had already
been detected.
hsc2916 The examiner realized that the humor had already
been detected.
KING
hsc2909 The actor confessed his faults had been ignored.
hsc2910 The witness confessed his faults had been ignored.
hsc2911 The actor confessed his brakes had been ignored.
hsc2912 The witness confessed his brakes had been ignored.
hsc2913 The actor confessed that his faults had been
ignored.
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hsc2914 The witness confessed that his faults had beenignored.
hsc2915 The actor confessed that his brakes had beenignored.
hsc2916 The witness confessed that his brakes had beenignored.
BEACH
hsc3009 The fan believed the lie was not really worthbothering about.
hscSOlO The priest believed the lie was not really worth
bothering about.
hscSOll The fan believed the rat was not really worth
bothering about.
hsc3012 The priest believed the rat was not really worth
bothering about.
hsc3013 The fan believed that the lie was not really worth
bothering about.
hsc3014 The priest believed that the lie was not really
worth bothering about.
hsc3015 The fan believed that the rat was not really worth
bothering about.
hsc3016 The priest believed that the rat was not really
worth bothering about.
TRIP
hsc3109 The attendant explained the decision had been
disappointing
.
hsc3110 The analyst explained the decision had been
disappointing
hsc3111 The attendant explained the audience had been
disappointing
hsc3112 The analyst explained the audience had been
disappointing
hsc3113 The attendant explained that the decision had been
disappointing
.
hsc3114 The analyst explained that the decision had been
disappointing
hsc3115 The attendant explained that the audience had been
disappointing
hsc3116 The analyst explained that the audience had been
disappointing
TREND
hsc3209 The lover discovered the route was extremely
complicated.
hsc3210 The tourist discovered the route was extremely
complicated.
hsc3211 The lover discovered the opera was extremely
complicated.
hsc3312 The tourist discovered the opera was extremely
complicated.
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hsc3213 The lover discovered that the route was extremely
complicated.
hsc3214 The tourist discovered that the route was
extremely complicated.
hsc3215 The lover discovered that the opera was extremely
complicated.
hsc3316 The tourist discovered that the opera was
extremely complicated.
CARE
Fillers: Nonword targets for LD were presented after the
word between slash marks:
fillOl.
The dinner on Tuesday night consisted of soup and a /hard/
roll with an entree of either prime rib or lobster.
{
AP
fill02
.
Immediately after the fight ended, the young boy began to
make his /way/ over to the Principle, who wanted to know
what had happened.
{
OC
f ill03
The young boy pleaded to his mother that although he had
the /advantage/ it was not his fault.
{
CUCH
fill04.
To keep thieves and burglars away from their property,
many /old/ residents have prepared themselves by
purchasing controlled lighting systems, security alarms,
or guard dogs.{
Security alarms work better than guard dogs.{
MOFT
fill05.
John was getting out of school early today due to his
father receiving a promotion at work and a family party at
the /house/ next door.{
John went to the family party.
{
BUV
filioe.
The travel agent had stated many times that since we were
leaving the United States and traveling to a /hot/ place
like Bermuda, we would need a birth cirtificate and a form
of identification.
{
The travel agent said we needed a form of I.D.{
WITAIN
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fill07.
Upon receiving his paycheck at the end of a hard week, Joethought it was appropriate to stop at the local tavern andhave a /large/ drink.
{
Joe went home after work.{
IB
f illOS
.
The Boston Blazers are a lacrosse team that plays most of
the /time/ in the historic Boston Garden arena.
{
The Boston Garden is a new arena.
{
GITHOUT
fill09.
Appropriate times to fertilize your lawn and /take/ out
weeds are during the spring and fall months, not during
the summer months
.
{
The spring is a good time to fertilize.
{
BEYORD
filllO.
Pat's field trip to the museum ended up a disaster as he
dropped his lunch money when he could not /find/ the bus
this morning.
{
Pat probably had a good time on the trip.{
BESINES
film.
The worker's began a /long/ strike that Monday morning
because of management's lack of communication and
inability to reach an agreement on a pension plan.{
The strike occurred because a worker got injured.
{
ALINSIDE
f illl2
.
Mary and her /great/ grandmother spent many weeks
preparing for Christmas including decorating the tree with
ornaments and lights.
{
The tree was decorated with cookies.
{
MOWARDS
filll3.
Matt was an extremely talented basketball player in high
school and he hoped to /make/ the college team.{
Matt was good at hockey.
{
ALU
filll4.
The family that owns the house at the end of the street
does not /seem/ to spend any time there because the father
is a general in the U.S. Army .
{
The family probably hasn't traveled much.{
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DESRITE
f illl5.
Many /historians/ agree that the Civil War was not an
economic war but a war fought only on the issue of
slavery.
{
Slavery was the cause of the Civil War.{
FAW
fillie.
Rob had /quite/ an eventful day after he finished second
in a triatholon which consisted of biking twenty miles and
running five miles.
{
NAST
filll7.
It is /an/ entry-level position, but they assured her it
would just be for a few years.
SONCE
filllS.
A young man in a mustard-colored sportscoat trotted /down/
the road.
THAK
f illl9
Gordon /opened/ his toolbox, took out a soupspoon, and
happily dug into the ice cream.
TILE
fill20
The modern environmental movement is /badly/ in need of
reform.
ABIVE
fill21
Although it was still /early/, Louise decided to go to
bed.
ATID
fill22
After /writing/ three pages, Tony's favorite pen ran out
of ink.
SMONG
Carol thought the onion soup was delicious, but the
/lasagna/ was overcooked.
DEFORE
fill24
^ ^
Even though Alan and Penny had not seen each other for
/years/, they considered themselves best friends.
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BENIND
fill25
Joe had two term /papers/, three exams, and an oral
presentation due in April.
JURING
fill26
Terry couldn't decide whether to study the violin or the
/French/ horn.
EXCEPE
fill27
In the midst of their /argument/, the twins burst out
laughing.
VETWEEN
f ill28
Sharon's /parents/ liked her boyfriend, but her older
brother thought he was a nerd.
OPPOMITE
fill29
John decided that a cruise in the Bahamas would be just
the thing to /cure/ his lonliness.
UNLIKS
fill30
During dinner, Jeff and Sue had a stimulating conversation
about the pros and cons of /public/ education.
OTOP
fill31
/Joanne/ didn't like the movie, but she thought the main
actor was a hunk.
TAY
fill32
The interview didn't go very well, but Brenda got the
/job/ anyway.
SNOLL
fill33
The quick brown fox /tripped/ over the lazy dog's tail.
BLARK
fill34
After much /deliberation/, the jury found the defendant
not guilty.
FOOM
fill35
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Charlotte wanted to play cards, but her friends
/convinced/ her to go the movies.
WEK
fill36
After staying up all night to study, Jennifer fell
/asleep/ during the test.
SMARD
fill37
The governor's decision to raise /taxes/ guaranteed his
defeat during the elections.
TUDE
fill38
Although the /mechanic/ said the job would take four days,
Michelle didn't receive her car for six weeks.
LIW
fill39
Because a /fire/ alarm interrupted the exam, the scores
were disqualified.
JATCH
f ill40
James was three inches /taller/ than Michael, and Michael
was three inches wider than James.
ERIPT
fill41
Shortly after the trip began, Rachel's car got a flat tire
and /ran/ out of gas.
FUG
fill42
Despite the lack of publicity, many /people/ attended the
lecture.
ESLAPES
fill43
After /Thanksgiving/ dinner, the children gathered in a
circle to listen to Grandma's stories about the good old
days
.
CONTRACE
fill44
Although she didn't want to miss the class, Susan's
illness /prevented/ her from going.
POMPUTER
fill45
In the summertime, people became more /friendly/ because
they are not miserable with cold.
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BEARG
fill46
Winifred has locked and bolted her door
the robbers took her /best/ jewelry.
UTEBSIL
every night since
fill47
Some people like to /ride/ an emotional rollercoaster, but
others prefer moderation.
TICTIONARY
fill48
^^rits to go to the /beach/
,
but his mother won't
let him miss his ballet lesson.
TOASE
fill49
Although I checked the oven every five /minutes/, the cake
burned and my party was ruined.
TRAIR
fill50
Sarah asked Billy to go to the dance, and /Billy/ asked
Sarah if she could borrow her mother's car.
JACE
fill51
^
After the /game/ was over, the hockey players went to a
surprise party for their coach.
BOOL
fill52
Although /Brenda/ claimed not to smoke, Alice caught her
in the wash shed with a cigarette.
GAWP
fill53
On the way to the train station, Marty told Linda that he
/wanted/ a divorce.
DRINS
f ill54
After fifty years of marriage, the old couple still /felt/
the same about each other as they had on their wedding
day.
PAIB
fill55
On a dark and /stormy/ night, the electricity is likely to
go out
.
GRISS
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fill56
As soon as Rhonda turns sixteen, she wants to get her/driver's/ license. ^
DENTH
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